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Introduction
by Mark Rodegh ier, Center for UFO Studies
and Fred Whiting , Fund for UFO Research

ver since the publication of The Roswell Incident
by Charles Berlitz and William L. Moore (Grosset
& Dunlap, 1980), there has been one aspect of the
account that seemed to conflict with the basic story about
the retrieval of highly unusual debris from a sheep ranch
outside Corona, New Mexico, in July 1947. That was the
story of Grady L. "Barney" Barnett, involving the reported
crash of an intact craft and the recovery of several alien
bodies on the Plains of San Agustin, 150 miles to the west
of Corona.
There were few significant leads to support the account until early 1990, when Gerald Anderson, a security
guard in Missouri, contacted investigators Kevin Randle
and Stanton Friedman with his claim that he had been
present on the Plains in July 1947 as a five-year old boy.
Anderson's account came under close examination by
Randle and Don Schmitt, who were writing a book about
the Corona event, UFO Crash at Roswell (Avon, 1991 ),
and Friedman, who was beginning work on a book to be coauthored with Don Berliner, Crash at Corona (Paragon
House, 1992). With psychiatric social worker John Carpenter, Berliner and Friedman accompanied Anderson to
the purported crash site. Anderson also took a polygraph
examination, which showed "no evidence of deception,"
according to the examiner.
However, Randle and Schmitt found Anderson's story
unconvincing and said so in their book, as well as in The
Roswell Report: A Historical Perspective (Center for UFO
Studies, 1991). A controversy arose between the two teams
of investigators about the quality of evidence to support a
second crash in New Mexico at the same time as the Corona
event.
In September 1991, representatives of the Center for
UFO Studies and the Fund for UFO Research began discussing ways to resolve the controversy by providing a
framework for discussion of all of the evidence. The result
was a conference, called "Crash III" (so called because it
was the third such conference sponsored by the Fund),
which was held in Chicago on February 15- 16, 1992.
The purpose of the meeting was to examine the nature
and quality of the evidence for a reported crash of a UFO
and the recovery of aliens-both dead and alive-on the
Plains of San Agustin in July 1947. A focal point of
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discussion was the testimony of Gerald Anderson. Unfortunately, because of scheduling problems, Anderson and
Carpenter were unable to attend.
The participants at the meeting were: Don Berliner,
Tom Carey, George Eberhart, Stanton Friedman, Kevin
Randle, Mark Rodeghier, Don Schmitt, Michael Swords,
and Fred Whiting. Berliner and Friedman presented their
evidence supporting a crash; Carey, Randle, and Schmitt
shared the results of their research which supported their
contention that no crash occurred on the Plains. Swords
chaired the meeting, with the assistance of Rodeghier
(representing the Center for UFO Studies) and Whiting
(representing the Fund). Eberhart acted as recording secretary.
Representatives of both points of view were asked to
prepare written statements for this report, which is published jointly by CUFOS and the Fund. Both organizations
thank all of the participants for their sincere efforts to arrive
at the truth .
Statements of Gener al Agreement
This meeting was designed to provide a forum for
discussion and debate among the various parties and, it was
hoped, discover certain points of general consensus. The
following statements were unanimously agreed to by Berliner/Friedman and Randle/Schmitt. You may find it helpful to refer to this list as you read the various reports and
rebuttals, and in fact some statements will only be fu lly
understandable after all the reports have been read.
The Archaeologists
No professional archaeologists have yet been identified by researchers who were doing work around the
Corona area in 1947; however, it is possible there were
amateur archaeologists present.
All archaeologists interviewed by Tom Carey say that
if a UFO had crashed on the Plains in 1947, it would no
have been kept a secret.
Most of the archaeology work that was conducted in
New Mexico during the summer of 1947 was conducted m
the western part of the state.

------- -----------------------------

No professional archaeologist interviewed to date has
any first-hand knowledge of a UFO crash on the Plains in
1947.
NootherarchaeologistscancorroborateRobertDrake's
account of a ranch hand telling him about a crashed saucer
or his recollection of seeing tracks from heavy equipment
on the Plains; however, Drake has made other statements to
Stan Friedman which can be corroborated. He has submitted a notarized statement concerning the ranch hand and
Roscoe Wilmeth's mentioning a UFO crash on the Plains.
The best evidence indicates that Herb Dick and his
group were not at Bat Cave in early July 1947. No other
archaeologists have yet been demonstrated to have been on
the Plains in early July 1947.
Drake's statements about the ranch hand and Roscoe
Wilmeth to Friedman in 1982 and 1992 are consistent.
Drake's statements to Carey since mid-1991 to the present
about the number of trips to the Bat Cave are not consistent.
Drake was on the Plains in September 1947.

Barney Barnett
Barnett told Vern Maltais, Jean Swedmark, Alice
Knight, Harold Baca, William Leed, and Fleck Danley that
he saw the crashed saucer and bodies on the Plains.
There is no reason to believe that Ruth Barnett's diary
isn't genuine.
There is no evidence that Barnett was in Lincoln
County in 1947.

Gerald Anderson
Anderson's story has internal inconsistencies, including the appearance of the craft, the appearance and condition of the aliens, and the length of time which elapsed

before the military arrived.
Anderson's story has been basically consistent, although he has recalled more details over the period oftime
during which he has been interviewed.
Marshall Clifton overheard Gerald's father tell others
about a crashed saucer years before.
There is evidence that Anderson had an interest in
UFOs before he was identified by investigators.
John Carpenter's evaluation of Gerald Anderson is
that he is a credible witness.
Anderson took a polygraph exam which showed "no
evidence of deception," according to the examiner.
A facsimile of a high school course document for
Gerald Anderson does not indicate he took an anthropology
or archaeology course; however, one student who took
such a course says Anderson was in the class.
Winfred Buskirk says Anderson took his anthropology course, based on what Buskirk's best information told
him is in the school records .
All investigators agree that the question of whether
Anderson took an anthropology or archaeology course is
unresolved, until an official document can be obtained.
An analysis of what purports to be Ted Anderson's
diary indicates that although the type of paper was available
in 1947 vintage, the ink was available only after 1970.
Before the results of the forensic analysis were received, Gerald Anderson said that several versions had
been made.
Investigators have not been able to locate an Adrian
Buskirk.
The conclusion of the investigators is that the provenance of the diary is questionable.
All investigators have serious concerns about the
validity of the diary's contents.
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Yes, There Was a Saucer Crash
in the Plains in 1947
by Stanton T. Friedman , Nuclear Physicist
and Don Berliner, Aviation/Science Writer

ut of the blue, the question had suddenly arisen
as to whetherornot there was aU.S. government
recovery of a crashed flying saucer and alien
crew in the Plains of San Agustin (PSA) at about the same
time as a different saucer and alien bodies were recovered
on the Mac Brazel sheep ranch near Corona, New Mexico.
Kevin Randle and Don Schmitt, who have been researching the Corona crash since about 1988, and Don Berliner
and Stan Friedman (who has been involved since 1978 in
crashed saucer research) have come to opposite conclusions. Randle and Schmitt (RS) say there was only one
crash, near Corona. Berliner and Friedman (BF) certainly
agree that there was a crash at Corona, but also another
crash and another set of bodies in the Plains of San Agustin .
Several articles had been published taking opposite
views and it was decided in the fall of 1991 to convene a
closed conference in Chicago to try to settle the differences.
Most of the costs would be paid by the Fund for UFO
Research, which had already invested more than $50,000 in
crashed saucer research, including an earlier closed conference in Washington, D .C., in 1990, attended by all four of
the protagonists and 10 crash-related witnesses. Arrangements would be handled by the Center for UFO Studies
(CUFOS).
Originally scheduled for November, CUFOS, which
took the role of backing RS, requested a postponement until
December and another postponement until finally the conference took place on the weekend of February 14 in
Chicago. Considerable effort was spent in advance, drawing up guidelines, requests for and the exchange of material, establishing protocols, etc.
The primary concerns of the conference revolved
around the testimony of persons who had spoken with
Barney Barnett, a Civil Engineer with the Soil Conservation Service in Socorro, New Mexico, in 1947, and that of
a new witness, Gerald Anderson, who claimed after viewing the January 1990 rerun of the "Unsolved Mysteries"
program about crashed saucers, that he had been at the PSA
site when he was almost 6 years old. With him were 4 other
members of his family , an anthropologist named Buskirk
and 5 students, and somebody who sounded like he might
have been Barney Barnett. He claimed that some of the
details presented by "Unsolved Mysteries" were incorrect,
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such as the pattern of the bodies on the ground. He also
claimed one of the aliens was still alive. He described the
intimidating military officer as a red-headed captain named
Armstrong, accompanied by a black sergeant named
Roosevelt.
The only direct contact between RS and Anderson had
been in a 50-minute phone conversation in February 1990
between Randle and Anderson . Friedman, after several
conversations with Anderson, won his confidence and
involved psychiatric social worker John Carpenter, Berliner, and various others, especially businessman Robert
Bigelow, who supported an extensive effort by Friedman et
al. to investigate the Anderson story. Carpenter, Berliner,
Friedman, Anderson, and Bigelow all went to the PSA and
searched for the site noted by Anderson on a map he
sketched after a hypnosis session with Carpenter. An initial
helicopter pass wound up near the actual location, found
the next day by Anderson with Carpenter following behind.
Considerable testimony that backed up Anderson's case
was obtained.
Meanwhile, the book UFO Crash at Roswell and a
separate CUFOS publication, The Roswell Report, were
issued. Both claimed that Barnett could not have been in the
PSA because no saucer had been recovered there and that
Anderson provided unsatisfactory or unsupported testimony. Friedman and Carpenter rebutted many of these
charges in articles published in theMUFON UFO Journal.
Tom Carey, a financial manager who years earlier had been
an archaeology graduate student, decided to get involved
because Anderson's testimony referred to a Dr. Buskirk
(first name Adrian) in a diary provided to Anderson at his
father's funeral in 1978, which had supposedly been kept
by his uncle Ted. Ted had also been on the crash scene with
Gerald' s much older brother, his father, and Ted's son
Victor. Buskirk was an anthropologist who had headed a
small group of students who Anderson claimed were present
at the crash site.
Barnett had also talked of such a group, according to
the testimony of his close friends Vern and Jean Swedmark
Maltais (now divorced), who had first told Friedman of
Barnett's story in Bemidji, Minnesota, in 1978. Anderson
had also drawn an Identikit sketch of "Buskirk," the nasty
red-hai red military officer who threatened his family (Cap-

lain Armstrong) and the black sergeant Roosevelt as well as
one of the students, a girl named Agnes.
Carey, using the sketch supplied by Friedman, had
then located a book, The Western Apache by an anthropologist named Winfred Buskirk, who had studied at the University of New Mexico and been working on his Ph.D . in
anthropology in eastern Arizona about 95 miles from the
crashsite in July 1947. HenotifiedRandle, but not Friedman
of his discovery, but Randle passed on the information in
June 1991. The book jacket had a photo of Buskirk that
seemed to look much like Anderson's sketch.
Because of numerous charges made by RS and Carey,
the Fund provided support for a polygraph examination of
Anderson in Kansas City in July 1991, which he passed
with no signs of deception according to the examiner.
Carey then located Winfred Buskirk (already spoken to by
Friedman) who had denied being in New Mexico in July
1947 and whose first name was obviously not Adrian.
Carey found that Anderson had been a student for one year
( 1957 -58) at Albuquerque High School before quitting to
join the Navy. Buskirk taught at AHS from late 1946 until
retirement in 1969.
Charges were then made on radio and to various
groups by Randle and Carey that they had proof that
Anderson had taken an anthropology course under Buskirk
at AHS, that the sketch showed Buskirk as he looked in
1957 not 1947, and that therefore he must have lied when
he said he did not take a course under Buskirk nor did he
recall him from AHS . Therefore, his testimony could not be
used to support the notion that there had been a crash
retrieval in the PSA in 1947.
Barnett's testimony to others, including not only the
Maltaises and his niece Alice Knight and his boss Flee
Danley and a military officer, William Leed, who interviewed Barnett in the early 1960s, and a neighbor, Harold
Baca, must be wrong, they said.
Alice had found her Aunt Ruth's diary in 1990 which
almost always showed where Barney was working. On at
least 40 occasions he worked in the Plains, or the High
country as she called the area west of Socorro. There is no
mention of any trips to anywhere east of Socorro in the
direction of the much harder-to-get-to Corona site. The
diary testimony was bypassed by the claim that Barney
must have lied to Ruth, had been threatened by the military,
told not to say anything about the crash and then claimed to
have been a hundred miles west of Socorro rather than more
than 100 miles east of Socorro where he "actually" was, to
explain his getting home late the night of July 8.
BF claim that the date was much more likely to have
been July 2 when he was in the Plains and that according to
the Maltaises and Alice, he always told Ruth where he was
going prior to leaving in the morning rather than after
getting home since sometimes he had to stay overnight at
his work site. Also the entry for July 9 stated that Barney
was in the High Country again. All those who knew
Barney, including those talked to by Friedman and his then
partner William Moore many years earlier, had stressed

repeatedly that Barney was a totally trustworthy person,
very much a straight-shooter about everything. It was also
noted that Barney had told Danley the day it happened (in
the Magdalena office 27 miles west of Socorro) that the
crash had been in the Plains.
Years later, not too long before his death in the late
1960s, he had told Harold Baca, a neighbor from across the
street, that the event had occurred in the Plains. Alice and
the Maltaises had all presumed it was out that way and
while he was working, and no one thought it had been
anywhere near Corona or Roswell. The Soil Conservation
Service district only extended as far east as Claunch, well
west of the Corona site. Barney had little spare time during
the summer of 1947 because he was building a new home
in Socorro with the help of a local tradesman, doing much
of the work himself.
Anderson had been fully cooperative about the polygraph examination and hypnosis with Carpenter, and the
use offourdays without pay for the New Mexico trip. Upon
Friedman's request, in response to the charges about his
having known Buskirk in an anthro class (which he denied
taking), he requested his high school transcript. Carpenter
was shown it upon receipt. It listed about 80 courses as a
kind of class menu, but there were no grades next to
anthropology or archaeology which are listed. There were
grades next to French and sociology which Anderson had
claimed to have taken. So far as can be determined, no
transcripts have been obtained by RSC showing that Anderson took the course.
Carey enlisted Buskirk's help. Buskirk acknowledged
that he could have been present at the site near Horse
Springs, that he did teach anthro that year, and, apparently
on the basis of testimony to him by old friends at AHS, that
he presumed he passed Anderson since he didn't like to
flunk a student. Buskirk also denied that he was at the crash
site and also claimed that he had no direct recollection of
Anderson.
Thus the stage was set for the confrontation. Anderson
and Carpenter had originally agreed to attend. After the
second postponement, Anderson became disgusted with
the whole deal, feeling he was being unfairly attacked, that
nothing he could provide or say would satisfy RS, and
dropped out of the whole business at least temporarily, with
a schedule of full-time employment and being a full-time
student. Carpenter had a previous engagement and was also
unable to attend, but submitted a statement.
Carey was invited by CUFOS and approved by the
Fund. He had meanwhile published a strong article claiming that Anderson had taken the course under Buskirk and
that the testimony of a number of anthropologists showed
there could not have been a crash in the PSA. Friedman
responded with a strong rebuttal that is eventually to be

publishedinthelntemational UFOReporterwhereCarey's
article had been published.
Another important player in the game was Robert J.
Drake, an anthropologist (specialty in conchology) who
had attended the University of New Mexico postwar and
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knew Buskirk and the other anthropologists noted by
Carey. Drake had told Friedman in 1982 that he had heard
about a crash of a flying saucer with bodies in the PSA,
months earlier, from a ranchhand "near Datil" in late
September 1947. He had also heard from another anthropologist, Dr. Roscoe Wilmeth who had also attended UNM,
in Mexico in 1952 that Wilmeth had read of a crashed
saucer and bodies in the Plains in 1947 while working at
Los Alamos. Both stories had been included in a 1982
MUFON conference paper by William Moore, along with
the testimony from Friedman that Willmeth had died suddenly of a heart attack just a few days prior to Friedman's
calling to confirm the story.

The Chicago Conference
The conference was held at the Sofitel hotel near
0 'Hare Airport the weekend of February 14, 1992. Attend-

ees included Berliner, Carey, Friedman, Randle, and
Schmitt. The moderator was Dr. Michael Swords, professor at Western Michigan University, who had a long-term
interest in UFOs, edits the CUFOS-based Journal of UFO
Studies, but had no previous involvement in crashed saucer
research. Fred Whiting represented the Fund for UFO
Research (Berliner is also on the Fund's executive board).
CUFOS was represented by Mark Rodegier, their director
of research, and George Eberhart, who had edited The
Roswell Report. Both had apparently paid very close attention to the writing of the book, UFO Crash at Roswell.
Rodegier had claimed at the MUFON conference in July
1991 that the PSA was "a bogus site," though no reason was
provided. A social get-together was held on Friday night at
a restaurant. It was the first time that Carey had met any of
the others.
Long sessions were held around a huge square table
from 9:00a.m. until 8:30p.m. on Saturday and from 9:00
to 3:00p.m. on Sunday. Lunch was eaten in the room .
Randle and Schmitt had put together three-ring binders with a number of newspaper clippings, pages from the
Albuquerque High School yearbook for 1957, and various
articles provided by Carey regarding anthropologists, etc.,
which made it much easier for the other participants to
review their claims. Of particular importance was a copyright article, "The Magdalena Connection," which gave the
reason for their first placing Barnett near Corona and then
for establishing an entirely new and imaginative scenario.

Surprises at the Conference
(responses are given below)
1. As noted, RS now claimed that Barney had indeed
told everyone that he had seen a crashed saucer and alien
bodies on the PSA, but that he had been directed by the
government to do so, according to the testimony of a Mr. X.
X had supposedly been at the Corona site, seen the bodies,
6
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had access to all information and had said there was no
crash in the PSA. But the government had become quite
concerned that the Roswell story would be exposed as a
result of the publication of Frank Scully's 1950 book,
Behind the Flying Saucers, and articles in Newsweek and
Time in 1950.
Therefore, according to X, Barney had been instructed
to divert attention from the Roswell story. It should be
noted that no evidence was presented to support this story,
X's involvement, etc. It was claimed that there was a
picture somewhere that showed X and four others who
were involved, and that he was talking to RS because he
liked them.
2. Friedman provided for viewing (but, at Anderson's
request, not for copying) an enlargement of the transcript
provided to Anderson microfiche size by AHS . There were
no grades for anthropology or archaeology (which courses
were listed) or for about 73 other listed courses. Grades
were noted for sociology, French, etc., which Anderson
had claimed to have taken.
3. Carey claimed that Drake's testimony was not
trustworthy because both anthropologists he claimed he
was with on the ranch near Datil denied being told about a
crashed saucer and bodies found nearby months earlier.
4. Carey claimed that the drawing of Buskirk showed
him as he actually looked when Anderson was at AHS
rather than how he looked in 1947, despite the correct notes
that Buskirk was tall, ruddy, in his late thirties, and had an
almost bald hairline. BF indicated that since the pictures
shown were from 1941 and 1957, with none from 1947, it
was anybody's guess how to interpolate between them,
especially since Buskirk served as an officer during the
war.
5. Randle claimed that L.H., who had been a member
of the Archaeo Society at AHS, as shown in the AHS
yearbook picture of the group, had told him in a phone
conversation that Anderson had taken an anthro course
under Buskirk (the club's adviser) with him.
6. Friedman noted that none of the anthropologists
whom Carey claimed testified there had been no PSA crash
that summer had been on the PSA at the time of the event,
thus relegating their testimony to an entirely irrelevant
level of "I have no knowledge of any crash," which was to
be expected in view of their absence, and the very stern
admonitions from the military to the anthropologist who
had been there to keep quiet. Particular attention was paid
to Dr. Herbert Dick, who had spent the summer of 1948
excavating an important site at Bat Cave at the southern
edge of the PSA within view of the crash site noted by
Anderson. The Bat Cave Report noted that Dick had done
a preliminary examination for 3 weeks in the summer of
1947 with his wife, her brother and a friend, and a couple
named Brown. Only Dick, his wife and her brother are
alive. Their testimony indicates that they were not at Bat
Cave in 1947 until at least mid-July.
Friedman had also determined from Dr. Frank Hibben,
a professor at UNM in 194 7, that he was not on the PSA at

all in the summer of 1947, though RS had claimed that he
had been.
7. Friedman pointed out that Albuquerque High School
in 1957 had more than 2,500 students. From later discussions with 5 different students also attending there in 195758, it was determined that there were 4 different three-story
buildings and that it would have been easy indeed for a
student not to encounter a professor whose course he
wasn't taking in the course of one year's attendance,
especially amongst strangers. Schmitt verified that the
enrollment had been 2,536.
8. A clipping provided by RS showed that General
Nathan Twining had indeed visited Sandia base as well as
Kirtland during the week of July 7-11, 1947, though most
articles quoting him in a wire service story noted only the
Kirtland visit. Gerald had said that his family thought the
nasty MPs originated at Sandia which had very high security. There is no indication provided that Twining visited
Roswell that week. The Haut press release went out on July
8, but Twining went to Alamogordo Army Air Field on July
7, according to his flight log and that of his pilot, and left on
the 11th.
9. RS claimed in the Factbook that if the MJ-12
briefing document is genuine, as Friedman had contended,
that it proves nothing happened in the PSA since no
mention of the PSA is made. He also claimed that Friedman
was now claiming that the MJ -12 document was incomplete, and also that clearly there was no way that there could
have been both a real event in the PSA and that the MJ-12
documents (he is convinced they are hoaxes) could be real.
10. Randle claimed that Barbara Dugger's testimony
that she thought the bodies had been seen by her grandfather, Sheriff Wilcox, about 30 miles from Roswell, which
he now felt was where the bodies described to Glenn
Dennis by his nurse friend were found somehow helped
establish that X was telling the truth, since X said the
recovery site was much closer than 75 miles.
11. RS had stressed the absence of first-hand witnesses to thePSA crash, though obviously Anderson fit that
bill.
12. Friedman stressed that none of the anti-Anderson
articles by RS and Carey had addressed the fact that
Anderson had no way of knowing when he first described
the red-haired officer and the black sergeant to Friedman
that Friedman had, without telling anyone else, only a few
weeks before in New Mexico heard Glenn Dennis tell him,
for the first time, that the SOB officer was red-haired, and
later added information about a black sergeant. There was
no discussion of the fact that Anderson had correctly
described the topography of the crash site as it had been in
1947 and also the long-gone store where soda pop had been
sold and the unusual-looking woman who had sold it, as
verified by local residents seen during the 1990 trip. Also,
Anderson had said that Buskirk had tried speaking several
languages to the live alien. Buskirk spoke English, French,
Spanish, and German.
13. There was discussion about Ted Anderson 's di-

ary . All agreed that some information in it was almost
certainly in error, since, for example, no trace had been
found of a Doctor Adrian Buskirk and the date was almost
certainly not July 5. Some appeared to blame Anderson for
the discrepancies. The forensic analysis clearly established
that the ink used in the handwriting had not been available
prior to 1970, which is consistent with Anderson's story of
having received it at his father's funeral in 1978, well
before anything about the Plains or the crash at Corona had
been written. The cover letter from Anderson's cousin
certainly suggested there had been something to the story
disturbing her father and brother (Ted and Victor) . It also
seemed clear from the hypnosis session with Anderson and
Carpenter that many copies had been made.
14. Randle claimed that Gerald's former wife stated
that Gerald was known as a liar. He had reached her with the
help of Phil Klass. She supposedly had doubts about his
Navy career as well but admitted not having been married
to him while he was in the Navy.
15. There was a discussion about polygraph examinations and their frequent inadmissibility as evidence in
court. Friedman stressed that Gerald had never hesitated
about taking a test and had even caught a plane at 6:15a.m.
to go to Kansas City after riding a long way on a motorcycle
the day before after a brief vacation. All agreed that a
primary use of a polygraph test was intimidation of a
witness to confess. Friedman noted a different UFO experience described by William Herman in South Carolina,
who refused, on the flimsiest of grounds, to take the
proposed test. RS noted that Anderson was a police officer
and may have been able to fool the examiner.
16. There was considerable discussion about supposed differences in the descriptions of the bodies and the
craft at the Corona site supposedly recovered in half-canoelike segments and at least two of which were badly mangled
and had a very strong stench, and those described by
Barnett and Anderson at the PSA site. The latter were intact
with one alive; nobody who had talked to Barney said
anything about a stench or serious damage or any indication that the crash had occurred more than a day before.
That craft was essentially intact with small pieces of
wreckage nearby not strewn all across a huge field . The
Dennis story independently provided testimony of four
slender fingers as did Anderson. Both talked of relatively
large eyes, big heads, slender bodies.
17. RS claimed that an oral tradition about a saucer
crash in the Plains noted by UNM anthropologist Dr. Peter
Harrison could be explained away by the crash of a military
bomber in 1942, as reported in the New York Times and an
Albuquerque newspaper.

Responses
Rl. No evidence has been provided that Barney ever
diverted the public's attention about the crash from Roswell.
No public record exists prior to the publication of The
Anderson, Barnett, and the Archaeologists
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Roswell Incident in 1980 of Barney's involvement. He
hadn't gone public, only told his niece, his spouse, his boss,
close friends and a helpful neighbor and a credentialed
military officer (William Leed) who had been given his
name and address by a superior officer. Barnett had told
Danley very excitedly that the crash was in the Plains on the
very day it happened in early July 1947. He would not say
anything to Leed about 15 years later until shown Leed's
military cerdentials.
There was obviously no need whatsoever for a diversion since Scully's book was already a perfect diversion.
The book focused on Aztec, roughly 300 miles from
Roswell, and was based on stories by notorious con man
Silas Newton. Neither of the magazine articles took the
story of a crash seriously as anyone can tell and Roswell
wasn' t mentioned in either of them. The validity of X's
involvement was certainly not established. It is difficult to
understand how he could know what didn't happen in the
Plains, since he wasn't there either. Certainly it would have
been understandable if witnesses were indeed admonished
to keep quiet despite the Scully book. Based on other
discussions, it seems far more likely that X, if he was real
and was present at the Roswell site, said that he knew
nothing about any event in the Plains or that he said nothing
happened near Aztec, despite the Scully book so that it
provided a fine diversion .
R2. There was discussion about the transcript. Some
claims had been made and were repeated that transcripts
would only include the courses that had been taken. Rodegier
noted that in the course of his employment as a computer
instructor, he had had reason to see many old pre-computer
era transcripts which had indeed listed all available courses
with grades only filled in for those that had been taken by
that student.
Friedman also stressed that Buskirk's comment that he
had presumed he had passed Anderson clearly established
that Buskirk had not himself seen a transcript.
R3. It has been clear from the time of the 1982 paper
that Drake had been alone with the ranchhand, seeking
snails, when he was told about the crashed saucer and
bodies and that he had not told the other two about this
revelation. It is probable that indeed there was some discussion of flying saucers since this had certainly been a
headline topic for weeks in New Mexico. Drake had also
provided copies of his collection records establishing the
date as late September 1947, and also had pictures of him
and other anthropologists in the PSA from that era.
R4. There seemed to be no way that one could say that
the ldentikit sketch truly looked like Buskirk in 1957 as
opposed to 1947. Drawing a line between two dates 16
years apart seemed impossible.
RS. At first blush, this comment seemed to be the
smoking gun proving that Anderson had lied when he
claimed he hadn't known Buskirk or taken a course under
him. Closer review of Randle's conversation with L.H.
suggested he had not been nearly as positive, perhaps
having said he vaguely recalled hearing of someone named
8
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Jerry Anderson. Friedman later called L.H., and read the
names of the other people listed as being in the archaeo
society. L.H. recalled a number of the people since he has
attended a number of reunions of his high school class. He
noted that one had married somebody else he knew and that
they were now living in a certain area of Albuquerque. He
noted that another girl had married the president of the
society and they were living in California . He noted that the
correct address for the first couple of the two people listed
in the phone book by that name.
Much more important, he again stated that he vaguely
recalled the name of a Jerry Anderson. He was asked if he
recalled anything at all about him, height, weight, etc. He
said no. Did he recall Anderson taking the course with him
under Buskirk? No. Had he been asked about this before?
Yes. He couldn't recall the name of the person who had
called him, but the caller had claimed to be with "Unsolved
Mysteries." Had he told the caller that Anderson had taken
the course? No. Since Randle had been connected with the
"Unsolved Mysteries" show and claimed to have talked to
L.H., it has to be presumed that he was the caller to whom
L.H. had spoken. Friedman followed up by sending L.H. a
blowup of the yearbook picture ofthe French Club in which
Anderson is the tallest person and clearly visible. L.H. and
his wife, who had also been an AHS student at the time,
both unequivocally stated that they had no recollection of
Anderson at all.
Friedman also contacted the Albuquerque couple.
They dug out their copy of the yearbook, looked at
Anderson's picture and stated that they had no recollection
of him.
The California couple was also contacted. The wife
had been the best friend of the woman of the Albuquerque
couple who had provided her address and phone number.
They also dug out their French Club yearbook picture and
even reviewed athletic team pictures because of Gerald's
height. Neither recalled Anderson at all. The man bad a
high-level security clearance and was quite knowledgeable
about nuclear research. All the students had stressed the
size of the student body. All had recalled Buskirk as a good
and caring and rather formal teacher. Some did not know of
his military background since he didn't talk much about
himself. The club had gone on various local archaeological
outings, but normally had to be back by school closing
time.
R6. There was a detailed discussion about the many
archaeologists located and talked to by Carey and Friedman.
To their credit, RS have now repudiated the testimony of a
supposed archaeologist given prominence in UFO Crash
at Roswell as a first-hand witness at the Corona site, who
had supposedly seen bodies and the military, but who was
concerned about losing research grants if he spoke out.
Schmitt had already commented in Chicago in July 1991,
when asked by Friedman of the possibility of that professional testifying behind closed doors to Congress, that he
had been an anonymous phone caller. RS had been unable
to determine who he is, whether or not he was a witness or

even an archaeologist. It seems unfortunate that readers of
the book were given no clue as to his being an anonymous
caller.
Carey had been completely unsuccessful at finding
any archaeologists working near the Corona site in 1947
and had also been unable to show, despite a valiant effort,
that any were near the PSA site in early July 1947. The area
was quite isolated. Herb Dick's brother-in-law had stated
that during their three weeks they had seen no one. It was
agreed by all that Buskirk's testimony made it plain that he
could easily have been there, though he stated he was not.
It was brought out by Carey that Buskirk had been an
officer during the war and was in the Reserve having
accumulated at least 20 years total service and was now
living in housing occupied by military personnel. There
was no question he was a loyal American.
R7. Prior to the meeting and even after it, there had
been suggestions made that there was no way Anderson
and Buskirk could have been at the same high school for a
full school year without Anderson recognizing Buskirk as
the Doc Buskirk whom he had supposedly seen at the
traumatic experience in 1947. This notion neglects the fact
that Anderson had a highly troubled high school life with
his mother having died, his father having remarried, and
there being considerable friction between him and his stepmother. They had moved back to Indianapolis after he
spent a year at Highland High School in Albuquerque
before his year at AHS. He was a poor student who quit to
join the Navy as soon as he was old enough. The school was
huge. Friedman noted his own experience having spent
four years at the three-story Linden High School, Linden,
New Jersey, and having been very active in many school
activities. There were only 1,200 students there with 245 in
his graduating class. Yet at the 40th reunion of the class in
1991 , he was unable to recall some of the teachers and
students whose pictures were in the yearbook. Anderson
was a stranger in a school of over 2,500 with about 800
students in his year in four separate three-story buildings.
It must also be noted that Buskirk was quite a formal
and reserved person at AHS , always wearing a tie and
jacket. He would not have been dressed at all the same way
he had been at the site, if he had indeed been there.
Account must also be taken of the fact that Anderson
had obtained his GED and taken numerous college courses
in the intervening years and was studying full-time for a
nurse's degree at a local college this past year, besides
working full-time as a licensed police officer with a major
university. None ofthis information had been presented in
Carey's article, though Anderson's low high school grade
point average had been noted with other derogatory comments.
RS. General Twining's activities were considered
crucial by Friedman. If there had only been a crash near
Corona, then one might have expected that he would have
flown directly to Roswell after the Haut press release of
July 8 since he had a crew and his own B-17G. Instead he
flew to Alamogordo well over 1OOmiles away from Roswell

over a mountain pass. It is known that he had to cancel his
long-planned trip to Seattle because "a very important and
sudden matter that developed here" and that "I have been
away quite a bit the last couple of weeks" (July 17, 1947,
letter). Many newspaper stories quoting him about flying
disks noted he had spoken from Kirtland. The one article
provided by RS from the Albuquerque Journal of July,
1947, noted he had been at Sandia which is very close to
Kirtland to which he had flown.
Sandia had a much higher security status than Kirtland
with a triple fence, part of it electrified, and dog patrols.
Judging by a brief discussion between Glenn Dennis and
the black sergeant, the sergeant might well have been head
of a canine patrol since he commented that they used guys
like Dennis for dog food.
In addition, the Alamogordo newspaper used almost
an entire front page to demonstrate that radar reflectors
from weather balloons would explain the flying saucers
being reported. There were three pictures and a balloon
launch had been staged for the press on July 9. In addition,
the July 17 edition of the paper claimed that Twining had
done a routine inspection of the base on July 11 in the
company of 4 other generals atleastone of whom was noted
on a copy of Twining's famous flying saucer letter of
September23, 1947, as having been involved in the preparation of that letter.
It was clear that Twining's inspection had not been
routine since there were no photos, the trip had been
suddenly laid on although he had been scheduled to be in
Seattle, and the team was much too high-powered. lt seems
that the newspaper articles were intended to give a cover
story to locals working at Alamogordo Air Field or nearby
White Sands Missile Range. Twining had also been named
as a member of the Operation Majestic 12 team and was the
recipient of the Cutler-Twining memo noting MJ-12, of
June 16, 1954, as discussed in the Final Report on Operation Majestic 12 by Friedman.
R9. Friedman provided a copy of his letter to Randle
showing that he had not said the MJ-12 Briefing was
incomplete, but had noted that it not only contained no
statement that the briefing covered everything about MJ12, but specifically stated, "This document has been prepared as a preliminary briefing only. It should be regarded
as introductory to a full operations briefing intended to
follow ." He also noted that Ike was not yet president on
November 18, 1952, and had not yet been given need-toknow access to all government information.
He also argued that there was no logical reason at all
to accept the notion that the stories ofMJ-12 and of a crash
in the PSA were in any way mutually exclusive, i.e., that if
one were true the other could not be.
RlO. Since Randle could not provide any source for
Dugger's claim that she thought that the site of the alien
bodies was perhaps 30 miles from Roswell, Friedman
called her. She also could not provide him a source, just
something she had thought. So her testimony cannot be
claimed to support the story of X.
Anderson, Barnett, and the Archaeologists
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Rll. BF made a number of points about first-hand
testimony. Obviously Anderson claims to have been there,
so was a first-person source, if telling the truth. There is still
no evidence that he is lying. Certainly RS have accepted
and presented considerable second-hand testimony in their
book. Glenn Dennis's description of his nurse friend's
description of the bodies; Beverly Bean's discussion of
what her father, Melvin Brown, told her about there being
two crashed saucer incidents, his standing guard and seeing
an alien body; Sappho Henderson's testimony about what
her husband, Pappy Henderson, told her about flying wreckage to Wright Field and seeing or being aware of alien
bodies . ... are all second-hand accounts. There is no reason
to reject the testimony ofRobertDrake, Alice Knight, Vern
Maltais, Jean Swedmark, Harold Baca, Fleck Danley,
William Leed, postmistress Hart, cowboy Johnny Foard
who recalled having heard of a crash and bodies out near
Horse Springs when working in Magdalena.
The testimony of the anonymous archaeologist had
been presented as factual with no basis at all, no Jess
second-hand testimony. Claims were made about nobody
coming forth in the manner of a Jesse Marcel or Walter
Haut. As a matter of fact, they had not come forth. Friedman
had been referred to Marcel by an old ham radio buddy of
his at a TV station in Baton Rouge to whom Marcel had
never given any information. Haut was found by the totally
unexpected act of a person at the Roswell Daily Record
noting in 1979, when Friedman mentioned his name in the
1947 story, that Walter Haut's wife worked at the paper.
Dennis was located after a series of phone calls by Friedman
to a doctor and two other morticians who had been around
Roswell in the old days.
It certainly seemed clear from testimony by various
crew members and others in the know about what happened
at the Roswell site, that all witnesses had been strongly
intimidated by government personnel. There would seem
to be no reasonable expectation that anyone part of the
group at the PSA would have voluntarily come forth,
especially if they thought that the story was still being kept
a deep secret. As noted earlier, Barnett had not come forth
while he was alive. His story was known only because of
the cooperation by the Maltaises after a packed lecture by
Friedman, long after his death, and Moore· s efforts to track
down Danley, Alice Knight, etc.
R12. No evidence was provided that there had been
any contact between Anderson and Dennis, that there had
been any way for Anderson to have heard of Dennis's
testimony about the red-head. The people we all visited
near Horse Springs lived in a remote area and clearly hadn't
previously met Anderson or any of us . Gerald does stand
out in a crowd. Testimony from Carpenter and Friedman
both strongly indicated that Anderson had not read The
Roswell Incident or any of the Moore-Friedman papers
prior to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcast. Anderson
had excitedly called Carpenter when he did finally read The
Roswell Incident and noted Bill Brazel's reference to a
Captain Armstrong. Essentially none of the many people
10
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who called in to "Unsolved Mysteries" mentioned The
Roswell Incident.
R13. There seemed to be agreement that while the
information in the diary could not be trusted to be accurate,
without verification, there had to be some reason for its
existence.... to deceive people trying to investigate the
story at a time when the writer whoever that might have
been was still fearful? To bolster Gerald's case? There
didn't seem to be any motive for Gerald 's faking it. He had
turned down a financial inducement from "Hard Copy,"
had given no sign during the days with Friedman, Carpenter, etc., of seeking profit. He had told a story to Linda
Howe during an extended interview out on the PSA that
matched what he had previously told Carpenter though
there was nobody there to check on him. If somebody was
pulling a fast one for Gerald, why risk having a copy
analyzed? Or why not use very old ink?
Friedman noted that two persons known to have lied
about various UFO-connected activities have not submitted paper evidence they claimed would back them up . Guy
Kirkwood, aka Mel Noell, Noell Bryce Cornwell, etc.,
supposedly was going to supply his DD214 form and proof
of his having flown for United and had been a USAF pilot
who chased UFOs in his jet. Gene Huff claimed he had
evidence that Bob Lazar was a scientist, and had worked at
Los Alamos, and would supply a resume and proof. Neither
has provided anything.
R14. A review of the testimony of the former Mrs.
Anderson did not indicate that she referred to Gerald as a
liar. There were inconsistencies in her testimony, for example, her claim that he had only been in the Navy fora few
years when she had apparently not been married to him at
that time and had not married him until at least 1968, a full
ten years after we know Gerald left Albuquerque High
School. As a member of a special Navy team he could not
have told her details of his work anyway.
In addition, Victor Serencko, an associate of John
Carpenter, had talked to a Jot of former and present associates, church members, etc., of Gerald. None of those people
would call him a liar though some were upset by Gerald's
full speed ahead approach, including, for example, arresting prominent young people in the small town for drug
possession and sale, not a politically correct thing to do .
They, who presumably have less self-involvement in commenting about Gerald than his ex-wife, described him as a
man of integrity, decency, etc., as do those of us who spent
days with him. One must wonder what kind of half-truths
Klass would have put in her head based on his many years
of ad hominem attacks including calling Walter Haut a liar
to Bill Cox.
RlS. The subject of polygraph analysis is a very much
contentious one, judging by the voluminous and often
combative literature on the subject. There seems to be no
question that while the use of employment polygraphs has
decreased for private industry, a whole host of government
agencies including the intelligence agencies and the mili tary still use polygraphs a very great deal. There is an

RCMP officer based in Fredericton (population 40,000 in
the province of New Brunswick, population 720,000) who
is doing about 90 tests per year, mostly to eliminate honest
suspects.
As a general consensus, it appears that the key is the
background, training, and competence of the examiners.
The field got a very bad name from the fly-by-night
operators who were poorly trained, and who often did as
many as 10 tests per day . The local RCMP man limits
himself to 2 per day because of the great care with which
questions must be formulated in an unambiguous fashion
and with which responses must be monitored. There does
seem to be a general consensus that polygraph examinations are better at determining truth than falsity .
R17. Friedman checked with Dr. Harrison and determined that he was insistent to Randle and to Friedman that
the 1942 military plane crash could not explain an oral
tradition, especially since there was seemingly no mystery
about it. Oral traditions normally exist when there is no
written tradition. Harrison also said that he hadn't done the
research, contrary to the claim made by RS.

Summary
A. There is a great deal of testimony from persons
whose integrity we have no reason to challenge that Barney
Barnett was present in the Plains of San Agustin at the site
of an almost intact crashed saucer with alien bodies outside
it in early July 1947, and that he was strongly directed not
to go public about this extraordinary event. So far as can be
determined, he spoke of it only to people he trusted completely. Not one person has been found who questioned
Barney's integrity. Many have been located over the years
who vouched for his integrity.
B. No evidence has been provided that police officer
and church deacon-in-training Gerald Anderson has been
lying in his testimony about the strange events of 1947 or
his activities at Albuquerque High School in 1957-58.
C. No evidence has been provided that Barney Barnett
was asked to divert attention from Roswell in 1950, or ever
did so.
D. The testimony of Robert Drake as provided prior to
1982 long before Anderson was part of the picture and
reiterated in recent months, would seem to be fully acceptable about both what he heard from the ranchhand and from
Roscoe Wilmeth both of which support the notion of a
crashed saucer in the PSA in July 1947.
E. No evidence has been provided that any other
anthropologist was present in the area in July 1947. All
statements made by these various gentlemen about what
did or didn't happen there are only statements about what
they don't know. Since there was no reason for them to
know anything, not being present on site nor having heard
scuttlebutt, they are not evidence that nothing occurred.
F. Dr. Winfred Buskirk could have been at the crash
site, did speak several languages, and has denied being
there or knowing anything. Recently the retired officer

Easley, the Provost Marshall at Roswell in 1947, died never
having told anyone about what he knew because of his
having signed a security oath. CIC agent Sheridan Cavitt
has never admitted knowing anything about the recovery of
a crashed saucer and alien bodies on the Brazel site though
the testimony of many others places him on site and in
charge. He was told not to say anything. Sheriff Wilcox
never said anything publicly indicating he knew the wreckage was that of a saucer or that alien bodies were present,
because he was told in no uncertain terms not to talk about
what he knew or his family would be killed. These were or
are all honorable men. There is no reason to reject the idea
that Winfred Buskirk was indeed present and will go to his
grave without saying anything about it. After all, who can
dispute him besides a man that was almost 6 years old at the
time and unknown students who were also strongly intimidated?
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Gerald Anderson and
the Plains of San Agustin
by Kevin D. Randle, Donald R. Schmitt, and Thomas J. Carey

ichard Hall writes in The Roswell Report: "The
criteria for a credible crashed disk report are
relatively simple and straightforward: 1) The
claimant must have been in a job or assignment that would
plausibly place him at a crash site or storage area; 2) he must
pass the usual screening for personal character and reliability; and 3) he must be able to supply military service records
or relevant information that would permit verification
through historical records and official documents where
possible.1
We will demonstrate that Gerald Anderson's story
does not meet these simple criteria and fails on several
important counts. These include major discrepancies between the second-hand testimony of Grady L. "Barney"
Barnett and Anderson, clear errors in Anderson· s account,
and documents such as an uncle's diary, that cannot be
independently verified. We will also show that the investigation of Stanton Friedman, Don Berliner, and John Carpenter has been far less than adequate, despite their claims
to the contrary.
We (Kevin Randle) were the first to interview Gerald
Anderson, on February 4, 1990. We did not reject his story
out-of-hand, but instead were duly cautious. At the conclusion ofthis interview, Anderson issued an invitation to visit
and promised to stay in touch. However, he then stopped
returning Randle's phone calls. 2 After a silence of several
months, we learned that Anderson was talking with
Friedman and, most significantly, had changed his story in
several critical ways from what he had told Randle.3 He had
also added a considerable amount of new material about the
crash/recovery he claimed to have witnessed.

R

The Anderson version of the
events of July 1947
Let's review some of Anderson's account. According
to a diary allegedly written by his uncle, the Anderson
family had arrived in New Mexico on July 4, 1947, after a
long trip from Indiana. 4 The next day they took off from
Albuquerque, driving south to the edge of the Pla ins of San
Agustin to search for moss agate. Ted Anderson had said,
"! know where there's plenty of moss agate. "5

Although the diary says that the event took place near
Magdalena,6 Anderson claimed that it was just a mile or so
from Horse Springs on the western edge of the Plains. 7
Horse Springs is about sixty miles from Magdalena, so
clearly either Anderson or the diary is incorrect.
As for the events at the crash site itself, Anderson
stated to Randle that his family was first to arrive, with
some archaeologists appearing about a minute later. 8 But in
his interview with Friedman, only 12 days after the one
with Randle, Anderson claimed that Barnett and the archaeologists were already there. 9 And in a radio interview
with Bob Oechsler on March 24, 1991, Anderson once
again said that his family was first, with the archaeologists
now arriving as much as forty-five minutes later. 10
Anderson, who thought that Barnett looked like Harry
Truman, was positive of Barnett's identity. 11 Friedman
underscored this by writing in March 1991, "Gerald picked
Barney's picture out of a lineup of pictures and had said he
looked like Harry Truman ... true indeed." 12 But Friedman
didn't report the photo of Barnett was taken from The
Roswell Incident and Anderson had clearly read the book
before the photo lineup. In fact, Anderson proved he had
read The Roswell Incident when he said during Friedman's
first interview (February 16, 1990) that the book had
"knocked me over with a stick." 13 This means the photo
lineup was useless since the picture of Barnett was from a
source Anderson admitted to having already seen. Anyone,
under those conditions, even those who had never met
Barnett, could have identified his picture.14
Anderson told Randle that Barnett was followed by a
substantial military force .15 The Army, using jeeps, trucks,
and a staff car, drove onto the crash site. He told Friedman
the military had even blocked off a portion of the road so
airplanes could land on it. 16 Anderson described it as a
battalion-sized operation. 11
Anderson originally told Randle that he did not know
the names of anybody on the archaeological team, but said
he would try to locate family documents with that information. 18 But when Anderson talked to Friedman 12 days
later, he either had found the relevant documents or had
somehow remembered the name of Dr. Buskirk, whom he
now said was the leader of the archaeological team.19 It is
simply unbelievable that Anderson, when talking with
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either Randle or Friedman, would not have mentioned his
uncle Ted's diary, since it lent support to his story.

The investigation begins
All of these interviews, in addition to other information obtained provided enough detail (and motive) for us to
conduct a legitimate analysis of the Anderson story. 20
Anderson, for example, originally told Randle that the eyes
of the aliens were blue. Gentle eyes of a mil/...y blue color2 1
(suggestive of the cover of Transformation 22 ) . But Anderson told Oechslerthat the eyes resembled large black ovals,
similar to accounts from abduction reports (although Anderson denies reading about abductions, he admits to having
seen the movie, Communion). 23
Carpenter claimed in the September 1991 issue of the
MUFON UFO Journal that Anderson had not said milky
blue but "murky blue" and thought that Randle had poorly
transcribed the tape. Carpenter wrote, "They [meaning us]
also stated that he [meaning Anderson] claims the aliens
had 'big, milky-blue eyes' -which is in the transcript as
well. But also in the transcript Gerald states, 'not blue like
blue in human eyes ... " 24 Carpenter, though, doesn't finish
the quote, which continues:" ... not blue like blue in human
eyes ... sort of a milky blue.' "25 Since he had a copy of our
transcript, he could have provided the full quote, but
decided to withhold information not supportive of Anderson.
A discrepancy about eye color is not a major flaw, but
it is indicative of many of the problems we discovered. Of
course, criminologists point out that a change in the physical description, such as changing the eye color in such a
dramatic fashion, is a major discrepancy. It is definitely
enough of a change for police officers to begin to suspect
the testimony of the witness in a criminal investigation.
To expand on this further, we next consider the story
of Barney Barnett. There are several persons who can
testify to what Barnett told them about the crash. These
second-hand sources, James "Fleck" Danley, Harold Baca,
Vern Maltais, and Alice Knight, all heard the story from
Barnett. They all tell virtually the same story. And although
Barnett mentions the archaeologists, he never once mentioned a family with a two small kids at the crash site. 26 This
is the first discrepancy between the Barnett and Anderson
accounts.
In September 1990, Knight discovered that her aunt,
Ruth Barnett, had kept a diary for the year 1947.2' Ironically, it was the only year she kept a diary . Using this
document, it was discovered that on the date Anderson
claimed he'd been on the Plains of San Agustin, July 5,
Barnett had been at home in Socorro working on his new
house. The entry read: "Barney and Lopez are busy on the
house or plumbing today . .. Barney bought glass for our
windows today. "28 There was no chance for Barnett to get
to the far side of the Plains and discover a flying saucer
crash.
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In an interview with Linda Howe, we learned that
Anderson had decided the crash occurred not on July 5, but
on July 3, despite the fact this contradicted his uncle 's own
diary, allegedly written in 1947. 29 According to the Barnett
diary for July 3, ''Barney was in office most of the day. " 30
To the Anderson supporters, this meant Barney was in
Magdalena, still a long way from the crash site on the
Plains, but possibly close enough for him to get there, see
the crash, and get back.
But Knight disagreed. She knew both Barney and Ruth
well, and she says the diary entry was referring to the office
in SocorroY Barnett could not have been at the recovery
site if the crash occurred on July 3.
Interestingly enough, we learned at the February 1992
meeting with Berliner and Friedman that Anderson's family had seen the crash on July 2, according to the diary,
before they had even arrived in New Mexico.32 The date
seems quite flexible, moving as problems develop with
Anderson's story. In fact, rejecting Anderson's own testimony, Berliner and Friedman have accepted July 2, in our
opinion, because it conforms to the Barnett diary, the much
better documented crash near Corona, and it was the date
that Friedman had selected more than a decade ago. 33
Barnett did tell several people he'd seen the crash west
of Magdalena. Knight thought it was between Magdalena
and Datil. 34 "Fleck" Danley said it was northwest of
Magdalena.35 Harold Baca said it was to the west of
Magdalena 36 and Maltais just said the Plains.37 Anderson,
in his first interview with us, said it was just north of
Highway 60 near Magdalena. 38 None of them, including
Anderson originally, mentioned it was far southwest of
Magdalena, near Horse Springs. In fact, Horse Springs
didn't come into it until twelve days later, after the Randle
interview, when Anderson first spoke to Friedman and
began to change his story. Friedman explained this by
saying that the maps might have been "tilted wrong,"39 if
nothing else, a unique "explanation."
It is important to reiterate that Anderson, in his interview with Randle, placed the crash slightly northwest of
Socorro, a direction that does not point anywhere near
Horse Springs. Since Anderson is very familiar with this
area of New Mexico, we reject the conclusion that he was
mistaken in his initial account.

The military police and
the patch they wore
Under hypnosis Anderson recounted more details about
the alleged events. He told Carpenter that he remembered
some of the military men were MPs from Sandia Base. He
knew this because his Uncle Ted, amazingly enough, knew
Captain Armstrong, who was responsible for removing the
civilians from the site. Anderson told Carpenter," ... That
they came from Sandia Base ... And Ted knew the redhaired officer. "•0 It is interesting to note that when Anderson talked with Friedman, he said that the red-haired officer

was from White Sands because his father recognized the
patch Armstrong wore. 41 ·42 There has never been an explanation for this discrepancy.
Anderson then described the patch, saying that it was
egg-shaped or oval. "It's like an oblong-like an egg-like
a long circle." He also said, "There's blue and there's like
wings and there' s a circle ... A bunch of circles. It's not a
circle; it's a bunch of circles. And that's in white, and the
wings are white, and the patch is blue, and ... trimmed in
red. "43,44
Researching the histories of the Sandia Base and
Kirtland Air Force Base, which now controls Sandia, we
learned that in 1947 Sandia was under the jurisdiction of the
Los Alamos National Laboratory. 45 The patch worn at Los
Alamos was, more or Jess, egg-shaped but it had no wings
on it, no circles with dots that were white, and it had a
lightning bolt down the center.46
Kirtland at that time was under the control of the Air
Materiel Command (AMC).47 Their patch was round and
did have wings, but they were gold. There were no circles
with dots in them, though there was a circle.48
Alamogordo Army Air Field, later Holloman Air Force
Base (sometimes confused with White Sands Missile Range)
was also under the control of AMC. 49 MPs assigned to
either Kirtland or Alamogordo would have been wearing
the AMC patch, which clearly is not what Anderson described.
White Sands Missile Range does not have a distinctive
patch.5° In 1947 the permanent party assigned there wore
the patch from their parent unit. If a man from the First
Infantry Division, for example, had been assigned to White
Sands, he would have worn the First Infantry Division
patch. Anderson's father could not have identified the
soldiers as based at White Sands by their patch, because
there was no patch for White Sands.
Don Berliner thought he had identified the patch, as the
Army Air Force (AAF) patch, which does not have white
wings or a circle but does contain some red coloring.5 1 The
AAF patch is circular and Anderson said he remembered it
as egg-shaped.52 It was just one more area of the story that
cannot be confirmed.

Dr. Bu skirk and the archaeolog ists
We have already revealed several difficulties with
Anderson's account, but the most damaging evidence to his
claim concerns Dr. Winfred Buskirk. Dr. Buskirk was the
leader of the archaeological expedition or team, according
to Anderson, although he thought the first name was Adrian
because that was the name in the diary .53 Not content with
simply providing a name, Anderson made an ldentikit
sketch of Buskirk as he remembered him at the crash scene.
In June 1991 with the assistance of Tom Carey, a
MUFON State Section Director in Pennsylvania, we located the only Dr. Buskirk in the fields of anthropology or
archaeology. His name is Winfred and not Adrian, but he

was the only Buskirk who had any sort of anthropological
credentials.54
Carey discovered Buskirk had written a book on the
Western Apache in 1986. He wrote to the publisher, asking
for a copy of the dust jacket. 55 Using the photo on the dust
jacket, and the Identikit sketch, Carey was convinced that
Winfred Buskirk was the man that Anderson had described.56·57
When Buskirk was contacted in June 1991, he denied
that he had been on the Plains of San Agustin during the
summer of 1947. 58 In fact, he had been on the Fort Apache
Indian Reservation in Arizona from late June until September.59A photo he took on July 4, 1947, and which appeared
in his book showed that he was on the reservation on that
day. And Buskirk confirmed that he had been on the
reservation continuously from late June 1947 until he
returned to Albuquerque in September 1947.60
In a letter Buskirk wrote, "The ceremonial pictures in
The Western Apache and the fairgrounds pictures were all
taken around July 3-6 or 7th. I was certainly too busy on the
reservation to be engaged in any archaeological sideshows."61
When this information was provided to Friedman, his
first reaction was to say that it was the wrong Buskirk.62 ·63
When he saw the ldentikit sketch and then the photos of
Buskirk, Friedman conceded that it was the same man. 64 In
a Jetter dated June 20, 1991, Friedman wrote, " ... is
probably right that Winfred Buskirk is the man in the
Identikit sketch ... who would therefore appear to be lying
about where he was in July 1947. Coincidence???"65 (Note
Friedman's evaluation of Buskirk's veracity.)
Anderson said all along that the archaeologists were
from the University of Pennsylvania and that Buskirk was
the leader.66 But Buskirk was, in fact, working out of the
University of New Mexico.67 Carpenter has suggested in
his article in the September 1991 issue ofthe MUFON UFO
Journal that Anderson is unsure of this identification. But
the complete transcript reads: "Well, I think so, but it has
been a long, long time ago. Anyway, I'm sure that's right
[emphasis added]. They worked with a university and I'm
thinking Pennsylvania .. ." 68
Research at the University of Pennsylvania does not
confirm Anderson's claims. 69 According to the records
there, no field teams were operating in the western United
States in the summer of 1947. In other words, there were no
archaeologists from that university in the field in New
Mexico.
To take it a step further, a check at the Museum of New
Mexico which monitors work by the archaeological community in the state, found that there were no authorized
teams from Pennsylvania in New Mexico.70 The only field
teams on the Plains were from New Mexico, Harvard, and
a team from the University of Chicago at Reserve. 71There
were also 50-70 graduate and undergraduate students from
the University of New Mexico at Chaco Canyon for a
summer session.72 Students from other schools were on a
few of the teams, but no students were from the University
Anderson, Barnett, and the Archaeologists
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of Pennsylvania, as far as is currently known.
There is simply no first-hand corroboration for any
crash on the Plains, either with or without archaeologists.
In fact, archaeologists who were working in the area in this
time period flatly contradict Anderson 's story. One is Dr.
Herbert Dick who was doing archaeological research on
the Plains at a place called Bat Cave. 73 We'd interviewed
Dick in 1989, and again in 1991 after Buskirk was located.
The first thing Dick said was, "If I knew anything, I'd tell
you."74
He was quick to point out that he had no love for either
the CIA or the FBI so that threats from them wouldn't
worry him. He went on to say that there were never any
rumors about a flying saucer crash on the Plains. His
neighbors there in 1947, other archaeologists and the
ranchers, never mentioned it. Nothing. 7s
The only trouble with Dick's information is that he
apparently didn't arrive at Bat Cave until the middle of
July, a few days after any retrieval would have begun. 76
However, the Anderson diary claims that heavy equipment, flatbed trucks, were still being used on July 22, after
Dick arrived. 77 And that much equipment, given the terrain,
would have been seen by quite a few people, but none have
ever come forward.
Dick supplied the names of others from the area,
including Frances Martin, who owned the Navaho Lodge
in Datil. Everyone made it into her tavern at one time or
another. When she was interviewed in 1989, she said she'd
never heard a word about any crash, either of an airplane or
a spacecraft. 78 Friedman dismisses her testimony by calling
her "some old woman. " 79
Martin is important for one other reason. Although she
lived in Datil, thirty miles to the north, the highway from
Horse Springs leads through Datil. Anderson had talked of
a battalion-sized operation, including airplanes landing on
the highway. In July 1991, Anderson said they even had a
C-47, a twin-engine cargo plane, landing on the road. 80 Had
that been true, there would have been no way to conceal it
from members of the community. That sort of operation, on
the only road from Horse Springs to Datil would have been
noticed by several persons.
Dave Parr, who currently owns the ranch where Anderson claims the saucer crashed, said that he'd lived in the
area all his life. In 1947 he lived eleven miles away, but had
heard nothing of the crash until two TV crews arrived in the
middle of 199 1. 81 He said that he'd questioned thirty longtime residents of Horse Springs but none of them remembered hearing anything of a crash or rumors of a crash. 82 The
lone exception was one man, John Foard, living in
Magdalena, but his information was second-hand. In fact,
Foard was quick to point that out himself, saying he'd seen
nothing. He wasn't even sure when he'd first heard the
story, or from whom making his testimony worthless. 83
Parr could find no first-hand witnesses. 84
Dan McKnight, who along with a number of others
spent some time in 1946 to 1948 searching the Plains for
"Blow-out sites" (areas of archaeological significance un-
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covered by the wind), said that held heard nothing about a
crash on the Plains. 8s

Robert Drake and possible
confirmation
Robert J. Drake, however, was the exception. Drake,
who claimed he was on the Plains in October 1947, said that
he'd seen heavy equipment tracks near Bat Cave. 86·87 He
also mentioned a cowboy who approached him and told
him of a saucer crash a couple of months earlier. 88 Later,
Drake claimed that he, with a group of scientists who
should have included McKnight, Dr. Wesley Hurt and Dr.
Albert Dittert, discussed the rumor of a crash during a drive
back to Albuquerque. 89 Drake even mentioned Roscoe
Wilmeth, a document clerk at Los Alamos, who sometime
in the early 1950s had wanted to drive by the Plains to see
where the bodies were found. 90
This testimony may seem to be independent corroboration of the Anderson claim, but documentation and close
scrutiny of Drake's testimony shows the opposite to be
true. Drake claimed that he had been to Bat Cave only once
but that was before Dick worked there. 91 Dick's records
showed he was there in July 1947. 92 Carey asked Drake
three times during their initial interview how many times he
had been to Bat Cave, and Drake consistently answered,
"Only once. " 93
An article that appeared in American Antiquity bore
this out. According to the article, written in 1948, Hurt,
McKnight, and Drake had all been at Bat Cave in October
1946,94 eight momhs before the alleged crash. It means
Drake's story of riding back to Albuquerque and stopping
at ranches where they discussed the crash doesn't make
sense. Drake and the others were making the rounds eight
months too soon.
In an article published in El Palacio in July 1948, John
Otis Brew and E. B. Danson confirm Dick had been at Bat
Cave in the summer of 1947.9s Coupled with the article
fromAmericanAmiquiry, it proves that Drake's memory of
the ride in !947 is in error.
Wesley Hurt confirmed this personally. According to
Hurt, they had surveyed Bat Cave in 1946 as part of the
reconnaissance to identify archaeological sites. 96 He said
they had been at the cave before Dick and they had not
returned the following year. 97 •98
Hurt also said he hadn't heard anything about a flying
saucer crash until people began to call him about ten years
ago.99 He remembered nothing about heavy equipment
tracks near Bat Cave; even if there had been, that site is
twenty to twenty-five miles from the location Anderson
identified. Hurt said that he observed nothing, has no firsthand knowledge, 100 and remembers nothing.
In 1991, Drake also said in the summer of 1947 the
students at Chaco Canyon returned from a weekend trip
talking about a crashed spaceship and that the story was the
talk of the camp. 101 Nobody who was there remembers
this. 102

Drake said that both Hurt and McKnight were former
military intelligence or counter-intelligence, and would
deny the story .103 When asked about that, Hurt said, "I think
that Dan and I are enough of opportunists that had it
happened we would have made hay." 104
It should be noted that Drake is a contaminated source.
During the discussions with him, it became apparent that
someone had sent him the articles about Anderson. 105 It is
interesting that none of the other scientists remember
anything that Drake alleges took place. It should also be
noted that Friedman talked to Hurt, Dick, and McKnight,
but never bothered to mention them because their testimony-and the documented evidence supplied by themrefutes the Anderson and Drake claims. 106

The search for moss agate
Anderson had said he and his family had been in search
of moss agate, 107 but according to various authorities, there
are no moss agates on the Plains. According to Robert
Weber, there is some snowflake agate around Reserve (40
miles to the southwest of Horse Springs) and some banded
agate available along what was once the shoreline of the
lake (the Plains are a dried up Jake bed). 108 According to
Gary Young, the little moss agate available in the area was
of such poor quality that no one would waste time hunting
It, 109 especially if they had to drive more than 200 miles to
get there.110 In fact, there isn't much moss agate in New
~1exico . 111 The best place to search for it is in the ancestral
gravel of the Rio Grande 112 or in the lava beds along
Interstate 40 about thirty miles west of Albuquerque. 113
It must be noted that Anderson, in his July 1991
::nterview with Friedman, said that they had been searching
:or banded and moss agate. 114 But his claim of banded agate
did not appear until after the publication of The Roswell
Report where the information about the availability of
oanded agate was mentioned. In the previous interviews,
Anderson had claimed it was only moss agate, a very
specific type. 115 This is yet another example of the continu., y shifting nature of Anderson 's account.

Other areas of corroboration and
contradiction
Other potential corroboration for Anderson · s story has
e ·aporated as well. Mary Ann Gardner, a nurse from
: orida, told us about a cancer patient who had mentioned
_ crash and recovery of a UFO the patient had witnessed.
3.owever, Gardner said that the patient had never mened a location for the crash, other than Mexico. 116 Gardner
:: early remembered it because she had been surprised that
e u.s·.goverrunenthad been involved since the crash had
ll??'lrently taken place in Mexico. 117 Friedman has claimed,
a· the Chicago meeting and at other times, that it is easy for
pie from "out east" to confuse Mexico with New Mexico;
be neglects the surprise felt by Gardner because the

patient, an alleged first-hand witness, had mentioned
Mexico. We find such selective attention to detail and
misleading arguments to be common among supporters of
Anderson .
Turning our attention now to the diary Anderson
submitted, we discovered several problems. Anderson says
he received a copy of his Uncle Ted's diary at his father's
funeral in 1978.' 18 Yet in Randle's first interview with
Anderson, he said he was trying to round up the papers and
letters that the family had passed about the events.' 19 He
said nothing about having possession of a diary that could,
if authenticated, provide the necessary documentation. 120
Much of the information in the diary is inaccurate or
contradicts Anderson himself. For example, the diary clearly
states the events took place close to Magdalena. To quote
(misspellings retained) : "This morning (about 10:30) I saw
the most unbelievable thing I have ever seen. We were all
out on the Plates of San Augtine by Magdallena. We were
five in number .. ." 12 1
The problem is that Anderson now claims the events
took place near Horse Springs. 122 That's more than sixty
miles away by today ' s roads and over forty-five as the crow
flies . If events took place close to Horse Springs, wouldn ' t
it have made more sense to say that? Especially since it is
less than a mile from Horse Springs to the crash site
identified by Anderson.
Friedman has an explanation for all of this. He claims
the diary contains "disinformation." 123 But that's just a
fancy way to say that there are lies in the diary. And why
would anyone write a personal diary and fill it with lies of
this nature?
Most critical has been the forensic testing of the ink
and paper in the copied diary. This work established that the
paper was available in 1947 but the ink was not available
until some time after 1974.'24 Anderson has explained this
oddity by saying that the diary had been copied and therefore the ink wouldn't have been that old, but it seems rather
strange and unlikely that a precious family document
would be hand-copied, in a style to emulate the original,
rather than simply photocopied, which would completely
preserve the historical flavor of the original version.
Berliner and Friedman don't believe that the negative
forensic results cast doubt on the diary 's authenticity,
because the diary could have been written before 1980
when The Roswell incident was released.125 Of course, it is
also quite possible that the diary was copied or created as
late as 1990.'26 As experts say, ". . . many notorious
forgeries have involved some contrivance to mitigate the
absence of the alleged originals." 127
Friedman was quick to point out that Anderson told
him there had been many copies of the diary made so the
family would not lose the information. The document being
tested might not be the original. 128 Since Anderson mentioned this before the forensic scientist's report was released, Friedman believes it shows Anderson was telling
the truth . Fine, so far as it goes. However, if Anderson had
created the diary, he was now hedging against the very real
Anderson, Barnett, and the Archaeologists
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possibility that the tests would contradict his version of
events. Rather than wait for negative results, which he
knew were a real possibility, he was attempting to provide
a believable explanation.
That· s the problem with Anderson· s story. None of the
facts he has provided have checked out. There has been a
wealth of them that made the job of verification interesting,
but none have been verified. Barnett said he was the first at
thescene. 129 Anderson said Barnett was the last. 130•131 Barnett
never mentioned seeing two small children. 132 Anderson
originally said the crash site was near Magdalena 133 but
now claims it was close to Horse Springs. 134 The cliff
dwellings he has mentioned don't exist. 135 The archaeologists who were working the Plains deny it happened.136
Residents of Horse Springs say they heard nothing about
the crash. 137 Buskirk was from the University of New
Mexico and not Pennsylvania, and he denies being in New
Mexico in July 1947.138 Moss agate isn't found near the
site. 139 The patches on the uniforms of the soldiers are
wrong. 140 There are no first-hand witnesses to any of the
activity. The dates don't track, and the diary Anderson
submitted was written sometime after 1974. 141
There is only one bit of testimony that suggests corroboration. Anderson mentioned a red-haired captain and
a black sergeant, both with nasty attitudes.142 Glenn Dennis,
the Roswell mortician involved with the crash there, also
mentioned the nasty red-haired officer and NC0. 143 Is this
one area of startling coincidence sufficient to outweigh the
long litany of failed corroboration? Obviously not, and
even then there are some major differences. For example,
Dennis thought the man was a colonel. 144 Anderson said
that he was a captain. 145 Anderson claimed the hair was
bright red, 146 but Dennis remembered it as a more subdued
color. 147 Not large problems-but ones that do raise questions about the level of corroboration. 148
Anderson pointed out that the captain's name was
Armstrong.149 Bill Brazel mentioned a captain named
Armstrong, but it doesn't seem to be the same man. 1so
Brazel's Armstrong was a nice, easy going man 151 while
Anderson's was a mean, threatening officer.IS2 At the
Chicago meeting in February 1992, Berliner suggested that
Brazel had mentioned that Armstrong was accompanied by
a black sergeant, but both Sclunitt and Randle were at the
interview and neither remembers that detail mentioned. 153
Brazel, on the other hand is adamant. There was no black
sergeant with the Armstrong who came to visit him in
1949. 154
There is an additional problem here. When Anderson
was asked by Friedman how he knew the man's name, he
said, his uncle had told him. He said, "Being six [sic] I
couldn't read. I don't know if he had a nametag on his
uniform or not." 155
But when Carpenter asked Anderson how he knew the
man's name was Armstrong, he responded, "Because it
was right on his uniform." Carpenter asked if he read it and
Anderson responded, "Oh yeah, I was able to read at six. I
was very good at six ... I was sort of a prodigy. " 156· 157 People
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are not confused about when they learned to read, certainly
not to the extent exhibited by Anderson in these two quotes .
Anderson did take a polygraph test, which, according
to Friedman, he passed. 158 But polygraphs are not considered a reliable pathway to the truth; and once a subject has
undergone hypnosis, as Anderson has on a number of
occasions, the test results are often skewed.159 In fact, a
number of states now refuse to allow witnesses who have
been hypnotized to testify during trials. 160 (And no states
allow polygraph results to be entered into evidence unless
both sides agree.) 161
According to Peggy Anderson, Anderson's wife for 17
years, he has a habit of telling tall tales. "He makes things
up. I don't know how to explain it but it's very few things
that you can believe out of that man. " 162
When some of Anderson's former fellow employees
were asked about his veracity, they broke up laughing. 163 A
former employer mentioned that Anderson tended to embellish even the most routine report. 164
Anderson has said the crash story was a family tradition and that they had discussed it on a number of occasions.165 In fact, he implied that having been involved in this
had caused the family a number of problems, including
trouble at his father's place of employment. 166 But Peggy
said that during a family get-together in the early 1980s, the
events were never discussed. 167 She· d heard nothing about
it from her husband until the story appeared in the Springfield newspaper. 168 This seems impossible unless, as we
believe, Anderson concocted his account in early 1990.
Dr. Peter Harrison has also mentioned an oral tradition
of a crash on the Plains.169 That means, quite simply, there
were some people talking about some kind of a crash. But
oral traditions are vague stories easily altered over time.
This oral tradition, though, can be traced back to
Robert Drake. Harrison made it clear that his information
came from Drake and so offers nothing to corroborate the
story of a crash. 170 It is a circular argument. Drake talked of
a crash, there is an oral tradition of a crash, but the tradition
is from Drake.

Dr. Buskirk sinks the ship
The biggest hole in the Anderson story, however, is Dr.
Buskirk. Anderson provided the name, the description, and
the drawing. The Buskirk we found is the right man. He
matches the description and the drawing. Anderson· s description of him is accurate; no one questions that . But
Buskirk denies he was ever there and the documentation
available supports his claim. 171 It should be added that
Buskirk has been very cooperative, providing the names
and sources to support his claims. No one has been able to
shake his story or show it to be false .
Friedman, in his defense of Anderson and the Buskirk
connection, wrote in a "review" of both the book UFO
Crash at Roswell and the Center's special Roswell Report:
"One would think that RS [Randle/Sclunitt] would pre-

sume, therefore, that perhaps Anderson was right after all.
I did some checking and found that Buskirk was 39 in 1947
so Anderson was right again. " 172 His belief is that Anderson's
story must be true because Anderson was able to name a
real man who was doing field research in the summer of
1947. If Anderson had not been on the Plains, how would
he have known of Buskirk?
Further checking revealed that Gerald Francis Anderson enrolled at Highland High School in Albuquerque in
the fall of 1956. After Jess than a year, his family moved
back to Indianapolis. In October 1957 Anderson returned
and enrolled at Albuquerque High School but stayed only
about a year. In October 1958 he "checked out" and since
his transcripts were not sent elsewhere, it is assumed that he
just dropped out. The records show that he was a poor
student. 173
All this then, answered our last question. How could
Anderson know of Buskirk if he hadn't seen him on the
Plains of San Agustin so long ago? Easily. He was enrolled
at the same high school where Buskirk was a teacher in
1957 and 1958. 174
Buskirk taught a course in archaeology at the school,
which we suspect Anderson took. Anderson denies this.
Unfortunately, we (and Berliner and Friedman) can ' t get a
copy of Anderson's official transcript to check since Anderson refuses to give his permission. Anderson has shown
Carpenter a photocopy of a document which is some type
of class record (which we saw at the Chicago meeting), but
it certainly is not an official transcript.
Because he was a poor student, it is possible that
Anderson might be so embarrassed that he doesn't want
anyone to see his record . We have suggested that a disinterested third party, such as the current principal, review the
document and release a statement about what class Anderson took. Anderson also rejected that option, claiming that
he wants nothing more to do with the investigation and that
he no longer cares what anyone believes.
It would seem, though, if he is telling the truth, releasing his transcript is the most logical course of action
because it would show we are wrong. To us this clearly
suggests Anderson is hiding something.
Of course, whether or not he took the course is irrelevant. Just being a student at the same high school where
Buskirk was teaching gave Anderson ample opportunity to
see Buskirk and later use him in his crash story.
Anderson claims he has not seen Buskirk since that
day on the Plains. During his investigation, Carey put
together a photographic album of Buskirk, starting with a
picture from 1941 and continuing until 1986. He also
confirmed Anderson's description of Buskirk. In fact,
Buskirk said of the description that it had "nailed" him right
down to speaking four languages. 175
The problem is that the Buskirk of 1947, when Anderson claimed to have seen him, is not the same Buskirk of
1957. During those ten years, Buskirk had put on weight so
that his face was rounded, and he had lost more of his
hair. 176 The Buskirk of 1947, according to Buskirk, was

"thin and emaciated. " 177
Anderson, in his description, and in the ldentikit drawing of Buskirk, was not describing the man of 1947, but
Buskirk as he appeared in 1957. Anderson had destroyed
his own credibility by providing the drawing because it
was, in essence, Buskirk as he looked ten years after the
event.

Conclusions
The Anderson story, then, fails to meet any of the
criteria outlined by Dick Hall. His reason for being on the
crash site does not provide sufficient justification. Anderson claimed they were searching for moss agate in a place
more than 200 miles from home, where it doesn't exist.
Without a credible reason for being there, we must reject
his story.
Anderson fails on the second point of reliability as
well. Those who know him best suggest that he has a
reputation for telling tall tales. His brother Jack does not
support the story, 178 and his aunt, Vallejean does not want
to get involved.179 His wife went so far as to say, "Well. ..
he exaggerates on everything." 180
And Anderson fails to provide the necessary documentation. The little documentation that does exist does
not corroborate the story. Instead, it creates more questions. Alice Knight said, when she heard the Anderson
story, it couldn't be true.18 1 Barney had mentioned the
archaeologists, but he had never mentioned anyone else,
especially the children. 182
The Anderson diary, offered as some corroboration for
the tale, has failed to pass the tests.lt was written sometime
after 1974, 183 is filled with disinformation (lies), 184 and is in
direct conflict with the Barnett diary, the newspaper articles from that time frame, and the few military records
that can be found.
Unless there is some radical turn in this case, the only
conclusion, based on the available facts, including the lack
of a single, independent, first-hand witness to corroborate
his story, is that Anderson was not there. He did not see the
craft and the bodies. In fact, his story is no more than a
fabrication built on the foundation laid by Barnett more
than two decades earlier. And that's all it is.
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Rebuttal re Plains of San Agustin
by Stanton T. Friedman and Don Berliner

he article by Randle, Schmitt and Carey (RSC)
appears very impressive. It has 184 footnotes,
lists 30+ documents, and a number of exhibits.
Clearly, as I have noted elsewhere, they have done a lot of
work. On closer examination, however, it turns out that
there are many difficulties. For starters, 80% of the footnotes are to interpretations of private communications!
The article even starts with a misleading title. The
agreed upon purpose for the Chicago meeting was not to
put Gerald Anderson on trial, but to evaluate the evidence
relating to the crash of a flying saucer in the Plains of San
Agustin in July 1947. Afterall,even without Gerald Anderson, there is substantial testimony relating to Soil Conservation Service engineer Barney Barnett indicating that
such a crash occurred including the testimony of a highranking military officer, William Leed, who talked to
Barnett in the 1960s and was told of an essentially intact
saucer and alien bodies.
Dick Hall's criteria certainly would be appropriate for
a military man such as Jesse Marcel Sr. claiming that in the
course of his work activities he was involved in a retrieval
... but Gerald Anderson was only almost six years old and
was brought by his family, now all deceased. Barney
Barnett, though not military, certainly would seem to pass
muster .. . as a reliable, trustworthy, professional person
whose work very often took him to the Plains during the
sununer of 1947 as noted in his wife's diary. All agreed
there was no reason to dispute the authenticity of Ruth's
diary.
As one who was present at the meeting, I am rather
astonished at how the RSC explanations have changed and
how this article omits many of the previous explanations.
Were I to use the same approach as RSC, I would have to
assume that, since the story keeps changing, they must be
lying. This seems to be the test for Gerald. If there are any
changes in his story, he is lying. if other people make
changes, that is OK and just what one would expect.
First, in UFO Crash at Roswell and in The Roswell
Report, Randle and Schmitt get rid of the notion that
Barnett was in the Plains, by claiming he must have lied to
his wife about where he was. Not only was no evidence
provided, but there is every reason to believe, based upon
family and friend testimony, that Barney lied to no one and
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that he always told his wife where he was going before he
left in the morning, as opposed to where he had been after
coming home.
At the meeting, an entirely new theory was put forth
that, although Barney had told everybody the event took
place out in the Plains (actually several people don't
recollect his giving a specific location), he was, according
to a Mr. X, just following orders given him in 1950 to divert
attention from Roswell. Of course, this doesn't hold water
either since he never, so far as can be determined, diverted
any body's attention and since Frank Scully's book did that
splendidly and since Barnett had told his boss the event
took place on the Plains the very day it happened. Now
there is no mention of lying, no mention of Mr. X, nor of
diverting, just the absence of first-hand witnesses, once
Anderson is gotten rid of.
Of course, first-hand testimony, as noted in our article,
isn't required for other RSC stories. As a matter of fact it
isn't even provided for the question of Anderson's taking
an anthro course under Buskirk. This was proclaimed
loudly in the summer of 1991 by Randle and Carey. But
Carey himself quoted Buskirk as saying he recalls nothing
about Anderson. Apparently some unnamed person told
Buskirk that Anderson took the course. At the meeting
Randle claimed that a student in the yearbook picture of the
Albuquerque High School Archaeology Society gave firsthand testimony to this fact. Now, of course, no such claim
is made. Should we accuse RSC oflying because their story
has changed? How can legitimate very relevant first-hand
testimony be changed unless it wasn't correct in the first
place?
Just who gave first-hand testimony about Anderson
taking the course? Not one of five students who did take the
course can recall Anderson after looking at his picture. The
only testimony we have that Buskirk didn't leave Eastern
Arizona is Dr. Buskirk's. lndependentfirst-hand verification, gentlemen??
It certainly seems that the purpose of the article is to
vilify Anderson rather than verify the facts about what
happened. It seems to be to search for fantasy rather than
facts .
RSC admit that Anderson's recounting of a red-haired
officer does match the story of Glenn Dennis. Now they are

quibbling about shades of red, but without any effort to
determine if the described colors mean the same thing to the
two witnesses just as they didn't have their student look at
Anderson's picture. Isn't it amazing that they can' t be
bothered to note the several other consistent details provided independently by Gerald such as the site topography ,
the seller of soda pop, the number of fingers on alien hands,
the black sergeant??
They say there is conflict between the testimony of
Barnett and Anderson, but nobody asked Barnett whether
there were other people present and what the sequence was
or what the military guys looked like. We have perfectly
valid testimony that he told a number of people he was next
to a crashed flying saucer with alien bodies. We can't ask
Barnett for details as to what was observed. If I had the
research money, I would certainly arrange for hypnosis of
several of the witnesses such as Alice Knight, Vern Maltais,
Robert Drake.
Perhaps I should add that as reported by William
Moore in his 1985 paper, there was a good deal of unresolved confusion about just where the Barnett story fitted.
But a few quite recent data additions should eliminate the
confusion. First, the report by Glenn Dennis of the testimony of the Roswell nurse does indicate that weather
ravaged alien bodies emitting a strong odor were found
near the Corona site. Second, the discovery of Ruth Barnett· s
diary as transmitted by Kevin Randle assures that Barney
was not near Corona. Third, flight logs of General Twining
and his pilot and articles in the Alamogordo and Albuquerque newspapers indicate something was going on well west
of Corona prior to the release of Walter Haut's press
release. Fourth, Gerald Anderson's testimony strongly
suggests that the military were quite successful at covering
up what happened at the Plains including the recovery of a
live alien.
Randle tells us that somehow it is inconceivable that
Gerald didn't mention a diary to him, but did mention one
to me a few weeks later even though he explicitly talked
about digging out more items. There is no question that
Gerald has lived at several locations since his father's
funeral in 1978. I know there are plenty of documents in my
possession that I couldn't dig out without considerable
effort and dating back less than 12 years.
RSC seem to ignore human nature. I have consistently
found that the first time one hears about a long forgotten
event from somebody, one only gets a few details. The
more times one interrogates, the more the witness has to
dredge up and the more details come out. Is this lying? No,
it's human nature as so clearly demonstrated by Major
Jesse Marcel, and by Glenn Dennis. RSC don't tell us how
long it had been since Gerald had talked about the events in
question prior to the "Unsolved Mysteries" program.
As a matter of fact, a good example occurred quite
recently. When I first contacted Johnny Foard, he said he
had no useful information, just a vague recall of having
heard some other cowboys in Magdalena say something
about a crashed saucer and bodies. I talked with him at

some length, not putting words in his mouth, but getting
him to think about the late 1940s time frame. Weeks later
when I talked to him again, he recalled much more including the location they had discussed (near Horse Springs, as
it happens) and the name of somebody else who was there
who said he would be going out that way. I have verified
that person's name and position, though he is deceased.
RSC seem to claim that! put words in people's mouths.
It certainly is normally my practice after talking to a new
witness, and feeling that he might know more, to send along
background material and even some of my papers such as
UFOs: Earth's Cosmic Watergate and Flying Saucers:
Four Scientific Papers along with my professional resume
and my lecture brochure. My whole purpose, and it seems
to work very well, is to Jet them know that I am a professional scientist whose views are well received and who has
been involved a long time in UFO investigations as opposed to being some fanatic or kook or tabloid journalist. It
also shows that I keep my word. I also feel that one must
give to get.
In Robert Drake's case, he is a professional scientist
whom I met in the early 1980s in Winnipeg long before I
ever heard of Gerald Anderson or Harold Baca or Alice
Knight's diary. I had tracked him down. He wasn't trying
to sell me anything. I look upon him as a colleague, not as
a hostile witness. RSC, of course, don't mention that Kevin
sent me a copy of Gerald's original letter to him with a
negative comment on it within a couple of weeks of their
one conversation.
A key concept for RSC is the notion that absence of
evidence is evidence for absence of that evidence, especially with regard to the anthropologists. Both Randle and
Carey had stated that the testimony of various anthropologists proved nothing happened in the plains. What was
really meant is that all those people claimed they knew
nothing about a crash. Much more important is the fact that
none were on site at the time. One would almost think that
being anywhere in New Mexico (the 5th largest state) that
same summer would enable one to give first-hand testimony about what didn't happen any place else in the state.
Since Barney apparently didn't mention a family with two
young kids, there must not have been one there???? Did
anybody ask Barney?
Anyone reading Carpenter's and Drake· s affidavits
after reading what RSC says will note RSC have grossly
distorted what is said by the two professionals. Despite all
their footnotes, no mention is made of a 1982 article which
they received in Chicago which includes Drake's testimony and mentions Roscoe Willmeth as well as Herbert
Dick. Funny how they say Dick wasn't mentioned. There
were many people I spoke with that indeed weren't mentioned because they had no useful information. Dick had
been mentioned because of his Bat Cave excavation not too
far from the site. RSC are to be commended for now
pointing out that he was not there when the event took
place.
I am fascinated by the fact that Tom and I talked to well
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over a dozen anthropologists and could find no one, other
than Buskirk, anywhere near the site in early July 1947. But
we are supposed to believe that Gerald Anderson somehow, though lying, came up with the only one we know was
nearby and who, by his own admission, could have been
there? Also fascinating is their putting down of Drake
despite his testimony, little changed, of 10 years ago.
Funny how they can't bother to mention that Willrneth,
who had indeed been a document clerk in the military in
1947 at Los Alamos, was later a professional anthropologist in Canada for much of his life. It is consistent with not
mentioning Gerald's having taken many college courses,
but mentioning his low grade point average, but not his
GED or his special Navy service. Of course, none of the
many MUFON crashed saucers papers are mentioned
either.
Other interesting omissions occur with regard to the
testimony of nurse Mary Ann Gardner. Yes, she did say
Mexico, not New Mexico, to me as well. So often are nonNew Mexicans (she lives on the East Coast) confused by
the difference between Mexico and New Mexico, that New
Mexico magazine has a page every month telling how
residents are asked if they need a visa or told items can't be
shipped to them because the seller won't ship out of the
USA. Much more important is that fact that she told me that
the woman patient said she was with a friend and not
actually a member of the friend's group and they were
looking for fossils and rocks .
Mary Ann told me that her husband had asked what
was wrong when they were watching "Unsolved Mysteries." He said, "You look as white as a ghost." She said,
"That is what that patient told me." She was watching the
part of the program with the military coming along and
intimidating Barnett, the anthropologist and students ...
even though this was incorrectly portrayed as happening at
the Brazel ranch. We now know that Barney Barnett was
probably never on the ranch at any time no less in July 1947.
Remember that bodies were portrayed as intact and so was
that saucer which surely sounds like the PSA not Corona.
In Magdalena Factbook, two different mentions were
made of the MJ -12 Documents. The new approach doesn't
mention them at all. A big fuss is made about different
locations supposedly stated by various witnesses. How in
the world do RSC know what west of Magdalena means or
near Magdalena? or near Datil? 10 miles, 30 miles, 60
miles? Gerald had family in Magdalena which was a major
town back in the 1940s as both a mining center and the rail
head from which a huge number of cattle were shipped.
Why do they blame Gerald for the information in the diary?
Ted's statement about the Plains by Magdalena could just
as well have meant that the Plains are by Magdalena rather
than the event was by Magdalena. I was informed that the
location ofRte. 60 (the road from Magdalena to Datil) was
shifted from where it had been years ago and have noted
that various maps do show different angles for the roads in
the largely unpopulated area.
Somehow RSC can't understand that a red-haired
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SOB backed up by troops at both the PSA site and at the
Base Hospital might behave very differently when on
private property with just a sergeant and from which land
he could have easily been told to leave.
In his testimony in Chicago, Randle claimed that
Gerald's wife was still married to him and they had been
married for 25 years. Now it is ex-wife and 17 years. No
first-hand testimony has been provided to back her negative comments. Rush to judgment??
RSC may not like hypnosis and for sure the paper they
refer to by Orne is one beloved by Phil Klass. The problem
is not whether any technique can be guaranteed or can be
abused. Of course, none can be guaranteed and any can be
badly done. Some people are very allergic to Penicillin.
Surely that doesn't mean that nobody should use it. Hypnosis and polygraphy, when properly used, have been shown
to be capable of providing detailed and useful information
on many occasions. For example, the following statement
appears in William Stevenson's 90 Minutes at Entebbe
(New York: Bantam Books, 1976), p.80. "Other details
were being extracted in Paris from an American Doctor
under hypnosis ... hypnotists skilled in debriefing soldiers
and captured terrorists worked, with their consent, on those
suffering the normal amnesia following shock. Under
hypnosis the American Doctor revealed a great deal that he
had been unable to recall while consciously trying to help
the interrogators."
RSC make a big deal about how Drs. Hurt, Dick,
McKnight, etc., would have told them if they had known
something. Let us accept that as true, though certainly there
have been a number of witnesses who have withheld what
they knew. Does that mean nothing happened? None of
them were there!!! Drake talked about flying discs in
general with them but not about the crashed saucer story he
had heard after one had made a disparaging remark.
With all the discussion about dates, just how would
young Gerald ever know exactly when the family came to
NM and when the event happened? Only by what was in the
diary . I had for many years kept a document my mother told
me was my birth certificate. I found out it wasn't when I
went for a passport. Until that time I had no reason to
dispute its validity . She didn't lie to me. She was operating
under a false premise .. . and so was I.
RSC claim I was evaluating Buskirk's veracity when
I said he was lying. I know that many people who were told
not to say anything didn't. I was very favorably impressed
by what I heard about Buskirk including that he was a good
teacher, an officer in World War2 and stayed in the reserve,
etc. Drake had said good things about him from their class
days together at UNM. Does that mean that in a manner of
National Security, he wouldn't have lied?
Hardly.

Summary
A flying saucer crashed in the Plains of San Agustin in
July 1947. The U.S. government recovered it and its crew

and successfully covered up the event for decades. Unlike
in a novel, one carmot kill off the characters one doesn ' t
like. There was another crashed saucer retrieved (with
other bodies) near Corona which received very extensive,
if brief, publicity. The two retrievals, taken together, were

one of the most important events in modem history. New
witnesses can be expected to come forth with the publication of Crash at Corona this summer. Let us hope they are
not treated as negatively as Gerald Anderson has been.

Rebuttal
by Kevin D. Randle, Donald R. Schmitt and Thomas J. Carey

e are rather astonished, but not surprised, at
the rambling statement th at Berliner/
Friedman have produced in defense of Gerald
Anderson. Their statement is so weak and disorganized that
it is hard to know where to begin with our response.
Before going further, though, we must comment on
Berliner{Friedman 's various violations of the meeting protocol. Their statement, when submitted to us on April 15 ,
was not only five pages longer than the agreed limit of 25
pages, it contained no references or exhibits. We strongly
object to Berliner{Friedman adding such items to their
statement at some later date because neither we nor the
other commentators will have had a chance to review this
material.
Second, Berliner{Friedman did not send most of the
material and documentation we requested before the meeting, and they have not sent it afterwards, although reminded
to do so by Dr. Swords. This is unfair to us and all those who
wish to fully evaluate the claims of Gerald Anderson , and
this omission only weakens their already feeble case.
Third, at the meeting, we mentioned a source who has
told us that Barney Barnett had seen no crash and had not
been involved. We did this only after being pressed by
Friedman, but since we refused to reveal the source's
identity (at his request), Berliner/Friedman demandedand we agreed-not to use this testimony. Yet in spite of
that agreement, Berliner/Friedman went ahead and mentioned the source (who they label "Mr. X") in an attempt to
discredit the testimony that we revealed in confidence.
Their action is reprehensible and unprofessional. We continue to stand by that agreement, even in this rebuttal , and
we will not discuss "Mr. X's" testimony further. In any
event, we hardly need it to make our case about Gerald
Anderson.
Turning now to the various arguments and claims of
Berliner{Friedman, they suggest that we have no evidence
to demonstrate Gerald Anderson 's lack of credibility . There
is plenty of evidence, though, that suggests that Anderson
is not being straightforward with Berliner/Friedman, let
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alone with us or any other investigators. One example is the
matter of Anderson's high school record. Anderson has
never submitted an official transcript from Albuquerque
High School. Instead he sent Berliner/Friedman a poor
xerox copy that contains no seal or certification mark. It is
in direct conflict with information that Winfred Buskirk
has obtained about Anderson's classes in 1957-58.1 If
Anderson really didn't take Buskirk's anthropology class,
why doesn't he just have the school send an official
transcript to Berliner/Friedman and prove us wrong? Since
he hasn't done so, how credible, really, is Gerald Anderson?
Similar credibility problems can be discovered in the
documentation cormected with our single phone conversation with Gerald Anderson. John Carpenter, in the MUFON
UFO Journal, claimed the conversation was only 26 minutes in length because Anderson showed him a phone bill
as verification. 2 However, the tape recording of that conversation is more than 50 minutes long.3 Now how many
phone companies make such huge errors in their billing
(and in favor of the customer!)? It is more reasonable to
believe that Anderson altered his bill so it wouldn't appear
he spoke for so long with Randle.
In an attempt to underscore Anderson's veracity, Berliner/Friedman point out that Anderson was familiar with
the area of the Plains because he correctly described a store
that hasn't been in business for many years and the unusual
woman who ran it. Of course, if the store only existed in
July 1947, this might be significant. But if the store existed
long after 1947, Anderson's account of the store provides
no evidence about his location in July 1947. We never said
that he hadn't been on the Plains, only that he didn ' t see a
crashed saucer.4
To further support Anderson, Berliner/Friedman use
the testimony of Robert Drake. But as we have shown in our
first statement, Drake's information is in direct conflict
with the testimony of his co-workers in 1947. There is no
independent verification of Drake's testimony, and we
must remember that Drake saw nothing first-hand .
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This point is critical to any investigation, ufological or
not. First-hand testimony is always much more important
than second- or third-hand information, and with the exception of Anderson himself, Berliner/Friedman have no firsthand testimony to support his story.
It is most likely because of this dilemma that Berliner/
Friedman imply that all second-hand testimony is solid and
acceptable, and they chastise us for using such testimony in
our book but rejecting it for the Plains crash. To clarify
things for the reader (and Berliner/Friedman), we're perfectly willing to explain our approach to testimony. Our
rule is simple: When used to support first-hand information, second-hand testimony is helpful and admissible, but
it must be verified before it can be used. Glenn Dennis, the
mortician at Roswell in 1947, is both a first- and secondhand witness. There has been first-hand verification for
what Dennis reported he was only told, but did not see
himself, so we used all his testimony in our book. There is
no first-hand corroboration for Gerald Anderson's testimony whatsoever. Consequently, his story, by all the
common rules of investigation, should be rejected until
such verification is provided.
Moving now to the matter of Winfred Buskirk and
Anderson's relationship with him, we supplied information at the meeting about our conversations with L.H., who
said that he remembered Gerald Anderson in the anthropology class. Berliner/Friedman write " . .. we have been
making a closer review of Randle's conversation with
L.H.," and they go on to report on their efforts at contacting
others in the class that year.
We decided not to use L.H.'s information in our
statement, though, because, after further review, it was
clear it did not meet our standards for evidence. In our first
conversation L.H. was asked about fellow students and the
anthropology class. He remembered a few names, and
when asked about Anderson, said "Jerry Anderson?" (we
had supplied the last name but not the firstY But when we
called back, L.H. said he had looked up Anderson in the
yearbook and cou1dn 't remember his face, hence our decision.6He did, however, confirm that he remembered Anderson.'
It should be pointed out that Randle did not represent
himself as being connected with "Unsolved Mysteries."
L.H. mentioned that he had seen the "Unsolved Mysteries"
broadcast about Roswell, and Randle quite naturally mentioned that he had been one of the participants. 8 The
implication that Randle was attempting to represent himself as something he isn't is untrue and unfair.
Friedman has been using a similar tactic for more than
a year. He has reported, for example, that we misquoted
Brigadier General Arthur Exon in our book. When we
informed him that we had each of the quotes on tape,
Friedman's response was that he didn't care. 9 We now have
a letter from Ex on saying that the quotes are all accurate.10
How many times do we have to prove Friedman wrong?
How many times do we have to respond to false allegations?
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In order to bolster their arguments, Berliner/Friedman
often resort to innuendo when they hope to discredit certain
testimony. Regarding Buskirk's testimony, which is in
direct conflict with Anderson's story, they speculate about
the possibility he has been intimidated by the military, but
have not a single shred of evidence that Buskirk is lying. 11
They also suggest, because the Albuquerque High
School in 1957 was made up of four buildings and more
than 2,500 students, Anderson might not have ever seen
Buskirk. However, the sociology department and the anthropology department were all under the umbrella of the
history department. All the classes for one department were
usually taught in the same building. Sociology and anthropology were on the same floor. 12
In the course of a normal school year, there were
assemblies and programs, held once or twice a week, where
all the students and all the faculty were together. Even if
Anderson didn't take the anthropology, he would certainly
have been in the same building, and with the number of
assemblies being held, would have had more than an ample
opportunity to see Buskirk. 13
Berliner/Friedman also attack the testimony from Peggy
Anderson, here resorting to the idea that Philip Klass may
have somehow influenced her statements.14 This is ludicrous and absurd: are we really to believe that a spouse can
be led to change her mind about someone she lived with for
years on the basis of a phone call or two? Of course not, yet
that is the type of reasoning that Berliner/Friedman employ
here and throughout their statement. Let them supply some
evidence and we'll consider it; otherwise, the burden of
proof is on Berliner/Friedman to provide documentation or
hard evidence to back up their claims.
We should add this thought. Conducting a character
investigation requires gathering personal testimony from
family members and past and present employers and coworkers. For obvious reasons, law enforcement personnel
and investigative journalists don't make neighbors and
close friends their primary sources, butBerliner/Friedman 's
character references for Anderson are only taken from the
latter. These are seldom considered as accurate or reliable
as the former.
Berliner/Friedman also employ subtle word games
that won't fool an observant reader. When addressing our
documentation and statements they say that RS "claim,"
whereas they attempt to reinforce their material with words
like "noted" or "determined." The entire report is filled
with such constructions, which we were careful not to
employ in our statement.
Such is the game they play with the retirement community where Buskirk lives. Berliner and Friedman suggest it
is a community of military personnel. It is in fact, a
community of retired military and government employees,
many of whom were not military .1s
Moving now to more substantive matters, let's consider some of the actual "evidence" that Berliner/Friedman
did present, namely, the diary of uncle Ted Anderson.
When subjected to chemical testing it became clear that it

was created sometime after 1970.16 It therefore does nothing to corroborate the Anderson story. In fact, the analysis
provides no evidence that the diary couldn't have been
written as late as 1990, only evidence that it was not created
before 1970, six years after Ted Anderson died . This
doesn't prove that the diary is bogus, but it certainly should
raise questions about its provenance.
Berliner/Friedman also make much of Anderson's
having passed a polygraph exam. Our response is twofold.
First, we have never seen a full report from that session,
despite numerous requests. We especially want to see
exactly which questions were asked. And second, we
reiterate that any competent polygraph expert will admit
that a polygraph test does not determine truth in all cases.
It is a device that, when used with care in police or security
investigations, can often be helpful. It is not a technique
that we recommend be used in ufology, which is why we
never ask witnesses to take such a test.
Due to our good fortune and the honesty of Don
Berliner, we were able to acquire a tape of Friedman's first
interview with Anderson. This, too, is evidence, and of a
very peculiar sort. On this tape, which Friedman prepared
for Berliner, the first portion of the conversation has been
taped over by a series of comments from Friedman. What
kind of practice is this, we ask, when an investigator tapes
over a portion of an interview? We refuse to speculate
about what may have passed between Anderson and
Friedman during those moments, but we certainly have our
suspicions.
We do know what was said later in the interview,
including Friedman's statements that, "Kevin's a strange
guy ... He writes romances . . . it's hard to describe ... I
can't relate to him very well. " 17 Later he tells Anderson
"Forget Kevin Randle. Talk to me." 18 We are accused of
mounting a smear campaign against them, 19 and it appears
that is exactly what they have done to us. Randle has never
written a romance, and we believe the comment was an
attempt to belittle Randle's career and to prevent Anderson
from contacting us again. The plan succeeded. 20
Berliner/Friedman also mention John Foard, another
witness whom we found. When we interviewed him, he
made it clear that his information was second-hand and that
he could remember no details. 21 He couldn't even remember how long ago he'd heard the story, and said it could
have been in the last ten years or so, after the release of the
Berlitz and Moore book. 22 When we asked him about Horse
Springs he remembered nothing. Interestingly, now that
Berliner/Friedman have talked to him, he remembers something about Horse Springs, although even then Berliner/
Friedman don't point out that a Horse Springs location is in
direct conflict with the Anderson diary, Anderson's original interview with us, and the Barnett story.23
Berliner/Friedman continue their attempt to use the
MJ-12 document as support for Anderson, and they make
a false assumption in the process. They say that "Friedman
provided a copy of his letter to Randle showing that he had
not said the MJ-12 Briefing was incomplete ... " Friedman's

statement about the "draft" nature of the document had not
been in a letter to Randle, but in a phone conversation with
Schmitt in November 1991. More to the point, and most
amazing of all, the MJ-12 document mentions nothing
about the Plains crash, yet incredibly Berliner/Friedman
somehow believe it supports the Anderson testimony.24
Berliner/Friedman close by saying, "There is no reason to reject the idea that Winfred Buskirk was indeed
present and will go to his grave without saying anything
about it." Except that Buskirk said he wasn't involved,
those who were with him in Arizona said he wasn't involved, and there is not a single shred of evidence to
suggest that Buskirk is lying, except the dubious testimony
of Gerald Anderson. Nevertheless, Berliner/Friedman say
there is no reason to reject the idea that he was present. Yes,
we suppose so, but only if you wish to ignore logic and
evidence.
In summary, Berliner/Friedman have almost no basis
for their claims and opinions and have offered essentially
no proof for the Anderson story (nor, please note, has
Anderson). Consequently, they have resorted to subtle
word games and attacks on those who are in disagreement
with them and Anderson. Had they solid evidence, we must
presume they would have presented it. Instead we get
speculation and irrelevant digressions. The real question
that must be asked is: Can everyone else be wrong or
deliberately lying? Doesn't the preponderance of evidence
and common sense weigh in favor of rejection of the
Anderson claim? Let the facts speak for themselves. That's
all we wanted in the first place.
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12. Winfred Buskirk, personal interview with Tom
Carey, April29, 1992.
13. Winfred Buskirk, personal interview with Tom
Carey, April29, 1992.
14. See page 10.
15. The retirement community is operated by USAA,
which stands for United Services Automobile Association.
It began as an organization to provide active duty officers
with low cost auto insurance. Since then it has expanded to
include the Reserves, National Guard, college ROTC programs, and various government offices and workers. Although this was explained at the Chicago meeting, and
Randle even displayed a credit card issued by USAA,
Berliner and Friedman have chosen to believe there is
something nefarious about the retirement community. It is
not, as Friedman has characterized it, "a spook village"
suggesting that only those officers with a background in
intelligence could gain access to the village. It is, in fact , a
private enterprise with no official attachments to the mili tary or the government.
16. A copy of the Forensic scientist's report appears
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in the Exhibits section of this report.
17. Stanton Friedman, February 16, 1990, in his initial interview with Gerald Anderson.
18. Stanton Friedman, February 16, 1990, to Gerald
Anderson.
19. Friedman has made this claim to a number of
others on several occasions. We have asked for documented evidence, or testimony of anyone who could verify
this claim. So far no such evidence has been offered.
20. Note that Berliner and Friedman have made much
of the fact that Anderson decided only to work with them
because he was unhappy with Randle's personality and
approach, yet Friedman actively encouraged Anderson not
to speak with us in their first conversation.
21. John Foard, personal interview with Kevin Randle,
February 9, 1992.
22. John Foard, personal interview with Kevin Randle,
February 9, 1992.
23. A review of the diary, Anderson 's original interview with us and several witnesses to what Barnett said,
including Alice Knight, Vern Maltais, Harold Baca, and
"Fleck" Danley.
24. Berliner and Friedman also make the statement
that Carey has not found any archaeologists who were
working in the Corona area. That is not exactly accurate.
Several have been found, and have responded to questions.
Again, just as we found on the Plains, all of them deny any
knowledge of the events of July 1947. The search continues.

Raiders of the Lost Archaeologists
by Fred Whiting, Secretary-Treasurer, Fund for UFO Research

K, let's see if I've got this straight.
Everybody agrees there was a crashed craft
and alien bodies recovered somewhere between
Corona and Roswell, New Mexico, in early July 1947.
However, Kevin Randle and Don Schmitt disagree
with Don Berliner and Stan Friedman over whether there is
sufficient evidence to conclude there also was a crashed
craft and aliens (both dead and alive) recovered on the
Plains of San Agustin.
As I understand them, here are their major arguments:

0

BerlinerjFriedman:
(1) Barney Barnett told a number of his closest acquaintances-and a military officer-that he saw a
crashed craft and alien bodies on the Plains.
(2) Gerald Anderson says he saw a crashed craft and
aliens-both dead and alive-on the Plains.
(3) Anderson is a responsible member of society; he
has not shown a tendency to lie, nor has he sought monetary
gain for his story.
(4) There is evidence that others (including Robert
Drake) also heard about a crashed UFO and bodies of
occupants on the Plains.
Randle/Schmitt:
(1) Barney Barnett was really over near Corona and
lied about seeing a crashed saucer and alien bodies on the
Plains, in order to divert attention from the real crash at
Corona.
(2) Gerald Anderson's story is not supported by any
credible evidence.
(3) Anderson is an unreliable witness and probably
made it all up.
(4) Drake's account isn't supported by anyone; he is
a contaminated source and therefore can't be believed.
If you're confused, welcome to the club.
For most of us, one crashed saucer and alien bodies
would be enough. The crash at Corona has been thoroughly
documented, thanks to the outstanding investigation conducted by Friedman, and Randle and Schmitt, who have
been supported by the Fund for UFO Research. It is now the
most thoroughly investigated UFO case in history . Virtu-

ally every new fact uncovered over the past few years adds
to its credibility. I submit that the reality of the UFO
phenomenon can rise or fall on this case alone.
Much of the credit goes to Stan Friedman, who identified and interviewed many of the witnesses originally and
has continued to pursue the case with dogged determination over the past 14 years. Renewed interest and considerable support for the investigation has come about as a result
of the Randle/Schmitt investigation, which has identified
scores of new-and highly significant-witnesses. When
the history of this event is written, there will be plenty of
"fortune and glory" (as Indiana Jones would put it) to go
around.
However, when it came to the investigation into a
similar event on the Plains, the conclusions reached thus far
by the principal investigators differ significantly. It may be
useful to ask why that is.
I suggest that the qualities which made the RandleSchmitt investigation into the Corona case so outstanding-their relentless pursuit of facts and witnesses, and
their attention to detail-are the very traits which have not
served their best interests in the investigation into the
Plains of San Agustin case.
Specifically:
1. They have taken a position and stuck to it. Their
thesis is that there was only one UFO crash, and that it
occurred somewhere between Roswell and Corona . They
have published this thesis in a book and several articles, and
they have made the point in numerous media interviews. To
concede at this point that there was another crash would be
to admit they were wrong (something which does not come
easily to anyone!).
2. They have focused their attention almost exclusively on the credibility of Gerald Anderson. While that
is an extremely important consideration, it does not take
into account the stories related by Barney Barnett or Robert
Drake.
3. They have taken everything reported in this case
too literally. They seem to think that if a witness-Gerald
Anderson, for example-relates an experience, then every
detail of that account is to be compared with every detail
related on another occasion, in order to be examined for
"inconsistencies." (How many times have you told a story
Anderson, Barnett, and the Archaeologists
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about a personal experience, without adding or changing
some of the details?)
4. They have failed to take the limitations of human memory into account. All of the witnesses in this
case-especially Gerald Anderson-are, after all, relating
experiences which occurred nearly 45 years ago. Compared with other witnesses involved in the Roswell case,
Anderson is a young man; he was only five years of age at
the time!
5. Finally, they have succeeded in alienating a
witness-in this case, Gerald Anderson-which has resulted in the witness's lack of cooperation, thus fomenting
suspicion in their eyes.
In his report, Kevin Randle (apparently the principal
author and-judging from the footnotes-the principal
investigator) uses Richard Hall's three-part test to judge
Anderson's suitability as a witness. However, Hall was
clearly referring to military personnel who report their
official involvement in a crashed saucer event. I suggest
that Hall's litmus testdoesn 't apply to Anderson, a civilian.
Rather, I propose that we apply the same standards we
would apply to any event, whether it is a UFO crash, a bank
robbery, or a traffic accident.
The different interpretations offered by investigators
Berliner-Friedman and Randle-Schmitt turn on one basic
question: Is the testimony of a witness to an event-any
event-to be taken at face value? To put it another way, is
a witness innocent until proven guilty? (Generally, it is the
accused in a criminal case who is accorded that consideration; in this instance, however, Gerald Anderson has
become both the witness and the accused.)
What do we expect from a witness to any event in order
to accept his testimony as credible?
We expect the individual to be a responsible member of society. Anderson is a licensed law enforcement
officer, a security guard employed by the state of Missouri,
and he is taking courses toward a degree in nursing. He is
also active in his church.
We expect the individual to have a reputation for
truth and honesty in his community. A background
check of Anderson's friends and colleagues has indicated
that he is an honest and reliable individual.
We expect the witness to be cooperative with responsible investigators. Anderson has spent many hours
with John Carpenter, a psychiatric social worker who has
hypnotized him after fully debriefing his conscious recollection. He spent several days with Carpenter, Friedman,
and Berliner in New Mexico, taking them back to the crash
site on the Plains and reliving his experience. And he
willingly complied with Friedman's request that he travel
to Kansas City to undergo a polygraph examination, which
indicated no evidence of deception.
We expect the witness's account to be basically
consistent. Anderson has related his story many times over
a period of two years. Although there have been some
details which have differed from one account to another,
the basic story has remained relatively unchanged.
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We would suspect a witness who seeks monetary
gain or extensive media attention. Anderson has never
asked for money for relating his experience, and he has
granted very few interviews with the media. In short,
Anderson has demonstrated no reason for lying.
Let's consider Randle's hypothesis that Anderson has
fabricated his entire story. To accept that, one must accept
the following:
• A man employed by the state as a security guard for
a large university sees a program on television and calls the
producer to "set the record straight." He writes a letter to the
two investigators interviewed on the program, inviting
them to contact him. He concocts a story about seeing the
event with members of his family. However, the details of
his story differ rather significantly from the account depicted in the program.
• He submits to hours of interviews. He gives up four
days of work without pay to travel to New Mexico and walk
around a desolate dry lake bed. Over the course of months,
he tells his story, again and again. He answers questions,
then more questions. He grants a few interviews with the
media and turns down requests for others.
• He writes a diary, using paper manufactured before
1947 and ink made since 1970, representing it as the work
of his uncle. He even types a cover letter in the name of his
cousin (who is a nun), taking care to burn part of the diary.
Unfortunately, he fails to make sure every detail in the diary
supports the account he has already given, or will give in
the future .
• He takes an early flight to spend the day in Kansas
City taking a polygraph examination, which he expects to
be able to beat. He then spends more than an hour recording
a videotaped interview on his experience.
• He provides names, dates, and places to support his
account, knowing that they will be checked, taking the
chance he will be proven in a lie. His friends, neighbors,
current and past associates-even his former wife-are
interviewed and questioned about his character.
• He does all of this while working full-time as a
security guard from midnight to 8:00a.m., and taking a full
schedule of classes in pursuit of a degree in nursing. Going
public with his story results in some of his acquaintances
makingjokes about him. But if his hoax is revealed, he runs
the risk of losing his job and his license as a law enforcement officer.
What does he get for his effort? He is called a liar in
print. His family resents the intrusion into their privacy. But
he never retracts his story.
Anderson's account would be unsubstantiated, if it
weren't for the "Barney" Barnett story related by Vern
Maltais (his friend), Alice Knight (his niece), "Fleck"
Danley (his boss), Harold Baca (his neighbor) , and Major
William Leed. Barnett said he discovered a craft and alien
bodies on the Plains of San Agustin while performing his
duties as an engineer for the U.S. Soil Conservation Service. He described the presence of a group of people,
including archaeologists. He said the military arrived,

swore them to secrecy, and escorted them out of the area.
This is almost identical to Gerald Anderson's account.
The only difference is in the number of details which
Anderson has provided-details which are corroborated
by other witnesses, including:
The appearance of the aliens. Anderson said the
aliens had large heads and four fingers. Vern Maltais said
that Barney Barnett told him that the aliens had large heads
and four fingers. Former Roswell mortician Glenn Dennis
remembers his nurse friend (who helped with the autopsies
of three alien bodies) saying they had large heads and four
fingers.
The description of the Army Air Force captain.
Anderson described the captain who was in charge of the
military operation as a foul-tempered redhead named
Armstrong. Dennis said he was threatened by a redheaded
captain with "the meanest-looking eyes you'd ever see."
Bill Brazel, son of the rancher who initially discovered the
debris from the Corona crash, said the few bits and pieces
of material the military left behind were confiscated by an
Air Force captain named Armstrong.
The description of a black sergeant. Anderson also
told about a black sergeant named Roosevelt, who accompanied the red-headed captain. Glenn Dennis said the redheaded captain was with a black sergeant. Bill Brazel told
Don Berliner that "Captain Armstrong" was accompanied
by a black soldier.
(It is important to note that Anderson, Dennis, and
Brazel have never met; and that the description of a redheaded captain accompanied by a black sergeant had not
been published previously.)
Does the fact that the archaeologists in Anderson's
account have not been found disprove his story? Of course
not. The nurse who told Glenn Dennis about the autopsies
of aliens at the Roswell base has not been located; does that
cast doubt on Dennis's veracity? Barbara Dugger remembers her grandmother saying that her life, her husband's
(Sheriff Wilcox's) life, and the Jives of their entire family

were threatened by military personnel if they told what they
knew; do we disbelieve her because both of her grandparents are dead? No, it only means there is no corroboration
for that aspect of their testimony.
Does the fact that Anderson has refused to cooperate
with investigators Randle and Schmitt mean he is lying? Of
course not. Anderson has every right to cooperate with
whomever he chooses. (This is, after all, America.) We are
just fortunate that the person with whom he has spent the
most time- John Carpenter- is a psychiatric social worker
trained in clinical hypnosis and an experienced UFO investigator.
But the basic weakness in the Randle-Schmitt argument, it seems to me, is that it fails to provide a credible
reason for moving Barney Barnett 150 miles to the east of
where he told others he came upon the crashed UFO and its
occupants.
Are there inconsistencies in Gerald Anderson's story?
Of course there are; he was a five-year old kid at the time,
and this happened 45 years ago. Is there a Jack of first-hand
testimony to support his account? Unfortunately, for the
moment, yes. But until Gerald Anderson came along, there
was no first-hand testimony to support the second-hand
account of Barney Barnett. Is there proof that a UFO
crashed on the Plains of San Agustin? No-and neither is
there proof that one crashed in Corona-only a lot of
evidence.
We may never know what really happened on the
Plains of San Agustin in 1947, until more first-hand witnesses (such as those "lost archaeologists") come forward
with corroborative testimony to support the AndersonBarnett accounts. But one thing is certain: we know a lot
more today than we knew several years ago. And by any
standard, that's a step in the right direction.
(The opinions expressed in this article are the writer's and
do not necessarily represent the views of the Board of
Directors of the Fundfor UFO Research.)
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Commentary on the Reports of
Randle/Schmitt and Berliner/Friedman
by Mark Rodeg hier, Scientific Director, Center for UFO Studies

efore beginning my remarks about the statements of Randle and Schmitt (RS) and Berliner
and Friedman (BF), I should correct one statement made by BF about the meeting arrangements. The
first postponement for this meeting occurred for medical
reasons, specifically, Kevin Randle's spinal surgery; the
second was expressly requested by CUFOS so that all
available documentation could be exchanged by both parties prior to the meeting. Fred Whiting, after some discussion, agreed to and saw the wisdom for this postponement .
It is particularly ironic that BF emphasize that "considerable effort was spent in advance, drawing up guidelines, requests for and the exchange of material ... " (p. 4)
since their failure to abide by these guidelines is my major
disappointment with the meeting. RS supplied extensive
documentation at the meeting in three-ring binders and had
forwarded to BF quite a bit of other material beforehand.
Conversely, BF brought very little to the meeting, sent only
a few documents or tapes before the event, and generally
did not respond to the requests of RS for documentation.
This behavior makes it doubly difficult for the reader to
assess the differing claims of the investigative teams.1
I intend in these remarks to focus on the quality of the
evidence presented by the two teams , including the tone
and rhetoric of their statements. It is possible to summarize
the general arguments made by each team thusly :

B

BF: Gerald Anderson is truthful, as was Barney
Barnett; Winfred Buskirk, Peggy Anderson, some of
the archaeologists on the Plains in 1947, plus others
too numerous to name here are lying or badly in error.
RS : Gerald Anderson is lying, the Barnett story
is not confirmation for Anderson 's testimony, and
everyone else is more or less telling the truth, with the
exception of Robert Drake.
I suggest that you read the teams' statements and those
from Fred Whiting, myself, and Mike Swords with the
above points in mind and make your own decision on the
quality of evidence and the reasonableness of each scenario.
I am bothered by the excesses of rhetoric in the BF
statement, which serve only to reveal their state of mind,
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not strengthen their argument. They continually refer to the
"claims" made by RS or Tom Carey, but don't use that
same word to describe their own work. A particularly
egregious instance is the statement on page 6 that "Friedman
noted that none oftheanthropologists whom Carey claimed
testified there had ... been on the PSA at the time .. .
[emphasis added]" Both teams are making claims about the
alleged Plains crash, and it is arrogant to describe them
otherwise. Furthermore, what Friedman "noted" here is
contradicted by the diary of Anderson's uncle Ted. As
explained by RS (p. 6) the diary clearly says that heavy
equipment was at the site as late as July 22, when Herbert
Dick was already at Bat Cave.
This means, of course, that Herbert Dick's testimony
is indeed relevant to Anderson's story. It is true that
Anderson himself has not said that activity continued at the
crash site until late July, so Dick's information does not
directly contradict Anderson's testimony. What does seem
clear to this observer is a certain willingness on the part of
BF to ignore evidence that might call into question their
version of events.
Along these same lines, note carefully Friedman's
first reaction upon seeing the Identikit sketch and photos of
Buskirk: that Buskirk was lying about his involvement
(page 15). I see instances of this hasty reaction to contradictory evidence throughout their document (and I also observed it at the meeting).
BF use other means to weaken the case of RS that
cannot be supported by an examination of the documentation . On page 7, point 10, they describeRS's statements
about Barbara Dugger's testimony. Since RS actually
played a tape at the meeting, it is clearthatBarbara Dugger
really did say that the bodies associated with the Corona
crash were found about 30 miles from Roswell. In response
(point RIO on page 9), BF state that she could not provide
Friedman a source for her comment. However, unlike the
reader of this document, I have reviewed all the testimony
given toRS by Ms. Dugger, and it is obvious that she bases
her statement on information supplied by her grandmother,
Inez Wilcox, who knew all about the crash because of her
husband's (Sheriff Wilcox) involvement.
A more striking example of BF's method is their
treatment of the claims of Peggy Anderson. On page 7,

point 14, they say "Randle claimed that Gerald's former
wife stated that Gerald Anderson was known as a liar."
Then on page 10, pointR14, they state that "A review of the
testimony of the former Mrs. Anderson did not indicate that
she referred to Gerald as a liar." I have also reviewed the
tape of Randle's interview supplied to BF, and while it is
clear that Peggy Anderson never used the word "liar," she
makes it plain as day that her former husband exaggerates,
tells tall tales, and generally has provided multiple versions
of past events. It is thus extreme nitpicking to point out, as
do BF, that she never used the word liar to argue against her
testimony.
In fact, also in point R14, BF go on to say that "There
were inconsistencies in her testimony [about his naval
career] ... ," completely ignoring the fact that those
inconsistencies exist, according to Peggy Anderson, because Gerald told her different versions of his military
history. Finally, I note the "smear by association" tactic
attempted by BF when they mention that RS contacted
Peggy Anderson with the assistance of Phil Klass. What
difference can this possibly make, unless one really believes, as BFfancifully claim (with no evidence) that Klass
can put "half-truths" in her head.
There are certain weaknesses in the case of RS, but
not, for the most part, with their primary evidence concerning the veracity of Anderson's testimony . Instead, RS have
trouble explaining why Barnett told so many people about
a crash near Magdalena if, indeed, there was no such crash.
As BF correctly point out, although RS are willing to reject
Barnett's testimony because it is, among other things,
second-hand, all investigators of the Roswell crash, including RS, have used second-hand testimony in their investigative articles and books. Barnett's testimony, although
second-hand, must be considered by anyone investigating
stories of UFO crashes in New Mexico in I 94 7.
Nevertheless, it does appear that BF prefer to have
their cake and eat it too with regard to the Barnett testimony. Barney Barnett never mentioned to anyone that a
family with two children was present on the crash site,
although he did mention the archaeologists. /fa family was
truly present, logic dictates that Barnett would have mentioned this to his friends or colleagues at some point. That
he did not implies, at least to me, that Barnett and Anderson's
accounts are contradictory.
Both at the meeting in Chicago and in previous
documents and letters, RS have made various claims about
the testimony of Gerald Anderson . What I find truly puzzling is that BF ignored many of these points in their
statement. 2 These include inconsistencies in the initial
statements that Anderson made to the various investigators, the fact that Anderson's description of the MPs' patch
matches no other known military patch, the testimony of
Frances Martin that no crash occurred on the Plains, the
shifting location ofthe crash site as described by Anderson,
and the claim that the Anderson family was looking for
moss agate on that fateful day.
I won't review this evidence here: it has been de-

scribed by RS. But I will state unequivocally that BF's
failure to deal with these claims and evidence does not
speak well for their consideration of all the facts surrounding the Anderson story.
Let me, instead, comment on one revealing incident
concerning such evidence. As I noted above, BF were
remiss in not supplying beforehand documentation requested by RS. One very important item requested by RS
was a tape recording or transcript of Friedman's first
interview with Anderson (RS had supplied their first interview as requested). During the meeting, Friedman again
indicated that it was not available. To his credit, Berliner
then pulled out a bag of tapes and said something to the
effect that "it might be in here," and after a brief search, he
did find the tape. Why did Friedman not wish to provide this
tape to RS, in direct vio Ia tion of the meeting protocol? Only
he can answer that question, but information from the
conversation itself may shed some light on the matter.
During this initial interview with Friedman, Anderson makes certain statements that directly contradict statements in his interview with Randle. The most startling, in
my view, was that Anderson first placed the crash west to
northwest of Socorro, but later indicated it was near Horse
Springs. How can Anderson get the crash site mixed up so
badly if the event is something that he has thought about so
much over the years? Just as important, why aren't BF
concerned about this discrepancy?
The question of the identity of Winfred Buskirk and
his relationship with Gerald Anderson was discussed extensively by both teams at the meeting and in their statements. I simply want to add this relevant comment that
draws upon my expertise as an evaluator of college transcripts. BF correctly state (p. 8) that "Rodegier [sic] noted
that in the course of his employment . . . [he saw] many old
pre-computer era transcripts which had indeed listed all
available courses ... "It is certainly true that the document
we all (briefly) viewed at the meeting could have been a
copy of Anderson's official transcript. However, in my
transcript evaluation work, a photocopy of an American
high school (or college) transcript was never accepted for
official purposes. An official copy of such a transcript is
always readily available, and until one is supplied, our
policy was (as is that of any reputable agency or college)
that no transcript had been submitted whatsoever. I suggest
that the same standard be applied to the important matter of
Anderson's high school record, so to my mind, I have seen
no evidence that can be used to determine what courses
Anderson took at Albuquerque High School, save the
statements of him and Buskirk. I remain baffled as to why
Anderson won't request that an official transcript be suppi ied to the teams so that this portion of the controversy can
be laid to rest.
I am likewise troubled by the question of the diary and
its relationship to Anderson's testimony. As noted by BF
(p. 7), there was agreement that "some information in it was
almost certainly in error ... "They later (p. 10) consider
possible motives of a hoaxer and conclude that the hoax
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hypothesis is unlikely, an argument I don't find compelling. But in their description of the forensic examination of
the diary they provide only one side of the story, i.e., that
the date of manufacture of the ink is consistent with
Anderson's story of when and how he received it. RS, on
the other hand, freely admit this point (p. 17), but also
correctly point out that the evidence doesn't preclude the
diary being created as late as 1990. Once again, I find the
willingness of RS to consider opposing arguments to be
laudable, and I see BF as making only half-hearted efforts
at coming to grips with the opposing viewpoint about a
Plains crash.
It is not my intention (nor do I have the space) to
review all the evidence amassed by both teams and to reach
some final judgment on Anderson's testimony. I will
instead conclude with these remarks. Clearly my sympathies lie with the RS team and could hardly be otherwise
given my position with CUFOS. BF draw attention to this
when they state (p. 6) that I had claimed that the PSA was
a "bogus site" at the 1991 MUFON conference. I am
consequently forced by BF to report that Fred Whiting has,
like me, privately expressed strong opinions about the
veracity of Anderson's testimony before the February
meeting. I don't, though, consider these sentiments to
prejudice Fred's commentary on the teams' statements,
and I'm sure he would say the same about mine. I am more
than annoyed by BF's attempt to smear my objectivity.
Finally, this last point. At the meeting RS, in confidence, told about the testimony of a high-level source (who
BF label "Mr. X") who confirmed their opinion that
Anderson's story was untrue and that Barnett was not
involved. Although RS explicitly stated that they would not
use this information in their report, it naturally put BF at
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some disadvantage because they didn't have access to Mr.
X. But all parties at the meeting agreed that Mr. X's
testimony should not be mentioned in the final reports,
which makes it inexcusable thatBF did so in their statement
anyway .
Recall what I said at the beginning of these remarks.
You the reader (and I) are laboring under a great disadvantage when evaluating the work of each team. RS have been
careful to present documentation to support their claims,
including much material provided to BF too lengthy to
include in this document, and have agreed not to use certain
material when it was premature or unfair to others. BFhave
not acted in a reciprocal manner, even when reminded after
the meeting that they had failed to meet their obligations.
Since CUFOS has spent a great deal of effort and money on
the meeting (as did the Fund), I can speak officially for
CUFOS and register our strong objections to these violations of the meeting protocol. While BF's actions don't
speak directly to the truth of Anderson's claims, they do
provide evidence for the Jack of care with which they attend
to collegial obligations and to the study of disconfirming
evidence.

References
1. This is true as well of the two statements I am
evaluating, since as I write this in the last week of April
1992, I don't have access to the references or exhibits that
are mentioned at the conclusion of the BF article.
2. Although they spent valuable space talking about
trivial details of the meeting (see page 6).

Crash Ill Summit:
Views of the Moderator
by Michael D. Swords
Professor of Natural Science
Western Michigan University

n my view, the purpose of the Crash III conference
was to bring together two groups of rather emotionally and conceptually polarized researchers to determine whether they agree on anything and whether there is
any actual evidence that a Roswell-related crash occurred
on the Plains of San Agustin (PSA). A secondary goal was
to collect and publish our conclusions, if any, in this
volume. I had the thankless task of trying to aid the creation
of unemotional discussion and information sharing in pursuit of the summit meeting 's goal. This was only a partial
success at best.
Although the goal and reason of the conference was
the assessment of the concreteness of evidence, the discussion continually deviated from that concern into hypothesis
and rationalization of how evidence and conversations
could be fit into one or the other opposing scenarios. This,
in my view, was continually unhelpful and served mainly
to maintain the polarization of the two groups. However,
given the fact that almost nothing exists that could be
termed concrete evidence for either scenario ("a crash did
occur on the PSA; a crash didn't occur on the PSA "),it was
naturally human for people to lapse into speculation at
every chance. As I discuss the status of the documentation
(and discussion) presented, I will try to delineate this status
clearly (as evidenceornot) from the hypothetical reasoning
that seems required to support the opposing views.
Although there was a great deal of agreement about the
Roswell event in general (almost total agreement on the
Brazel Ranch and Roswell AAFB elements, as far as I
could ascertain), there was almost no agreement on the
PSA scenario. Whether anyone liked it or not, the vast
majority of details available for discussion relevant to the
PSA event involved Gerald Anderson. Andersoniana dominated the meeting and will dominate my remarks. Despite
the intense negativity pouring across the table at times
between researchers, I do give my heartfelt thanks to all
parties for maintaining civility to the degree that we could
pursue most points with some focus and part as amicably as
one could imagine given the sociological circumstances.
One lesson that came out of the meeting was clear to all:
negative sociology (caused by very poor communication
and poor opportunities for objective discussion) is disas-
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trous to maintaining proper research atmosphere. We must
avoid this, at least between organizations, in the future.

Gerald Anderson as a typical
problem in ufology
One aspect of this case that was surprising to me was
that it appeared to be difficult for people to consider Gerald
Anderson as a typical UFO witness, that is, in terms of
research protocol. Anderson is typical in that he was an
initially unknown person who appeared out of nowhere
with an interesting UFO story to report. His typicality
arises from the fact that he was a single witness (in terms of
availability) with no physical or instrumental evidence to
support his report. This is a common situation for us in UFO
research, and we all know how to react to it properly:
a) We do not assume anything about the tale, either
pro or con.
b) We try to compare the tale with other patterns or
better documented cases, but remain very alert for
the possibility of foreknowledge by the reporter.
c) We investigate very carefully and maintain an
active, reasonable skepticism and a search for
alternative hypotheses.
The above is my opinion (or intellectual stance) about
this or any other case of its kind, or even better-supported
ones. However, it does not seem to be the stance of the
relevant researchers at least at this point. Perhaps they feel
they have cause for the current closedmindedness, but in
my view, this was not well-defended at the summit. As you
will read, however, it is my assessment that one "hypothesis" is much more intellectually comfortable as regards
evidence and consistency than the other.

Gerald Anderson: The initial
testimonies
Anderson arrived on the UFO scene following the
And erson, Barnett, and the Archaeologists
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"Unsolved Mysteries" program that featured Roswell. He
ultimately contacted several UFO researchers and told his
story. Several tapes or transcripts of these testimonies by
Anderson were presented. In terms of evidence, these are:
a) agreed by all to genuinely be testimonies by
Anderson to Randle, Friedman, Carpenter, and
Oechsler; and
b) in the simplest sense, only words issuing from
some human being'smouth, initially proving nothing.
So, in the time-honored method of UFO research, one
begins to search these testimonies for anything that may aid
the evaluation of the story, positively or negatively. Two
commonsensical things must be done:
a) search the testimonies for inconsistencies;
b) search the testimonies for consistencies.
Any researcher who does only one of these violates science
as well as common sense. So, not wanting to be a violator
of anything, I will proceed with each below.

1. Inconsistencies within the
testimonies
Despite what anyone would prefer to be true about this
case, the inconsistencies in the testimonies of Gerald Anderson are several and not readily dismissed. I have listened to
the Randle and Friedman phone call tapes (apparently the
two earliest UFO researcher communications) and have
read the Carpenter and Oechsler transcripts. The following
discrepancies seem worth pointing out. (The reader is
reminded that supporters of the Gerald Anderson story, and
Anderson himself, are strongly committed to the view that
Anderson has a prodigious memory, able to call up fine
detail accurately from an experience some forty-odd years
earlier at approximately age six, and to do this without any
significant confabulation.)
A. The sequence of events. In most instances one
could easily shrug off mixing up the order in which elements of an experience occur, but there are some elements
that are much harder to wave glibly away. In the phone call
to Friedman, Anderson umambiguously states that the
archaeologists and the "landcop" (Barnett) were on the site
inspecting the disk before his family arrived. In other
reports the Andersons are first, sometimes by many minutes. These other reports by Anderson were given both
before the Friedman phone call (to Randle) and after it (to
Carpenter and others). I will assume that no intellectually
honest individual will assume that such a major violation of
the narrative is "no problem," or even (given that Anderson's
memory is much ballyhooed) a simple problem to rationalize away.
B. The timing of arrivals. In the Friedman and Randle
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tapes the sequence of events happens rapidly, and the army
materializes quickly and hustles everyone away. As the
narrative is retold, the sequence stretches out with more and
more addenda until the family has stayed there up to an
hour. The rationalization that memory improves with practice at revisiting a story can be made, but this is still a
serious discrepancy in the stories that requires a rationalization. An equally valid rationalization would be that
Anderson gets better at spinning the tale. Each reader has
to search his or her level of credulity to decide whether such
a major variation of events is believable.
C. Shape and details of the craft. The shape varies
from an "upside-down piepan," to a discus, to a discus with
a dome on the top. This variation would be easier to ignore
if the alleged witness had not clearly stated in his first
interview that he did not see the top (where a dome would
be). Now we are talking here of a witness who claims to
remember exactly what the trim on uniforms (of aliens) and
patches on MPs ' arms looked like, and yet has a discrepancy as to whether he saw the top of the dome of the craft
or not. Can this be rationalized by supporters? It is my
opinion that we are all quite capable of rationalizing anything; the only clear point is that it is a major discrepancy
and further strains credulity.
D. Amount of debris. The amount of "flying saucer
litter" on the ground varies sequentially in interviews from
an "aluminum foil explosion" with debris everywhere, to
very little debris, to trash all around, to very little debris
again. We were all reminded at the Crash Ill meeting that
every answer has a context within which it must be interpreted. True. That warning does not reduce the fact that this
is another major discrepancy in the reports and is not
casually dismissible.
E. MP insignias. Anderson stated to Randle that all
the military were MPs wearing helmets with the letters
"MP" on them. By the time he spoke to Carpenter, no one
was wearing helmets and the MP insignia was on armbands.
A simple memory glitch? Perhaps. But this detail is not a
normal one-instance object in the scene being recalled-all
the soldiers had them, and it was part of the threat that added
emotion to the event. It is another nontrivial discrepancy in
a story that claims precision so often elsewhere.
F. Many more. There are several more awkwardnesses
or misstatements in these testimonies. Was there red blood
or not? Were the eyes milky blue or black? What was the
landcop wearing? How many archaeologists were there?
How many ETs were alive? From which directions did
everybody come? (Barnett the "landcop" varies from northwest to southwest to already being there.) These also are not
necessarily trivial. Regarding directions, for instance, this
is a witness who claims to be able to give precisely detailed
directions and distances for all the features in the bowl or
playa area of the PSA, and to be so much of a directionremembering prodigy that despite never having been back
there since age 6 he could draw an accurate map and lead
researchers back to the precise spot. I believe that it is
difficult to "eat your cake and have it too," as far as the

accuracies of his directional senses are concerned.
I have (without any recourse to investigative genius on
my part) noticed a dozen or so substantial discrepancies in
these testimonies. When such a situation arises with a UFO
witness, the proper attitude of the investigator is one of
serious concern. This is not picking on this case or this
particular individual-this is standard commonsense UFO
research protocol. One must, in such an instance, proceed
to evaluate "consistencies" between the testimony and
other known facts (or better documented claims, anyway).
While doing so, one must be alert for possible information
contamination and for independent checks on the witness
and story, both positive and negative. So let us proceed to
that step.

2. Consistencies between testimony
an d other UFO-event documentation
This element of the analysis of the Anderson testimony
can be summarized reasonably concisely.
A. The testimony, though differing in slight detail
here and there, is remarkably consistent with most material
already published or presented in TV media about the
Roswell event. This is especially striking when comparing
the testimony to the material in The Roswell Incident, by
Charles Berlitz and William Moore, or to similar retellings
by Moore and Stanton Friedman in articles and symposia
talks.
The general scenario of the Barney Barnett story,
minus the absence ofthe Andersons in it, and the descrip·ons of materials from the Brazel ranch are practically
identically told. The saucer looks like it should, as do the
aU ens (minus the initial eye-color discrepancy and a unique
hand shape). "Archaeologists" show up properly from the
-university of Pennsylvania" with a leader perhaps from
_ fichigan. The description of Barney Barnett is uncannily
the picture in the Berlitz-Moore book. The military
J.rrives as it should, and its vehicles have "509" (a Ia the
_ oswell AAFB bomber wing) painted on them. The main
- d boy" is named Captain Armstrong (a name that
pears in the Brazel ranch side of the affair) . Locational
::!<ltures are described with astounding accuracy. The cap:J.in is described as red-haired and the accompanying
5ergeant is black. These are simple facts of testimony
_ rrelation and not disputed by anyone. What do they mean
: further research?
B. Analysis. Correlation of testimony with externally
vailable facts can be good news or bad news for the UFO
::-3earcher. Standard protocol would be to determine whether
.,. inclusion of such correlations is either remarkable or
.. xplainable by possible prior knowledge. Let us exam.. the issue of possible prior knowledge.
The researchers at the Crash III summit have agreed to
- '" following statement: there is evidence that Anderson
an interest in UFOs before he was identified by invesgators. For example, in the first tape with Kevin Randle he

mentioned the theories of Erich von miniken and, in an
aside remark, speaks rerniniscingly (though not by name)
of the sort of ideas now emanating from the paranoia of the
"Nevada School of Flying Saucer Conspiracies." Be that as
it may, one must certainly admit the possibility that Anderson not only watched the "Unsolved Mysteries" program
(obviously) but also had read materials like The Roswell
Incident before reporting his experiences to ufologists. Is
there any reason to suspect this? I believe that there is, but
I would remind us all that UFO research protocol does not
demand that one can prove that an alleged witness read or
listened to something out of which they borrowed details if
that opportunity was easily-or not even overly easilyavailable. We must not be so foolish to accept blindly
correlations of this sort; I assume that is obvious to everyone.
Anderson gave testimony correlating to the statement
in the Berlitz-Moore book that the archaeologists were
from the University of Pennsylvania (a rather minor point
for anyone to be remembering anyway) . What is disquieting is that the University of Pennsylvania connection has
been rigorously researched by all sorts of folks since the
Berlitz-Moore book, and it is generally felt that there was
no such expedition from the University of Pennsylvania
and that the detail may have been a flaw or addendum from
Vern Maltais's memories of what Barnett had said. The
point is this: if there was no University of Pennsylvania
involvement, then how does a late-coming witness come
up with another University of Pennsylvania statement
unless he has culled it from the original erroneous resources? Yes, this is supposition and conjecture, but it is not
an unreasonable concern.
A similar awkwardness has Gerald Anderson bringing
the 509th into his story. Why is this a problem rather than
a potential strength? Because no one can figure out why the
509th would have any involvement in securing a crash as
far away as the PSA, since there are other logical choices
quite handier. An unprovable conjecture could explain this
by a witness seeing and reading about the 509th ·s involvement at the Brazel site and erring by adding it to the PSA
story . By the way, a 6-year-old remembering a meaningless
detai l like "509" on the vehicles stretches credulity about as
far as one can tolerate without involving some extremely
unusual "memory genius." Discrepancies cited earlier indicate that we are not dealing with that level of astonishing
recall . Objections that this detail arose under the power of
hypnosis certainly do not end the discussion, particularly
given the intense debate on how valuable hypnosis is, say,
in regard to court testimony. The alternative hypothesis,
that this is an inappropriate added detail gleaned from
recent reading is certainly still viable .
What has been said here so far?
a) There are ample reasons to be concerned about
UFO interest and previous reading of UFO information.
b) The Anderson testimony could be laced with
Ander son, Barnett, and the Archaeologists
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borrowed details.
c) These possibilities must be taken seriously in
proper research.
d) If true, they would not prove that the entire story
is untrue, but would point out the need for extreme
caution in dealing with it.
There is a sequence of comment in the early Andersonto-Friedman phone call, which is extremely disturbing to
me regarding previous reading of available material. Anderson was telling of the early phases of the experience (the
auto trip, etc.). He began describing the off-road trip,
walking up to the PSA bowl, and then the description of the
site's location in relation to the terrain. At a similar point in
a John Carpenter interview, he said that as a ldd he could not
say for sure about the length of time and distance in the
initial off-road element of the trip. But in the Friedman
interview he made some strangely precise statements about
how everything in the playa area relates. On hearing this
taped interview I got what I hope would be to most
researchers a "funny feeling." I opened the Berlitz-Moore
book to page 60 where the Wesley Hurt archaeology map
of the PSA appears (actually I'm not that good; it took me
a minute or two to find a map somewhere).
As I played the tape, it seemed to me that I was hearing
someone describing distances and features right off the
map. I am willing to give someone a break on something
like this, but then two details were given to Friedman that
pushed me to the other side of credulity. Anderson mentioned "Patt's Springs," a minor geographical element
mentioned nowhere else except on this map, and then-for
me this was the "brealdng of the elastic"-he said that the
students buried bits of wreckage up near "site l or lA," two
designators totally irrelevant to anything but Wesley Hurt's
archaeological map. For those who want to fight this
argument "to the death" and claim that Anderson heard two
arbitrary site designators from the students and remembered them all these years-and did so despite the facts that
a) these were designators not of this archaeology
group but of the Hurt expedition work;
b) the students were worldng on the other side of the
playa; and
c) the students hadn't buried anything anywhere yet
when the Andersons left ...
well then, God bless you, but we part company on this. This
is a problem.
I believe that there are extremely valid reasons to
worry about the amount of UFO reading done by Gerald
Anderson prior to contacting UFO researchers, despite his
later claims to the contrary.
In the Anderson testimony is there anything that would
cause the UFO researchers to take particular interest? Yes
there is. Anderson in the very first known interview with a
UFO researcher (Kevin Randle) speaks of Captain
Armstrong having red hair and being accompanied by a
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black sergeant. These two details (red hair and black
sergeant) do not appear in televised or written media to my
knowledge, and yet are private details told to Stanton
Friedman by another witness (Glenn Dennis, a player in the
Roswell AAFB element of the case). Friedman is clear that
he had not mentioned these details to anyone. These are
curious details indeed and seem fairly unlikely coincidences. In fact, if it were not for these two unusual corroborations, I believe that I would be completely negative on
this case witness (or at least so put off as to not be thinking
about it at all). Because of these two details, I am keeping
a worried but at least slightly open mind. However, reflecting back on the central business of the summit (the status of
evidence and documentation), I at least was not presented
with proper documentation on
a) the Glenn Dennis conversation;
b) subsequent rechecking with Glenn Dennis by
others; and
c) a timeline comparing exactly when the two pieces
of information surfaced independently.
I am assuming that all of this was kosher since no one
brought it up, but such documentation and checks should
have been part of the conference materials precisely because they have become so critical. Why didn't I bring it up
myself? In my defense I will say that it was a combination
of my stupidity and the fact that I knew little about this
Anderson business ahead of time. That this seems to be the
key element in this case has occurred to me only now that
the dust has cleared.
C. Summary. The analysis of the specific correlations
contains, in my tentative view, both good and bad news in
this case. The leading hypothesis in my opinion would be
that this witness was quite well-read in ufology and at least
embroidered his tale with appropriate and inappropriate
details garnered from the available literature. Whether any
elements of the testimonies are original and true is still up
for discussion (according to this hypothesis), and two
details seem difficult to account for.
In detective work one is always looking for motive and
opportunity. I will not write here of motive. It is unnecessarily unldnd in an unproven instance. We are all big boys
and girls in this business, however. Let's not ldd ourselves
about not being able to imagine any motives for any UFO
tale whatever. But concerning opportunity, let's not kid
ourselves either about the readiness of the opportunity.
Adding to the commonsensical ways that anyone can
learn about things, this case had a colossal breach in UFO
research protocol that calls all sorts of things into question.
This witness, very early on, possibly before any UFO
researcher had any more than a letter sent to him, had been
sent a packet of written material about the case! I have no
idea what the strategic thinldng was in doing this, but if
anyone feels that sending case materials to alleged witnesses before you even interview them is proper research
methodology, then we are living in different logical and

scientific systems. This packet contained relatively recent
summary information and extensive references to The
Roswell Incident. I view this as conscious or unconscious
coaching of the witness, possibly the worst sin in UFO
research. I am not mentioning (and will not further mention
unless challenged to prove it) the name involved in this
element of the affair, but I was astounded and consider this
case polluted by this act alone. The fact that the witness
later claimed not to have opened the packet and read it until
after the interview and subsequent searching of his mind for
other details, must be viewed as "believe it or not."
Regarding the status of evidence involved in the testimonies:
a) We have several instances of serious discrepancies.
b) We have much that correlates with available
knowledge.
c) We have clear opportunity for that availability.
d) We have two interesting corroborated details.
e) We have, in my opinion, a strong case for previous
reading of critical literature while denying having
done so.
Now, on to the other elements of the research ....

Gerald Anderson: Research
beyond the testimonies
The major categories of these researches are as fol lows:
1) character checks, including a polygraph;
2) story checks, including Uncle Ted's diary, the
New Mexico trip, and the Busldrk affair.

1. Character checks
A. References from people who know him. Lots of
things have been claimed about this in both directions, with
Anderson's former employers and wife on one side (negative) and neighbors on the other (positive) . In my view,
documentation was poor both ways (we never even received the information allegedly related to the neighbors
and friends survey in any proper form) . This element of the
case is an evidential washout and, short of some spectacular
incongruencies of behavior, wouldn't have proved much
either way anyway. By the way, the statements that some
UFO researchers like and trust Gerald Anderson likewise
prove nothing either way . Our world has many cham1ing
rogues who are very capable of being liked and trusted by
anyone, let alone UFO researchers. Who knows whether or
not Anderson is one of these? But let's not be naive in
calling these feelings some ldnd of evidence. Even though
I personally lack such charm, I am sure that three of my

huge teddy bear brothers could sweep almost anyone off
their feet.
B. The polygraph exam. Why UFO researchers insist
on dealing with this technology is beyond me. I am not a big
fan of CSICOP' s Skeptical Inquirer (in fact I consider most
of it to be a crime against human progress), but once in a
while something useful appears there. In Volume 14, No.
3 (Spring 1990), there is a reasonable summary of the issues
and debate about lie detection. Several serious academic
works are referenced, and the bottom line is this:
It is not the technical data that provides such a
determination [of truth or lie], but the interpretation
given to the data by the polygraph examiner. Objective criteria to make such determinations simply do
not exist.

Even the An1erican Polygraph Association only claims
90 % accuracy and they must be the most optimistic assessors.
I view any claims related to polygraph tests as exercises in scientific futility, given the current state of the art.
I equally refuse to credit (as in the Anderson case) or
discredit (as in the Travis Walton case) on such grounds .
Debunkers such as Phil Klass should note this as well. Even
if there was more confidence in this technology, in the
present instance the documentation of the structure of the
test regimen was exceedingly poor with no proper clearance given for outside viewership of the protocol. the
evidential quality of this entire "character check" category
is, in my view , useless either way .

2. Story checks
A. Corroboration of story from family members.
The entirety of the Anderson family is either deceased or
unlocatable. Some of the unlocatability smacks of the
bizarre (cloistered female cousins who will not be communicated with), and the researcher is left to deal with that
oddity as he or she will. The point of evidence is that no
corroboration is possible other than what one makes of a
simple typed letter allegedly from one of the cloistered
cousins covering a diary that has been presented to back the
Anderson story. The door on this alleged witness is slammed
both by Anderson and by the letter, and frankly one is left
not knowing whether this cousin even exists. Standing
alone, this letter provides nothing evidentiary .
B. Uncle Ted's diary. We do not have this alleged
diary . What we have (apparently, because I have not seen
anything but photocopies) are a few relevant pages that
speak of the 1947 PSA incident. Also, these are not original
pages but copies allegedly made for reasons unknown at a
much later date. Testing of the ink has placed the copies ar
!easr in the 1970s; they could be even more recent.
The contents of these pages are extremely difficult to
believe and, in fact, even Gerald Anderson supporrers
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admit that they have serious concerns about the validity of
the diary contents. To me, this is a horrendous situation for
anyone trying to support this case. An alleged supporting
document produced (possibly recently , but certainly not
within the relevant time frame) through an unavailable
source and containing a major amount of problematic
material . .. what stretches of rationalization must we reach
to deal with this? The hypothesis that I heard was that
perhaps deliberate misinformation was included in this
diary long ago just in case anyone should happen to read it.
I would submit that the hypothesis that these diary pages
were produced recently as embellishments to a story and
were (unfortunately for the author) laced with some inappropriate details (for example, the wrong dates , bringing in
Jesse Marcel, "Adrian" Buskirk of Flint, Michigan) is at
least as viable a theory .
Who would have created such a flawed document?
Note that
a) the ink indicates that the diary dates from after the
time of the death of Uncle Ted, and thus the
handwriting therein cannot be his; and
b) the handwriting is atrocious, often nearly impossible to read.
Query: if someone thought that it was important to
make a copy of these pages, why was it not impo11ant
enough to copy them legibly? A variety of hypotheses are
surely within our bounds to imagine. I believe that one
should coolly face at least this one head on: the more
illegible the written letters and script, the less able one is to
compare the writing with examples of handwriting to
determine authorship . And it would be appreciated if no
one would bring up the lame counterview that the alleged
witness prints instead of scripts. Many of us do both, and
the signature indicates that he has a fine script hand if he
wants to. Again, this isn't proving anything. It is, however,
pointing out another extremely awkward, even bizarre,
element of this tale should one wish to swallow it.
By the way, if one insists on always giving Anderson
all benefit of the doubt regardless, I would suggest the
following counter-hypothesis: the U.S. government spotted Anderson coming out with his story immediately, got to
his cloistered cousin, produced a deliberately bogus journal to discredit him, and wrote it in a sloppy hand that
resembled elements of his own signature. This would
appeal to the most paranoid among us and might even have
some truthful, long-shot ring to it. Unfortunately, this is
complicated by the fact that Anderson claims to have had
a copy of the copy for many years. So this conspiracy/
counter-intelligence business must have taken place many
years ago for reasons unknown. Needless to say, I do not
find comfort in such stretches of rationalization.
Let's face it, folks. The evidentiary quality of Uncle
Ted's diary is not only poor, it is a major, major, major
problem to explain away.
C. The New Mexico trip. This event has been much
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cited as evidential proof for the Gerald Anderson story and
perhaps some good could have come out of it, but it is at
least incomplete in terms of scientific (or even detective)
research . Scientifically speaking, all we can say is that the
witness and some ufologists flew out to New Mexico,
drove to the site, and with Anderson they compared a map
that he had drawn to the conditions extant. He then located
a windmill that they could not readily see. This sort of
experience by itself is only a small fraction of a proper
research project on this element of a claim. Something
rather serious and in-depth needs to be done to ascertain the
witness's familiarity with the area prior to this feat of
matching memory with geography. There was no proper
documentation accompanying anything associated with
this trip, and nothing indicates any detailed detective work
regarding Anderson's recent communications and visitations vis-a-vis the relevant region in New Mexico. We are
again simply asked to accept (or reject) the meaningfulness
of this event based on trust and certain individual estimations of character. This is not science, and it does not
constitute evidence in its current form.
Why would any ufologist insist on being so suspicious
of Gerald Anderson? Because that is our job as researchers. How many times do we have to be burned by clever
hoaxers or even well-intentioned misreporters to be reminded of this? The earlier comments in this paper indicate
that there are more than ample reasons to be deeply concerned. I have become even more concerned about ufologists
who refuse to consider alternative explanations than I am
about Anderson's report. Specifically in this case regarding
the New Mexico site:
a) Everyone agrees that the witness and his family
were residents of the area for some time, and
certain elements of the family were local until at
least very recently .
b) In the early phone interview with Stanton
Friedman, Anderson volunteers that he has been
by the place "a thousand times." He says that he
never went back in there, of course, but it gives
one pause.
c) The same phone interview almost certainly indicates his familiarity with the Wesley Hurt map
printed in the Berlitz-Moore book, and anyway he
admits he read the book shortly after the initial
interviews.
The argument that the witness was too impoverished to
drive over there from his current residence and scout the
place out .. . well, such comments have to be the product
of emotion rather than reason. I understand that we are all
human, but we must create credible hypotheses if we are
not to damage our arguments. I find that this entire research
element has been botched by the simple assumption of
truth-telling and lack of research follow-through . Where,
for instance, is the attempt (documented) to trace possible
Andersonian connections with family or friends currently

in New Mexico, the normal spadework in the actual towns
cited? For example, the telephone bill produced by the
witness to help degrade one researcher's interview with
him has a second phone call toN ew Mexico listed two days
earlier. Probably meaningless, but has anyone researched
this? If the research on Anderson's New Mexico connections was impossible to do, then let us humbly admit that
this important element of evidence does not exist and
thereby casts a pall over the New Mexico trip revelations.
And, not entirely irrelevantly, the aforementioned
telephone bill itselfis another in the incredibly long line of
abnormalities in this case. The Randle phone call as recorded is 50+ minutes long, yet the phone bill says it was
only 26 minutes. I have no idea what to make of this, but one
begins to wish that at least some elements of this case would
behave normally.
We have, sadly, no better luck with the next and-for
me-last Anderson matter.
D. The Buskirk affair. What are the facts? Gerald
Anderson says that a big, friendly archaeology professor
was there and ultimately he has provided a police Identikit
sketch of him (again testing the investigator's credulity on
the power of his memory, but OK). Uncle Ted's at least
partly bogus diary names this man as "Adrian Buskirk,"
and Anderson includes this name early on in the second
known interview (Friedman's phone call). The professor
supposedly was a resident of Flint, Michigan. All checks
for such an individual have proven fruitless. There is
currently no evidence for any Adrian Buskirk, archaeology
professor, let alone one from Flint, Michigan. So we have
another dilenuna. Where could this person (or concept)
have come from?
The friends of Barney Barnett are quoted in the BerlitzMoore book as remembering Barnett talk about the University of Pennsylvania archaeologists at the site, while another friend thinks Barnett said "Michigan." There was
mention of students, which would imply a professor somewhere. The name Buskirk appears nowhere except with
Gerald Anderson and Uncle Ted. Since archaeologists in
the 1940s were almost as rare as the things they look for,
and since they tended to run in "social packs," there is some
reason to believe that such a person could be found . As we
know, one was: an archaeologist named Buskirk who
worked near (but not at, according to him) the relevant area
and who was later resident in the same town (Albuquerque)
and taught at the same high school attended by Gerald
Anderson.
Could this man, Winfred Buskirk, an American Indian
anthropologist and archaeologist, be the man upon which
the Anderson report and Identikit sketch are modeled?
Most of the investigators seem to view this as at least
possible, and, to me, the possibility must be granted. The
question that splits the investigators is this: Did Anderson
see Winfred Buskirk at the crash site, or did he see him
during his time at Albuquerque High School? Are there any
facts relevant to this? Here are the documented claims:

a) Gerald Anderson states flatly that he never knew
or saw Professor Buskirk while they were at
Albuquerque High School.
b) Winfred Buskirk states to his best knowledge that
the opposite is true.
c) Anderson states that he never took a course (anthropology or archaeology) from Buskirk.
d) Buskirk states that he thinks that Anderson did
take such a course; classmates of Anderson say
that they think he did.
e) Anderson is not pictured as a member of the
Archaeology Club in the high school yearbook
(he is in the French Club picture).
In an attempt to resolve yet another morass, a request
was made to acquire an official transcript (an original
record) to view the classes that Gerald Anderson would
have attended and completed. This does not seem to have
been successful. In its place, Anderson presented investigators with an unusual-looking (very small to the point of
difficult reading) piece of paper that is not properly labeled,
but which could possibly be some sort of official record
copy. This document is difficult to understand, and it is not
possible to be sure of what it is. The document shows no
grades next to archaeology or anthropology.
The simple, scientific solution is to ask Gerald Anderson to allow multiple UFO researchers to look directly at
school records. This has been requested and denied. The
twin hypotheses for this denial ("Anderson is fed up with
ufologists" vs. "Anderson is afraid of what they might see")
are equally tenable. The bottom line is that this element of
the case is unresolved. The other bottom line is: it certainly
does not require an individual to be in someone's class to
know who that professor is and what he looks like. Note
that Buskirk was a Ph.D., an accomplished researcher, and
ultimately an author of a book. How many of these would
the Albuquerque High School have had? Again, it is simple
conunon sense to admit the viability of the high-schoolconnection hypothesis. There is no proof of anything.
The final (to my knowledge) element in the Buskirk
affair involves the Identikit sketch. This is an issue involving some noteworthy and clever efforts by Tom Carey,
which unfortunately still do not prove anything. The facts
are as follows:

a) An ldentikit sketch rendition of the archaeologist
Adrian Buskirk was drawn according to memories and descriptions by Anderson.
b) Some researchers, maybe even all, believe that the
sketch resembles Winfred Buskirk.
c) In my view, it cannot be said that it in fact closely
resembles Winfred Buskirk. No methodology
exists, other than a subjective judgment call for
such a claim,
d) If it is a resemblance of Winfred Buskirk, it is
quite obvious that it is closer to an extant 1958
photo ofhim (from Gerald Anderson's high school
Anderson, Barnett, and the Archaeologists
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era) than it is of a much thinner-faced Buskirk in
an extant 1941 photo of him.
e) No known 1947-era picture has been seen for
comparison, but Buskirk says that he did not put
on his weight (and consequent chunkier facial
appearance) until the 1950s.

searchers "rediscovering" the site with Anderson,
who claimed that he had not been there in years.
i) Other probes of this story (polygraph, Identikit
sketch, etc.) constitute no evidence of any kind;
the Identikit sketch data could be viewed as negative to the claims.

The conclusion is: if the Identikit sketch is of Winfred
Buskirk, then it is a Buskirk of the Gerald Anderson high
school era and not the PSA crash era. However, it is not at
all obvious that the sketch is of Winfred Buskirk, and so
nothing (as usual) is proved.
This concludes my discussion of the PSA evidence as
it relates specifically to Gerald Anderson. Other minutiae,
such as fragments of an overheard conversation outside
church and the good feelings investigators have about
Anderson personally, I view as barely deserving mention in
a case as loaded with major concerns as described. Whether
the PSA actually contain moss agate or not is another
micro-issue so insignificant that one wonders how it ever
arose. In my view, only if it could be shown that no
worthwhile rockhounding of any reasonable sort could be
done in the playa, then would this moss agate business take
on more significance. Moss agate is too fine a detail to hold
someone to who has obviously flawed memories about
many other major elements of the alleged events.
A summary of the state of evidence and hypotheses
regarding the witness's claims follows .

The only scientifically interesting element in that list
is "d," as it is the lone element that cannot be accounted for
by a relatively simple alternative hypothesis. Ranged against
it are "b" (many elements) and "g" (the entire problematic
document) as well as elements of "c." These three areas
throw up warning signs seriously suggestive of a hoax. The
two obvious alternative hypotheses, therefore, are:

Gerald Anderson evidence and
associated hypotheses: Summary
As stated earlier, despite the heat of emotion generated
in this case, what we have is a typical UFO research
problem: a single-witness testimony with no physical or
instrumental evidence to support the story. We can choose,
as ufologists, to dig into the issues and remain objectively
(admittedly inhumanly) cool about labeling what we have
and do not have here, or we can go for stronger positive or
negative conclusions based on intuitions or belief. Our job
at the Crash III summit was to try to do the former.
The facts summarized:
a) Gerald Anderson has given testimonies about his
claims.
b) The testimonies vary, sometimes greatly.
c) The testimonies largely cohere to published data .
d) Two details cohere to unpublished data .
e) Checks on Anderson's character produced mixed
reviews.
f) Family members (or anyone else) are not available to corroborate the story.
g) A corroborating statement (Uncle Ted's diary),
when produced, was flawed in several serious
regards.
h) A research trip to New Mexico resulted in re-
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a) truth shrouded with a very large number of uneasily explained abnormalities and flaws; and
b) hoax containing two unusual coincidences or as
yet unexplained surprising correlations.
Either conclusion has its difficulties. In fact, a scientist
would not come to a conclusion under such awkward
circumstances. Each of us will have to decide how much of
what sort of poison we are willing to swallow. For what it
is worth, I would amend both of the above hypotheses with
the following: This witness was previously interested in the
UFO literature and had been, early on, sent material specifically associated with the case (there is no other way to view
this than coaching the witness). How deep the witness's
reading went and how much coaching was received can
probably never be known, but this added problem makes it
difficult simply to assent to everything about this case.

The Barney Barnett affair
This is another puzzling situation about which little
can be said evidentially. The facts seem to be these:
a) Several friends of Barney Barnett say that he told
them about a crashed saucer, possibly within the
relevant time period of the Brazel ranch event, but
probably not in the relevant geographical location.
b) This geographical location could have been the
PSA, but no proper documentation was presented
to show the earliest testimonies of these secondhand reporters, prior to potential idea seepage ,
media contamination, or coaching.
c) Due to the number of reporters, we are on fairly
firm ground in stating that Barnett indeed told
such a story.
d) His wife's diary (admitted by all to be apparently
genuine) contains no mention of a UFO event.
This, for the present, ends what was presented at the
Crash III summit regarding Barnett and evidence. If we had

all been prescient and on the ball, perhaps the evidential
point of "b" could have been firmer. Some Barnett friends,
I believe, later were more concrete in their opinion that
Barnett was speaking of the PSA.
Well, this second-hand testimony (due to the number
of people) is certainly interesting because it occurred early
in relation to potential idea pollution. However, evidentially speaking, it is second-hand and goes back to just one
unavailable witness. Plus, one of the main primary researchers, William Moore, was not at the summit, and is for
the moment sociologically isolated from much mainstream
UFO research. This latter unfortunate circumstance makes
cooperation and trust unlikely in these probative matters.
Since once again bad sociology has raised its head to thwart
the research process, we must be content to say that the
Barnett story is an interesting tale-possibly true, possibly
true in some details, or possibly untrue.
The story, of course, gets whatever strength it has from
the much more powerful, multiple first- and second-hand
testimonies associated with the Brazel ranch and Roswell
AAFB scenarios. Because it may have occurred coincident
with them, it has been joined to them in the research process
(the hypothesizing part). The question has always been:
How well do these two (or three) scenarios fit together?
Lacking any firm factual information on dates for the
Barnett testimonies, any linking of them with the other tales
has been speculation. (This is not to say that the speculation
is unreasonable, but simply to recognize for what it is and
that the linkage currently has nothing to do with evidence.)
It is peculiar that whereas much corroboration has poured
in concerning the Brazel site and the Roswell AAFB
activities, almost nothing has arisen regarding Barney
Barnett and his story (unless one credits the Anderson
report). What this means regarding the Barnett story is
beyond my guess, and I won't bother. From the evidential
view, the Barnett story is interesting and extremely soft at
this juncture. Again, this does not mean that it is unreasonable.

Testimony of the archaeologists
and others
Currently this is an extremely weak area of evidence,
and I refer the reader to the summary statements of the
entire Crash III summit attendees for a concise listing of
relevant points. There is, in fact, only one "explorer" in this
category who says anything at all about the reality of PSA
crashes, and all of this is in the manner of hearsay.
Robert Drake collected the following stories:
a) A story from a ranch hand (unnamed) about a
crashed disk near the spot (no details given).
b) A set of rumors or gossip among students at the
Chaco Canyon field school about crashes in New
Mexico.
c) A brief mention (no details) by Roscoe Wilmeth
about a crashed saucer near the PSA.

Again, interesting claims; but very soft in evidential
terms.
The Barnett and Drake stories are, evidentially speaking, like tiny airmail stamps to stick onto a larger elephant
of facts and evidence to help it get off the ground. But the
elephant, if it exists, will have to do most of the flapping of
its own ears if it plans to go anywhere.

Final comment
Although there were some positives involved in all this
(I had pleasant opportunities to meet and get to know Tom
Carey and Don Berliner for the first time), I view this affair
generally as a toxic experience and have no desire to repeat
anything remotely like it, either in my own involvements or
in the general UFO research future. By the time the Crash
III summit was called, the embeddedness of the researchers
(and even some of the supporting organization personnel)
in their antipathetic paradigms made true communication
and discussion essentially impossible. Occasional cogent
points simply bounced off the paradigmatic armor, sometimes producing the bizarrest of counter-rationalizationsimmediately- with no apparent thought that the other guy
might have a point worth considering. How in the world do
groups of intelligent humans get into this situation? As
Strother Martin said, "What we have here is failure to
communicate."
The failure here is universal. It is present between UFO
researchers and it is present between organizations. As
long as we have researchers of different attitudes, skills,
personalities, protocols, or care for science, we are bound
to have collisions of this nature. Ufology is filled with
independent pursuers of whatever objectives they have
chosen for themselves. If no proper coordinating bodies,
critical fora, and standards governance are established by
and among the major UFO organizations (FUFOR, CUFOS,
MUFON), we are resigned to an endless run of lack of
cooperation, communication fiascos, and rogue research
doing whatever it feels like.
The phenomenon of independent researchers pursuing
private investigations, withholding evidence, and clutching "their" witnesses and "their" cases unto themselves is
not unique to ufology. In a very straight analogy it is what
many scientists do prior to the publishing of their results.
What differentiates our field from a functioning science is
that in real science once the results are published, the
secrecy is over. And the responsible research community
feels completely free to examine (even demand to examine), critique (negatively and positively), and communicate widely in intellectually responsible ways .. . and has
open access to appropriate fora within which to do so.
Without genuine openness, freedom to examine minutely
and critique negatively, if necessary, a horrendous research
atmosphere is created wherein any idea that gains the
support of key individuals can secrete itself into an organizational fortress from which it can bombard anyone who
dares to object.
Anderson, Barnett, and the Archaeologists
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This is something that we must face up to maturely:
Ufology today is not properly structured to allow civil
professional communication and truly free criticism of
romantically attractive cases. Do we care about truth or
thrills? Ufology is immensely rich in persuasive cases.
There is no single case or witness so crucial that we must
treat them in the manner of fundamental sacred dogma . The
only thing that can convert UFO research into a truly
scientific community process is a change of attitude and a
system of serious, substantive communication between the
leaderships of the major organizations before more of this
paradigm setting invades them.
The problem must be solved by the leaderships-no
unorganized mob ofheterogeneous researchers is suddenly
going to do it. The leaderships must attempt (superhumanly
perhaps, but there is no other way) to maintain moderation
in their public views and sympathetic openness to responsible dissent. Perhaps some council of moderate senior
researchers in the field, such as envisioned by Richard Hall,
could also aid somewhere in this . Appropriate fora must

always be open for responsible dissent. (I will admit that
there is no way to turn the MUFON annual symposium into
such a forum . The pressure will always be there among the
crowd of attendees to reject frank criticism of favorite
cases. This need have nothing to say about the desire of the
leadership; it is simply a fact of life involved with a mass,
public, nonscientific audience.) We must grow up and
admit that all interesting cases are not good cases, and the
researchers who insist on deeply examining and critiquing
all elements of such cases are simply doing their jobs and
deserve to be respected for it.
As a black sergeant may have said to a red-haired
captain in a rare moment of insight: "We have met the
enemy, Sir; and they are us ."
Or, if you prefer a more authoritative source: "Who is
wise and instructed among you? Let him by his good
behavior show his work in the meekness of wisdom. But if
you have bitter jealousy and contentions in your hearts, do
not glory and be liars against the truth." James 3:13-14.

Protocol and Irregularities:
Moderator's Note
by Michae l D. Swords

n my view, the moderator was not assigned to be a
heavy-handed policeman in these matters of protocol
(and frankly there was enough grief for zero pay as it
was). But I am reminded that part of my job is to make some
comment on whether things of protocol have gone properly
to my knowledge.
This is my assessment:
A. For the most part, yes.
B. I positively acknowledge the efforts of Fred Whiting (and FUFOR) and Mark Rodeghier (and CUFOS) in
completing all of their responsible activities in a timely
manner as required.
C. I positively acknowledge the efforts of Don Berliner, Stanton Friedman, Don Schmitt, and Kevin Randle in
completing their Round One commentaries on time.
D. I positively acknowledgetheeffortsofDon Schmitt
and Kevin Randle in completing their Rebuttal in a timely
manner, along with all supporting documentation requested.
E. Due to other engagements, Stanton Friedman was
unable to present the Rebuttal according to schedule or
provide the supporting documentation. The Rebuttal arrived quickly and we all understand that such things happen. Documents of support were delayed.
F. Regarding supplying the requested information to

I
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all parties ... unlike the other more mechanical orscheduledri ven areas of protocol, there were serious problems in this
area. Unfortunately, in my view this was the most significant area of protocol to the fact-fmding and case-discussion
mission of the summit. One cannot discuss the facts or
documentation of the case unless one can examine them
personally and in a timely manner. To my best estimation,
Randle and Schmitt were asked for many things that they
supplied in a highly organized and professional form to
conference attendees in a timely manner. I heard no complaints about their manner of submission nor about the
materials prepared by Tom Carey.
Materials requested of Friedman and Berliner (and
associates) were a different matter. Many, apparently most,
of the specific requests were not supplied prior to the
conference. On the initial evening of the meeting, Fred
Whiting, Mark Rodeghier, and myself attempted in a
friendly executive manner to rectify this problem by creating a mechanism for photocopying documents, dubbing
video and audiotapes for the conferees' use on the following two days. Friedman agreed to this, but nothing substantive came of it. Berliner, God bless him, located one tape
that he was carrying, and when it was brought up for
discussion immediately loaned it for dubbing. Late in the

conference, when materials still were not forthcoming, a
specific list was somewhat formally placed on the record
and agreed to. Again, no significant problem was voiced at
that time concerning Randle/Schmitt documentation access. The conference broke up with the expectation of early
compliancetoatleastsomeofthedocuments requested. To
my knowledge none of it ever materialized. Since I thought
that as a secondary character in the whole business I might
have simply fallen out of the loop, I sent my own reminder
about these materials through the Fund to Friedman. Nothing has ever arrived, not even a reply .
I fmd that this was not really some irrelevant violation
of arbitrary procedure, but a serious problem in assessing
the quality of the case. I also understand that everyone is
busy, but note: everyone is busy, and the rest of us found
time to accomplish cooperatively what we were asked to
do. These matters were requested long ago. The procedures
were agreed to long ago. The reaffirmations were granted
long ago. One assumes that everyone was taking this

summit's business seriously enough so that they should
have been attended to long ago .
G. I would like to end up on a positive acknowledgment of the responsible information sharing ofTom Carey
(with all his research materials) and Don Berliner (who in
an immediate spirit of cooperation produced the AndersonFriedman interview audiotape at the conference).
These were the major issues of protocol. As you see,
almost everything went according to agreement. One last
problem, not exactly protocol but close, which apparently
falls into my area of responsibility, is a violation (or at least
a forgetting) of an agreement at the summit that no reference would be made in any way to an anonymous witness
(Mr. X) briefly discussed. Why this agreement was violated, I, of course, don't know, but the non-discussion of
this was very clearly focused on at the time. Some apology
might be in order, but that refereeing, thankfully, is not my
job.

Procedure for Setting the Agenda for the
"Crash III" Meeting

Deadline for submitting comments to the Chair,
CUFOS, and the Fund: December 31 , 1991.
The Chair will distribute a final agenda to all parties by
January 7, 1992.
3. Following the Chair's decision concerning the
agenda, each party will submit to the other a list of items of
evidence (defined as documentation in the form of video or
audiotaped interviews with first-hand witnesses or transcripts of same, official or personal records, or other
pertinent evidence) that they want the other party to provide. These lists will consist of two parts. Part I will specify
items that should be submitted before the meeting (date
below). Part II will specify items that should be brought to
the meeting. It is strongly suggested that items on Part I be
limited to such evidence as audiotapes, videotapes, or other
material that would be time-consuming to review at the
meeting.
Each party will then provide a list to CUFOS, the Fund,
and the Chair of all items on Part I and Part II from the list
of the other party that are available for reproduction.
CUFOS will pay in full for all reproduction costs for items
on Part I for both parties.
Deadline for submitting lists to the Chair, CUFOS, and
the Fund: January 15, 1992.
4. By January 15, 1992, each party shall submit in
writing or by fax their firm commitment to attend the
meeting in Chicago on February 15-16, 1992. Such commitment should be sent to Fred Whiting at the Fund.
5. Each party will then provide one copy of all available material requested on Part I of the other party 's list.
This material will be sent via express or priority mail to the
other party, and these mailing costs will also be covered in
full by CUFOS .
Deadline for submitting requested materials to the

Prepared by Mark Rodeghier and Fred Whiting ,
December 13, 1991
GOALS: to discuss and evaluate the nature and quality
of the evidence that a UFO crashed on the Plains of San
Agustin in 1947; to exchange pertinent information concerning the alleged crash; and to ascertain the credibil ity of
Gerald Anderson.
OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES :
1. Each party will present to the other a statement on
what they realistically expect to accomplish during the
proposed meeting; the statement will be limited to 100
words. In addition, each party will draw up a list of topics
for discussion at the meeting; topics should be stated in
declarative sentences which can be documented by firsthand witness testimony or other primary sources (e.g.,
"Evidence suggests that a UFO crashed on the Plains of San
Agustin in July 1947," or "There is no evidence that any
archaeologists were working on the Plains of San Agustin
in the summer of 1947").
To facilitate the exchange of information, it is agreed
that the two parties will communicate through single representatives, who shall be Don Schmitt and Don Berliner.
Deadline: December 23, 1991.
2. Each party will review the other party's list and will
have one opportunity to comment. The original lists and
comments will then be submitted for review to the Chair
(Mike Swords), Mark Rodeghier at CUFOS, and Fred
Whiting at the Fund. CUFOS and the Fund can submit thei r
own comments to the Chair, who will decide on what topics
will be open for discussion.
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other party: February 1, 1992.
6. Each party also agrees to provide three copies of
available items from Part II of the other party's list at the
meeting (one for the Chair and two for the other party). This
documentation should include items from Part I that were
not sent beforehand. For convenience, it is suggested that
this information be brought in binders for ease of reference
and access. In addition, all other pertinent evidence (as
defined in paragraph 3 and by the goals of this meeting)
should be brought to the meeting by both parties, whether
requested or not.
7. Participation by all invited guests at the meeting will
be at the discretion of the Chair. All invited participants
may be present during the entire proceedings. The meeting
will include a morning and afternoon session on Saturday,
with time for an evening session on Saturday if all parties
agree. There will be a morning session on Sunday and an
abbreviated afternoon session (until 3 p.m.) if necessary .
8. Challenges to rulings by the Chair at the meeting
concerning admissibility of evidence or comments deemed
inappropriate will be subject to a vote by the Chair, one
representative of CUFOS (Rodeghier), and one from the
Fund (Whiting). A majority vote will be final.
9. An audiotaped record of the proceedings will be
made by CUFOS, which will be available only to the
invited participants at their expense. CUFOS will also be
responsible for providing a VCR in VHS format, a good
quality audiotape recorder, and a flip chart and/or marker
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board with marking pens. Any costs for the meeting room
will be borne by CUFOS.
10. The Fund will cover travel expenses for all invited
participants (not to exceed the equivalent cost of airfare)
and will pay for four double-double hotel rooms. CUFOS
will pay for all meals for all participants during the meeting
(from Saturday breakfast through Sunday lunch), subject to
limitations set by CUFOS.
11. Following the meeting, each party will submit a
report with copies of all supporting documentation to
CUFOS and the Fund. The reports must be limited to topics
discussed at the meeting. It is suggested that each report be
no more than 50 double-spaced pages in length (courier
type) . Representatives of each organization will have the
opportunity to review both reports and add comments for
publication before submitting them to the Chair for review
and comment. CUFOS will prepare camera-ready versions
of the report for each organization.
Deadline for submitting reports to CUFOS and Fund:
March 15, 1992.
Deadline for CUFOS and the Fund to submit reports to
the Chair: to be decided.
Deadline for the Chair to return the reports with
comments for publication: to be decided.
CUFOS will then prepare the reports and make them
available to both organizations for reproduction and sale to
the public.

EXHIBITS
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Exhibit 2. The Plains of San Agustin area , showing the various locations of the San Agustin crash as
related by Barney Barnett or Gerald Anderson.
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Exhibit 5. Gerald Anderson's sketch of the creature he
saw on the Plains of San Agustin.
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Exhibit 6. Gerald Anderson ' s first letter to Kevin Randle, January 27, 1990.
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Exhibit 7. Edited transcript of telephone interview with Gerald Anderson (GFA) by Kevin Randle (KDR) on February
4, 1990. All irrelevant material, such as Anderson's discussions of his father's trouble at Sandia, or Anderson ' s theories
about space travel, have been eliminated. A copy of the full tape is on file at CUFOS.

GFA: ... gave me your address when I called the
number when I saw the show ... one of my biggest concerns
. . . who do you represent?
KDR: I don't really represent anybody . I'm working
with a fellow from the Center for UFO Studies. We· re
working together.
GFA: Okay. That's better because, to be quite blunt
with you, I want nothing to do with the United States
government.
KDR: I understand that.
GFA: They have, quite literally, created a lot of
problems in my family and my life . .. at the time this
occurred I was six years old .. . I wrote you in the letter ...
Did they contact you?
KDR: Did the government?
GFA: No. The people at "Unsolved Mysteries"? [At
this point there is some discussion about the workings of
"Unsolved Mysteries"]
GFA: Well, let's see where can I start? I don ' t recall
exactly what I said in the letter I wrote you ...
KDR: That you were on the crash site.
GF A: Oh, yes. I also mentioned that a fe w were ali ve
... I can visualize the crash site any time I want by closing
my eyes ... my cousin, my two cousins . . . [Tape breaks
up but Anderson is describing that they were out in New
Mexico searching for moss agate.]
KDR: I've been to New Mexico seven times on
research trips.
GFA: Then you're familiar with the area ?
KDR: Yes.
GFA : Ah-ha. That'll save a lot of talk. When we got
there, we came over ... well, we parked, walking around
and we came over a kind of small run. This was an arroyo,
they call it a gully here [Missouri], we called it an arroyo
. . . [We] were walking over a rise, down into this, not a real
deep gully, okay ... walking down towards .. . it's like the
Plains create a basin .. . we were walking down into this
thing. There was an object and it wasn't stuck in the side of
the gully, it was kind of impacted on a small slope.
Of course, I'm a kid and this means nothing to me.
Except I remember my dad grabbing me and saying, "Oh
my God, let's get the hell out of here." And my cousin said ,
"Wait a minute. Look at this damn thing ."
They went over toward it. My dad told me ... to stay
right here. Don't move. He kept saying, "Well , it might be
a bomb or something like that. ..
When we got over there ... we, of course, were craning
our necks ... we wouldn't stay put. We went over there.
They were ... they were up underneath this thing . They
weren ' t scattered around all over the area. This vessel was
not tom open. The side was tom out of it and there was a lot
of cables and junk like that ... But there were fo ur
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occupants. Three were on the ground underneath the thing
and one was sitting up next to it, like he was sunning
himself. It was hot out there. We were there, probably about
11 :30 in the morning ... and this creature was alive . . . and
this craft wasn ' t tom open ... in the side ... You couldn' t
see inside this thing.
We hadn't been there more than a minute, two minutes
at the most and a group of people came up from the
southeast ... These people were from the University of
Pennsylvania. They were doing something at some ruins.
There were a bunch of old cliff-type ruins up on the rim .
These people were from there.
KDR: Are you sure they were from the University of
Pennsylvania?
GFA: Well ... yeah, I think so, but it has been a long ,
long time. Anyway .. . yeah, I'm sure that's right. They
worked with the university, and I'm thinking Pennsylvania
... they were like an archaeological research team. Again,
bear in mind, I've heard this story told so many times and
I know how people add things to them.
Anyways, they were up there doing some excavations
to the southeast along this rim and it wasn ' t that far away .
It was like ... they saw this thing, this light, the night before
and then thought it was something else. They didn't realize
what it was. They came down the next morning to investigate it and they have left camp early in the morning ... and
they had walked so I'm assuming three or four hours of
walking from wherever.
[Begins to talk about security clearances and that you
don't breach the trust . . . ]
We hadn't been there very long .. . you know, as I
recall, even as a child, I was aware that this person or this
creature or whatever you want to call it, humanoid or
whatever, wasterrifiedofitsfate. Every move that anybody
made it was like it expected to be hit ...
.. . It wasn't very long before the military types showed
up . . . There was a captain ... he had red hair. He was an
asshole. He threatened everyone there with the most incredible things you could possibly believe. He threatened
everyone that if anybody ever opened their mouths about
what they saw there, what was there, what wasn't there .. .
First off, he told my father if he repeated this he would see
to it that he would spend his entire life in a military prison
and he would never see his children again. He threatened
me with if you ever opened your mouth you ' ll never see
your parents again and this whole time, please understand
this, I was ... I was very aware of what the military was, of
what machine guns were, and even as a child of six years
old.
These people were heavily armed and they were very
ill -tempered, very rude, very arrogant. This officer, he was
just unbelievable.

To make a long story short, they ran everybody off.
Now, one thing they messed up on. Some of those people
who came down from those diggings up there, had pieces
of the wreckage in their pockets.
Over the years, the family talking about this they told
about this, they told me several times, my brother, in
particular ... that a couple of the students and one of the
professors ... my aunt, please understand she is very old,
but I am told that she has letters and stuff and I'm in the
process of trying to round this up, or at least find out the
names ofthe people who were in that archaeological group.
KDR: We've been searching for them for the last six
months.
GFA: Well, I may have your answer.
KDR: How sure are you that it came down on the
Plains of San Agustin?
GFA: How sure? The reason I say the Plains of San
Agustin because that's all I've ever known it as. I can show
you the area pretty much. I have never been back there.
Please understand that I have never been back there but I
can close my eyes and see it.
Now Ted and Vic went back there a lot. Ted and Victor
are dead. So's my dad. I'm the only one left that was out
there. Ted and Victor, unfortunately were killed in an
automobile accident.
Now, I don't know if anybody took pictures or anything like that. My oldest brother, now let me tell this part
of it ... [Now launches into the A. C. Whitney (Whitten?)
story.]
... This is where all my life I've known to call that area
... it's right by Socorro. Not that far from Socorro.
KDR: To the west of Socorro?
GFA: No, more northwest.
KDR: Northwest.
GFA: Yeah. More northwest. See ... there's ah ...
looking a Socorro ... do you know where the Very Large
Array is at ... there are Socorro ... okay, move about ...
if you're standing there facing to the west, looking at the
Array ... move approximately ten . . . five to ten degrees
to the right [north] and you'll be looking over a ridge line
and over a mountain there . . . Down on the other side of
these Plains back there is where that thing landed.
KDR: Okay.
GFA: ... Now those cliff dwellings is to the southeast
of where this thing hit. They're not up in a high ridge, it's
like an old water line from a prehistoric city ... kind of a
bluff. Those cliff dwellings [are] on this bluff.
Now, what I was told ... they [archaeologists] had
conspired to bury what ... the stuff they had in their
pockets. They were afraid to give it to the officer . .. to me
they [the students] were like adults but were afraid to open
their mouths because what this Anny guy, this captain .. .
e was talking about having people shot.
They had conspired to bury this stuff. The story is that
ey took it back up there and buried it somewhere. And
parently Uncle Ted knew where. This is something else
• m trying to find out.

[Now Anderson talked about his dad working at Sandia
and had a chance to go to work at Los Alamos ... Describes
going to Sandia Base for swimming . . . Theory about what
government is so afraid of if we learn we are not alonedoesn't want government to know they had plagiarized
most of our technology from aliens.]
. . . they can say what they want. That one individual
was still alive. He was alive when they took him away.
KDR: What did he look like?
GFA: Well, to a six year old, he's like a .. . He had a
slightly perceptible nose. I never saw a mouth. I don't know
if he had one ornot. I never really saw that. I think the thing
that struck me the most were the eyes. The size of the eyes
and the gentleness of those eyes. His head was ... a child
who has hydrocephalus ... Have you ever seen that? It kind
of reminds me of that. It was much larger than it should
have been by my perspectives as a child. The person was
much paler than we are. This could be shock. I don't know
... he was very pale. I didn't see hair on his head.
He was wearing ... all of them, all four of them, were
wearing what appeared to be uniforms. They were small in
stature. Their hands were the kind of hands you'd see on a
violinist. They were almost effeminate ... so they were long
and slender, almost effeminate.
I never heard a sound from this creature. The creature
was obviously in pain or terrified. One of the two or both.
KDR: Any sign of blood?
GFA: The other ones, yes. This one, well, yeah, yeah.
Bruising. Looked like bruising. He had bruising on his head
like held been scraped. Like thrown against something. He
didn't do much moving, but when he did, it appeared he was
in pain.
The other three, that were on the ground. They looked
like this other one had tried to help them. They were, like
laying side by side. They were bandaged. I think this ...
some kind of bandage or rags or something, but it looked
like they were injured, I can't recall ... yeah, yeah, maybe
there was blood.
KDR: Was it good red blood or was it ...
GFA: It seems to me that it was. I'm trying to visualize ... He had one side of his face, had been scraped, you
know, like you'd ... if you took a nosedive off a motorcycle
into the rocks. Kind of like that. It was, it wasn't oozing
blood. It was bloody, like a scrape. And it seems to me it
was red .
But this guy was very pale. His eyes, they were almost
. .. I don't know how to explain this .. . they were ovalshaped and very, very big and very, very gentle.
KDR: Do you remember what color they were?
GFA: Yes. They were bluish. Not blue like blue in
human eyes but blue like ... sort of a milky blue. That
would be a good way to describe it.
It seems the uniforms were sort of a grayish color.
They were like two-tone. Like you know, how police
departments will have different colored collars and different colored epaulets ... these were kind of that way .
I didn't really get very close. My dad and them were
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right up next to them. Now I do remember one other thing
. .. there was a very strong odor in the area. And it was the
smell of acetone but it was like acetone, like acetone would
be if you were around a lot of it. Almost a solvent smell.
Very strong. I do remember someone ... I do remember my
dad telling someone, "Put that damned cigarette back.
Don't light that."
... There was debris everywhere. This thing hit hard.
It cut a furrow before it came to a stop.
KDR: Do you remember what the debris looked like?
G FA: Like pieces of metal. Like somebody had thrown
around pieces of tinsel around. If you can imagine an
explosion in an aluminum factory .. . that's pretty much
what you had in that area. Some of it [was] rigid type metal
and some of it was almost like cloth. There was some kind
of material that resembled wires that were hanging out of
this hole.
I don't know what the part looked like that had impacted and was partially burned but apparently the underside of this had sustained a lot of damage .. . it looked like
it had bounced a couple of times, cut a furrow and then
burned in ...
The craft itself was shaped like a discus.
KDR: Was there any dome on it or anything?
GFA: I don't remember. I dido 't see the top part. It
was tilted at an angle away from us. I only saw the bottom
and I guess you'd can it the ... ? I never saw any hatch
either. This is one of the things that makes me question the
story of A. C. Whitten. I didn't see the other side so I don't
know.
KDR: Do you remember anything about the military
people?
GFA: There was a sergeant just like him and the
sergeant was black ... Everyone was carrying machine
guns ... They were all wearing helmets and they all had MP
on them. Everybody there was an MP.

0000~88000

MAR OS 90

**DETAIL OF

CURRENT AT&T CHARGES

The officer, the reason I know he had red hair .. . He
had freckles on the face ... Kirtland Air Force Base had a
special weapons facility.
. .. There were two or three "6 by" type trucks with
canvas over the back, one jeep, and an old model car ...
[At this point the tape breaks up and is impossible to
understand the discussion.]
G FA: ... As I recall, all the cars, all the vehicles were
Army green .. . and these guys were all in khaki and all had
... [MP]. They had radio equipment .. . and they were
telling them [military telling those at the other end] how
many people were there ... giving their names. Oddly
nobody ever asked me what my name was ...
[Begins to talk about dream caused by threats-then
talks about never watching "Unsolved Mysteries" but did
this once. Then we talk about stuff coming out of the
Roswell base. He mentions Erich von Daniken-what if
God turns out to be a spaceman?]
GFA: ... That thing came to rest against .. . it came
to rest right next to a pine tree. I can see the dirt, the sand,
the green of the tree ...
[He asks me my impressions of the crash site ... ]
GFA: ... Whatever I can do. I'll try to get in touch
with my aunt ... [We begin wrapping it up here.]
KDR: I'm sure that if I think of think of any other
questions I can give you a call back?
GFA: Absolutely. You have my address so don't
hesitate to write or whatever and if you happen to be
through here again ...
KDR: I happened to be through there on Friday ...
GFA: I wish I'd known so we could have sat down
and talked. Well if it ever works out so you're here ...
KDR: We're still investigating and if it ever works
out that we're down there, I'll give you a shout.
GFA: Please do. Please do. In the meantime, I'll try to
track down this information ...
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Exhibit 8. Gerald Anderson's "telephone bill" that included a charge for the above conversation,
with the incorrect time of 26 minutes.
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Mr.

Aandle:

8eing a Christi3n man I Feel compeled to plsy Fairly with everyone . . . . . . . . . . . including you.
.
~ersonally I do not care what you or your cohort belteves, or does
not believe. Se advised, however, that I have been in contact with the
officials of Albuquerque High school, one in particular . . . . . Mr. Halsey.
Also be adived Sir 1 ·that I am more than just a little eware of my Constitutional rights under F~APA (Family Educational Aigh: to ?riv~cy act .
.. . . . Just in case you needed a reminder). Make no mista~e abo~t lt Mr.
Randle, if I find out that you have obtained.and ~ltered my htg~ s7hool transcripts (or even if you didnt alter tt) wtthout my pe~m1ss1on,
you and whoever assisted you are going to Find yourselves factng F~d~ral
charges and the accompanying suits filed under tort lew,(my 1.1 GPA not
withstanding) . . . . . and that you had be,tter believe!
.
You can accept this as advise or as a warning . . . • . . ~h1chever, its;
up to you.

I've done my Christian(JJ'ng,~~~a~ra 1 d ~.

Anderson
12-30-91

Exhibit 9. Example of Gerald Anderson's typewriter typeface in a letter to Kevin Randle.
Sept. 1'5, 1990
Dear Mr. Friedman:
I

For

u

wa3 going to burn tho~c nato~ ond have dane ~lLh thlG lsoua once

1 1 • Howe v e r ,

I

h :l v c h Ll d

o..:. 11 co n !J c

c

f

twenty long-distance colls From my cn1Jr:in,
for thut rea~on only thot I
With this mailing I

re$cue~

I

m I ,.. · .' .

h u v I! r

Gnr~lcJ,

c

c ., l v e cf n o l

t:: s

s

t tJ

D

n

on this m<Jtter l!snrl it is

these from the lncenur~tor.

want no mar~

involv~mP.nt

in this aorry gcon~rio,

nor does my mothcr. ~oth M~rie ond I hove be~n tr~ncfer~d to anott1~r convent
and our Mother has been moved.
This Family ha~ been plagued by this incident for year~ and lt

is

far beyond time th~t such should ~to~. Why Gurold would wish to reopen ~hio
is completely beyond me,

I suppose he has hls reasons. My father was obc~cs

ed with this unc~rthly horror ond kept scverDl
from getting to them.

journ~ls to prevent ethers

Wroakage an~ debri~ from thn crash,

alona with a lar-

ge journal ere buried out there near the caves.
I

to

Gere~ld,

pray each and every dGy tha~ Gnrl will a~~nt ~rotection nat only
but, ell of you who 3re involved Ln this. D~lna o · m~mber · oF the

Oeaconata, Gerald la in dona or of conjure From tho Church
serve to destroy hi!! calling.

~nd

If the so c::sn hcslp you

in you~ · queat, thnn we bo it,
this point honor daslre to no longer be involved.

that would

but you muct ct

l•lay A lm ighJY God protect you.

/c/ef':";Jtf ~~Y

1

T~pf""::~sa

.J.... t:.:U~~
d

Exhibit 10. Alleged letter from Gerald Anderson 's cousin, Vallejean, regarding her father 's diary.
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Exhibit 11. Statement by Jolm S. Carpenter for the Chicago conference, February 10, 1992.

I, John S. Carpenter, am licensed with the state of
Missouri as a clinical social worker. I have a B.A. degree
(Psychology), an M.S.W. degree (Social Work), and an
A.C.S.W. (independent practice certification). I received
training in clinical hypnosis from the Meninger Clinic
( 1980), Associate Trainers ( 1981 ), American Imagery Institute ( 1987), and from the David Grove Seminars ( 1990).
In the past I have been a member of the American Group
Psychotherapy Association and the American Association
for Marriage and Family Therapy. I have worked alongside
psychiatrists over the past 13 years in dealing with a wide
variety of psychiatric disorders in over 3,000 patients. I
have provided individual, marital, group, and family therapy
as well as clinical hypnotherapy. I gather information from
patients and their families in interviews to construct indepth background histories .
My contact with Gerald Anderson began when Stanton
Friedman referred him for interviewing and hypnosis. My
first interview, hypnosis session, and time for drawings
amounted to four hours total. I then spent four whole days
with him on our trip to New Mexico, including the many
hours of flying time to and from Albuquerque in which we
had much time to talk. He seemed to know very little about
the UFO phenomenon based on his questions and reactions . Due to his desire to meet others who take UFOs
seriously and who would not laugh at him, he came to our
local research group, sharing his memories only when I
encouraged him to do so. When the opportunity arose for
him to be able to share his story with Mike O'Brien, a wellrespected, talented features writer, I sat in on the three-hour
interview, hearing once more the very same details in a
consistent manner. That led to several radio and television
interviews for which I was also present. He never embellished or changed any aspects of his story, nor did he
attempt to explain or fill-in parts of the experience that he
would not have been likely to know about. I have written
two lengthy articles on Gerald Anderson-both appearing
in the MUFON UFO Journal-which further describe my
contacts and impressions of him.
The support and respect shown to him by many friends ,
co-workers, church acquaintances, and old buddies is both
impressive and reassuring. Nobody came forth with even a
hint or slight suggestion that we should distrust or be
cautious with regard to Gerald. Everyone knows him as a
warm, caring, honest man who will be good to you if you
are kind to him. Specific background checks (as in Vincent
Serencko 's report) support these impressions of mine.
Gerald stands firmly in his beliefs. If that means
busting the mayor's son for possession of drugs, he will do
it and take the risk of creating political enemies. However,
I have known nobody who would suggest that Gerald could
be a liar. Gerald is intelligent, perceptive, and demonstrates
an excellent memory for many things from his past. Just let
him take you on a tour of Albuquerque, pointing out where
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many places in his history had been and what has changed
in the city!
Gerald is a guarded person toward strangers but a loyal
friend when one earns and gains his trust and respect. Some
might mistake this for arrogance or stubbornness, but I feel
the term "guardedness" is more appropriate as it reflects on
the reaction he has learned behaviorally to cope with
unwanted family disruptions. He has occasionally commented on the stressful intrusion of a hateful stepmother.
Military harassment on the base (following the Plains
incident) added to his basic caution with strangers. He
learned how to be tough and blunt. Performance in school
suffered due to these family-related stresses. It is not at all
unusual for persons with these personality characteristics
and stressful childhoods to experience difficulty with the
completion of projects orenduringjobs for any great length
of time. The result may be frequent shifts in employment,
schooling, and relationships. These dynamics are presented to add the necessary color to Gerald's background
and present character. These descriptors support the fact
that he preferred to keep his saucer crash account to himself
for years; he did not need that incident inviting any ridicule,
laughter, or additional stress. His initial caution in trusting
investigators has been evident, and his cooperation and
loyalty toward selected investigators has also been demonstrated. Many people jump to the simplistic assumption
that defensiveness or lack of cooperation automatically
suggests deception and fraud. This brief background perspective is offered to enhance the reader's understanding of
Gerald beyond hasty or superficial assessments.
Two other hypnosis sessions were conducted for a
total of five additional hours of hypnotic investigation. The
second session focused on the diary and its copies as well
as the A.C. Whitten meeting. The third session reviewed
the actual encounter with the crashed saucer again-being
filmed by Linda Moulton Howe's cameras-and recalling
the same wealth of detail once again with no noticeable
alterations or contradictions. This occurred in April of
1991-approximately eight months after the first hypnotic
regression.
Presently, Gerald Anderson is shying away from any
further publicity or extensive involvement. The initial
wave of support from others locally has slowly faded quite
naturally over time, while the expected wave of skepticism
and doubt has arisen and intensified. This is not an unhealthy process but certainly an exhausting one for Gerald,
and he decided recently that he really doesn't care if some
people choose not to believe him or his experiences. He
feels he did much for research in just bringing forth the
story-which he hoped would create some pressure on the
government to release more information. Again, he strongly
believes in certain values and ethics. He did what he felt
was the right thing to do and he greatly detests the vicious
attacks on his character from those who have never ever

met him in person. It is interesting to note that any researcher who has met and talked with Gerald-including
Linda Howe, Lou Farish, Antonio Huneeus, and Bob
Oeschler-has come away with a solid, favorable impression of his character and honesty. It was comforting to me
as a professional when the independent polygraph examiner, Mr. Robert Riggs, confirmed my impressions of
Gerald through his hours of interviewing and testing.
If there was any chance that Gerald Anderson was
fabricating a hoax, than it would have to be quite elaborate
and extensive. In short, it simply could not be constructed
and carried out by one man. With his very limited financial
means, he could not make trips to New Mexico to get
information or peruse land for a particular site in order to
draw it so precisely on paper in Springfield, Mo. And why
would he have thought to put a windmill one mile away
when it is not even visible to the eye from the present-day
site? And how could he know about the red-haired nasty
captain or the black sergeant that Glenn Dennis mentioned
privately to Stan Friedman? And why would he think to
draw the sides of the arroyo steeper as seen as a five-yearold when presently they have shall owed out and broadened
over the years? And how could he have identified the old
store and described the nurturing old woman so well that
local people would immediately recognize whom he was
describing? Therefore, if there is any chance that this is all
a hoax, then one must consider accomplices from the
intelligence community. Could he have been given real
information-especially that implies the capture and inter-

rogation of a live alien-mixed with disinformation? If
Gerald were to be told that all the data is genuine, then he
could truthfully relate it with confidence and pride, perhaps
feeling he was truly doing the American people a real
service. He might be able to pass a polygraph in this
scenario but I think the hypnosis process would be much
more difficult due to my style of questioning and the
tremendous amount of detail he produced. However, my
point is this: If anyone pushes for the verdict of fraud, then
he better be prepared to specify how it could have been
done so neatly and thoroughly-and what greater powers
just might be involved.
Personally, I cannot see where Gerald has gained in all
of this or what he would have expected to prove or gain if
it were some type of hoax. In knowing the man, it just
simply seems that he got the story off his chest finally and
achieved some emotional relief with the local support after
all these years. The accounts by Gerald and Barney and
Robert Drake, etc., are indicative of another crashed disk
and do absolutely nothing to tarnish the fine evidence for
the separate crash at Corona. Before anyone can pass
judgment on Gerald Anderson, that person had best experience Gerald's character in person. Any researcher who
has experienced Betty and Barney Hill, Travis Walton,
Lonnie Zamora, Charles Hickson, or Ed and Frances Walters
can tell you what a great difference character makes in the
credibility of any story no matter how bizarre! Those who
have met Gerald believe him. Those who have not are
missing more data than they can realize.

Exhibit 12 (pages 64-68). Uncle Ted's diary-the diary Gerald Anderson supplied to
prove his story. A careful reading shows several points that are in direct conflict with the
information from other sources.
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October 18, 1990

Mr. stanton T. Friedman
Nuclear Physjcist-Lecturer
79 Pembroke Crescent
Fredericton, New Brunswick E3D2Vl
Canada

Report Of Laboratory Examination
RE:

Diary Pages Concerning a UFO
My Lab Case No. BFL90-121

Documents Examined: six pages of handwriting describing the
sighting of a UFO. The documents were received from Mr. Stanton
T. Friedman by Federal Express on October 13, 1990.
Purpose Of Examination: To determine if the ink used on the
above described documents was available in 1947.
Results of Examination: Samples of ink from all six pages were
examined visually and microscopically, by infrared reflectance
and infrared luminescence, by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) and
TLC densitometry. The following results were obtained:
1) The same black fountain pen ink formulation was used to write
all six pages. This particular ink formulation matches a
Sheaffer Skrip black fountain pen ink formulation that was first
manufactured in 1974. The combination of dyes pr""sent in this
ink was not used until approximately 1970.
2)
The type of paper (white line paper) is a type that was
available in 1947, however, nothing more can be concluded as to
the age of the paper.
Conclusion:
In the opinion of the undersigned the writing on the
six pages could not have been written in 1947, because the ink
used did not exist then. The writing was most probably made some
time after 1970.
Disposition of Documents: The documents were returned to Mr.
Stanton T. Friedman on october 18, 1990, by Federal Express.

RW.!~~
Forensic Chemist

Exhibit 13. The forensic report proving that the diary Anderson submitted
was not written until sometime after 1974.
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Exhibit 14. Gerald Anderson described the patch worn by the military police he saw on the crash site. In his interview
with Carpenter, he said they were from Sandia Base in Albuquerque. Soldiers assigned to Sandia wore the Manhattan
Project patch (upper left), which does not match his description except for its shape. If those soldiers-the guards-had
been assigned to Kirtland AAF and were guarding Sandia, they would have worn the Air Materiel Command patch
(upper right), which doesn't match the description either. If, as Anderson told Friedman, the MPs were from White
Sands, there would have been no patch for them to wear because there is no patch for White Sands. If the MPs had
come from Alamogordo AAF, they also would have worn the AMC patch. Again, no match. If, for some reason, the
MPs had come all the way from Roswell-and Anderson said there was a staff car from Roswell on the site-they
would have worn the Eighth Air Force patch (lower left). Finally, if, as Don Berliner suggested, Anderson was
describing the generic Army Air Force patch (lower right) , we again have no match . The patch described by Anderson
has not been found in a review of more than 5,000 authorized and unauthorized military patches, including those from
World War I, the Civil Air Patrol, and various National Guard units.
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Exhibit 15. Identikit sketch of the red-haired
Captain Armstrong, as described by
Gerald Anderson.
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Exhibit 16. ldentikit sketch of Sergeant Roosevelt,
as described by Gerald Anderson.
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Exhibit 17. Identikit sketch of archaeology
student Agnes Shedlefski , as described by
Gerald Anderson.
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Exhibit 18. Original Identikit sketch of "Dr. Buskirk"
as described by Gerald Anderson. Note the bald head,
round face, slight jowls, and ear flap .

....

Exhibit 19. "Dr. Buskirk" ldentikit sketch as fleshed
out by an artist enlisted by Tom Carey. Note that the
artist missed the ear flap in his depiction .
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Exhibit 20. "Dr. Buskirk" ldentikit sketch aged to show how he
might appear in his 70's. All art enhancements of the original sketch
were completed prior to the discovery by Tom Carey of the photo on
the dustjacket of Winfred Buskirk's book.
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Exhibit 21. Photo of Winfred Buskirk taken in 1941
when he was 33 years old. Buskirk maintains that he
was skinny throughout the 1940s. Note the already bald
head, the ear flaps, but the not-yet-round face and the
absence of jowls.

Exhibit 22. Photo of Buskirk taken in 1958, the same
year Gerald Anderson was a student at Albuquerque
High School. Note the bald head and still brown hair, the
now round, slightly jowly face, and ear flaps . It is this
picture that most closely resembles the physical
description and sketch of "Dr. Buskirk."

BY WINFRED BUSKIRK
forewofd by Morrts E. Opllr

Exhibit 23. Photo of Winfred Buskirk taken at age 78
for his book. Another "proof' from the same sitting
was used on the dust jacket, but Tom Carey felt that
this picture provides a better view.

Exhibit 24. Dust jacket to The Western Apache
(1986), by Winfred Buskirk.
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THE WESTERN APACHE

Fig. 29. A World Wa r II veteran celebrates the Fourth ofjuly, 1947. Proudly
flying his flag, he shows the effects of the A merican acculturation . He and the
other Apache draftees had been sent off with war dances, the first since the
hostilities of 1917-18. They had a/most forgotten how w do the dances.
E xhibit 25. Ill ust rati on and caption from The Western Apache, by
W infred Buskirk, showing photo taken by him on July 4, 1947, at
Fort Apache, Arizona.

FRENCH CLUB
The French Club is composed of students int e rested
in studying the French language. Sh ow n below arc :
F irst row : Terri Satchcs, Carol Salford, Ralaella
Sanchez, Mary Griego , Dorothy Charley. Pat Le~ch .
Second row : Joan Paclilla , Marion Lu ceras, Margaret
Jojola , Stella Zamora , Diana Jaramill o,
Gloria
Hrurena, Lupc Rarimez, Rosie Zamora, ~ l arce lla Torres,
Dolores Chavez, Amel ia Mares, Theres a Rios, Myra
Brooks, Anna Roberts . Joyce Harri s., Rosalie Sanchez
Third row, Jl!ajorie Dupre , Maxine Blaugrund, Nancy
Jean Ornclorll, Ann Farm er, Karen Stra ncc, ~lona

Peralta , Irene Baca, Helen Baca, Ninla Chavez, Cordelia
Abeyta, Burnette ll!ulcahy, Barbara Chavez, Jackie Hill ,
Elsie Peoples, F r ances Hanna, Margare t Gilbert , Jua.
nita Cole , and Mary Lou Carroll.
Fourth row : Bobby Candela r ia, George Richey, Dick
Blattman , John Tittman , Mike Crowley, Gerald Anderson, Walter Brooks, Robert Jernigan, Fos ler Cooper,
Ai'n1ur Romero, Gilbert R. Gonzales, Roger Woods,
Duane Rau ~ ht, David M3res, Robert Scott, John Vigil ,
Cathy Gonzales, Loretta Sena , Gloria Garcia, and Mrs.
Aldridge (sponsor) .

·. ··:~ 'l

E xhibit 26. Photo of F rench Club from Albuquerque High School yearbook, ta ken during the
Spring Semester, 1958.
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27 .. Portion of a letter from Winfred Buskirk to Kevin Randle
m which he states that he was in Arizona during July 1947.
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Exhibit 28. Letter
. Randle m
. whtch
. h
. from Winfred Buskirk to K evm
ts anthropology class in the f t
e states that Anderson was in
trs semester of the !957 -58 school year.
h
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Exhibit 29. Pages from Ruth Barnett's diary for July 2-9, 1947.
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DATE
1/27
2/23
2/27
3/ 11
3/ 13
3/28

4/1
4/4

4/7

4/15
4/16
4/26
5/1
6/4
6/5

6/12
6/19
6/23
7/2
7/3
7/4

7!7
7/8
7/9

7/10
7/16
7/22
7/23
7/24
7/30

ACTIVITY

Barney off on the trip to Roy [NE of Albuquerque] .
Went to the Reece's .. . to go with them to Belen.
Barney went to Datil on SCS business for the day.
Barney went to Roys Ranch to do some work.
Barney went out to do some SCS work out S. west
of Magdalena. Got home at six thirty.
Barney went out to Crocet[?] Morrison's ranch
today to do some surveying . . . . Barney returned
from ranch about seven o'clock.
Barney went out to do some work on ranch southw
of Magdalena for the day .... came in at six.
I took Barney to officeateighto'clock. He had to go
to Magdalena on SCS work for the day ... . Barney
came home at seven.
Barney went out to Red Lake Ranch for the day to do
some surveying. . . . Barney got home at nine
o'clock.
Barney went to Magdalena for the day . . . came in
from work about eight PM.
Barney was in the high country but came home late.
Barney and I went to Albuquerque.
Barney went to Pie Town for the day . . .. Barney
came in from Pie Town later in evening.
Barney went to the "high" country for the day. He
was to meet Mr. Bennett at Magdalena and they
were to go to the Morrison Ranch.
Barney went to high country again with Mr. Bennett
and Mr. Henderson . .. called me to meet him at
office at six o'clock.
Barney and I went to Albuquerque in AM.
Barney went to the High Country east of Datil today.
Back at five.
Barney was in field most of the day. "Polvadera" and
near "San Antonio" in AM.
Barney went to the high country near Datil. ... came
home from Datil at six o'clock.
Very warm . . . . Barney was in office most of the day.
Very warm and dry . Barney wasn't feeling very
well, but worked some on house all day.
Barney went to Polvadera in AM.
Barney went to Pie Town for the day to do some
work.... Barney got home about 8:30PM.
Barney went to the high country again this AM . . ..
Barney got back mid afternoon ... . I rested and went
to office for Barney at five PM. He was feeling
badly.
Barney . . . in office most of the day, went to
Polvadera in AM.
Barney went to the high country to be gone all day
possibly until tomorrow .... got home at 8:30.
Barney went to Red Lake Ranch .. . . Barney came
in early.
Barney went to the high country again for the day.
Barney got in early.
Barney got Lopez started ... then he took off for the
high country again.
Barney went to Double H ranch for the day .... Got
home about six o'clock.

DATE

ACTIVITY

7/31

Barney went to the Morrison ranch . . . Wasn't
expecting Barney back last night but he came in at
nine PM.
8/6 Barney worked in field all day at Lemitar [just N of
Socorro] .
8/7
Barney went to the high country but got back about
2PM.
8/8
Barney went to Polvadera to work.
8/14 Barney went to HH tank in high country.
8/20 Barney had to go to Datil with Mr. Hurt from
Albuquerque to look over some SCS work . .. got in
from Datil at five.
8/26 Barney had to go to the high country for the day ...
Los Lunas this evening.
8/27 Barney had to go to the high country .. . home at six
PM.
8/29 Barney went to the Morrison ranch west of
Magdalena for the day . .. got back at six.
9/2
Barney went to the high country today. He is overseeing the construction of a dam on a large ranch.
9/3
Barney had to go to the high country again for the
day.
9/5
Barney had to go to the high country again for the
day.
9/6
Barney and I went to Belen.
9/17 Barney went to L.B. Moore's ranch at Horse Springs
for the day ... didn't make it home.
9/18 Barney stayed over at the ranch to fmish the work...
Barney came in from the high country.
9/22 Barney and I went to Albuquerque .. . stopped a few
minutes in Los Lunas.
9/26 Barney went to the high country for the day . . . in at
seven thirty.
9/30 Barney had to go to the high country for the day ...
got home at 6 PM.
10/3 Barney had to go to the high country for the day ...
got in about six PM.
10/15 Barney wentto the high country for the day . .. . came
in at seven.
10/16 Barney had to go to the high country again.
10/17 Barney had to go to the high country again today ...
came in at seven o'clock.
10/28 . .. all went to Magdalena.
10/30 Barney and I ... went to Albuquerque.
11/4 Barney went to C-N ranch .. . home at fivr.
11/6 Barney went to the C-N ranch again today ... . got
home at five.
11/12 We went to Albuquerque . .. to do some shopping.
12/9 Barney in field all day for Hildebrand .. . . came in
late from work in eve.
12/11 Barney worked in field all day, Hildebrand in AM,
Tolivers in afternoon.
12/15 Barney worked in office all morning and out to
Hildebrands in afternoon.
12/16 Barney went to the HH Ranch near Datil. Got home
at four o'clock.
12/29 Went with Barney in station wagon to Polvadera.
12/30 Barney went to Polvadera.

Exhibit 30. Summary of Barney Barnett' s field trips in 1947, compiled by Stan Friedman from Ruth Barnett's diary.
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AFFIDAV IT

(1)

Hy name is L. W. Maltai s .

(2)

Hy address is :

(3)

I am ret i red .

(4) I met Grady L. "Barney" Barnett i n 1943 when I was serving in the U.S.
Army, and he was employed by the state of New Mexico as a civil engineer. We
had a father-son relationship.
(5) Around 1950, Mr . Barnett told me that several years before, during a
field trip in New Mexico, he discovered a crashed disc-shaped craft with the
bodies of strange beings on the ground. He was absolutely convinced that the
craft was from outer space.
(6) The beings he described were similar--but not identical--to humans. They
were 3 1/2 to 4 feet tall; slim and hairless, with large pear-shaped heads.
They had four fingers on each hand. They were dressed in tight-fitting,
metallic suits . All of them were dead.
(7) Mr. Barnett said that at the same time as his discovery, he was joined by
four or five people on an archeology dig.
(8) Shortly afterward, mi litary personnel arrived and escorted them from the
area. They told him to keep quiet about the incident, that it was i n the
national interest for them to get out of there.
(9) Mr. Barnett was a man of great personal integrity who would never tell a
lie.
(10) I have not been paid or given anything of value to make this statement.
It is the truth to the best of my recollection .

~4v~~
il3 d/.;fr .L

(

(Date)

rqI

Signature witnessed by:

(Name)
Subscribed and swo r n to be fo re me thi s 23rd day of April, 1991 .

E xhibit 31. Affidavit of Vern Maltais regarding Barney Barnett's story.
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AFFIDAVIT
( 1)

My name is Alice Knight.

(2)

My address is:

(3)

I am (

)

employed as:

.

~

~- ,_

i

r

-~

':.! t\ ~ -· I

)

retired.

( )

(4) My aunt was Ruth Barnett, the wife of Grady L. "Barney" Barnett. They
took care of me for about two or three years when I was a child. Barney was a
civil engineer with the U.S. Soil Conservation Service and worked out of
Socorro, New Mexico.
(5) In the late 1940s, Barney told me he saw a UFO fall near Datil, New
Mexico. He mentioned encountering a group of archaeologists who were in the
area on a dig. They got close to the object, which he described as round in
shape. He said there were creatures nearby . They weren't moving. Shortly
after the discovery, he said a group of government trucks came up, and the
personnel told him and the group to go back and forget what they had seen.
(6) Barney was very ser i ous when he related this experience.
he was telling the truth.
(7)

I have no doubt

Barney died in 1969; Ruth died in 1976.

(8) I have not been paid or given anything of value to make this statement,
which is the truth to the best of my recollection.

Exhibit 32. Affidavit of Alice Knight regarding Barney Barnett's story.
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Table 4. 1: ArcheoloQ ical Studies In or Near the San AuQustine Coal Area
1891
1903

IJ:IXS:I tl~U!H
Fcwkcs
Hough

1917·1918

Spier

194 7·1949
1949
1940
1951
1953·1954
1961
1963

Danson, Drew,
SmJth. cl al.
Danson & Maldc
McCim.scy
SmJlh
Drew
Winkler & Dilvls
Honea & Benham

1963
1971
1971

Hammack
Barnell
Kayser

Peabody Mu5cum
Peabody Museum
Peabody Museum
Peabody Museum
Nallonill Park Service
Museum or New Mexico
(MNM)
MNM
Albq . Arch.Soclcty
MNM

1972
1972
1973

Kllyscr
Wilson
Kayser

MNM
MNM
MNM

1973
1975
1976
1975
1976
1976

Kay:sc:r
Wtsem.:l!\
Kay:scr
K:lyser
MilTs hall
RJchards

MNM
MNM
MNM
MNM
I3LM
I3LM

1976
1977

Wilson
Kayser & Dart

Tuscon Cas & Eleetnc
MNM

1978
1979
1979
1981
1981
1981

Wilson
Ktcht
Whalen
Kight
Lee: han
'Nightcngrue
& Mol..llouf
Schelck ·
Rowl;LTld

TC&E

Q&ls:

1982, •
1982

:iii.I~I Aita

B.S:Illl.[ll

%unlllrcn
Co.Jio M1.5 ..
sou lh of Quem."\ do
White M1.5 .,
we~ l or Quemado
Quemado. SAC/\.
Pte Town. cte.
Spr1ngcrv11lc, 1\Z
M::v1ann Mesa
l..olr~:o Canyon
Cerro Colorndo
North of Quem."ldo
Wes l or Quem:~ do

lk-c:onn:liS:<:lncc Fcwkc~ 1H91
Hl"Conn:llss.:lnc:-e, llou~h 1907
test exc;wallons
Heconnalssancc Spier 1918, 1919

Amencan Museum
of Nnlurnl lll .. tory
Peabody Museum

ULM
DLM
BLM
Zuni Arch . Program
Wcstc:m NM Tc:lc:phonc:

1986

School of !l.mer. He~ .
OfTice of Contrnct
1\rchcolozy (CCII). UNM
Eck
OCA, UNM
Colllns · Robcrtson. Zuni Arch . Program
Moore
OCI\, UNM
Elyea
OCA. UNM
Hogan
OCA. UNM
Sa.Jlanl
I3LM
Fowler
OCA. UNM
Hunlcr·Anderson OCA.UNM
Kocz.an
NMSIID
Winter
OCA. UNM
Mills
OC/\ . UNM
CamJIII
OLM
Carroll
DLM
Carroll
DLM
Dechambrc
North land
Hannaford
NMSHD and MNM
Fcarey
North1n.nd
llognn et :U .
CCII , llLM
Fearey
North land
Gossett
Com Construction and
RJo Abnjo Arch . Scrv.
Koc:..V\
NMSIID

198fl

t::id"-QO

1982
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1986
1986

B.ds:rs:cr:s:

Qruc.lu!lga
SmHhscnl:•n
Smllhs.onlan

N~~IIQ

Salt La.l<c: Arc a
Hubbell H."lnch
Agua fna and
LArgo Cn:cks
ArmiJo Spnngs
West of Qucm:Hlo
South of Qucm."ldo
Wl(o Creek
l..olrgo Cr~~k
l..olr,::o Creek
L.v,::o Creek
Calllta Sprln~:s

01'1:w & Dan"'-ln I!J4R.
Dan!!IOn 1950, 1957
Excavation
Danson & Mnldc 1950
Excavation
McCimscy 1951, 1980
Excavation
SmJth I 950. I 973
F.Kc:wnllon
Dulhu-d 19G2
Reconnaissance Winkler & Davis I9G 1
Honea & Denham 1963,
Survey
llonea·'69.Al!:xander· ·6c
Survey
Hammnck 1964
D::u-nett 1974
Exca\'allon
Kayser l972c
Survey
Survey

Excilvallon
Survey
Survey

K.ayscr l972b
Wilson 1972
Knyscr 1972c

Excavation
Survey
Survey
Exc:wntlon
LltcrOllurc review
Survey

K;.y:scr 1973
MNM nics
K.."ly:scr 1976
Kny:scr ct nl. 1975
Milrshall 1976
Richards 1976
Wilson 1976
Kayser & Dart 1977

Quemado
Quemndo
Quemndo, SAC/\
Quemado area
Quemado area
Quemndo area

Survey
Survey and
Exc:1vat1on
Survey
Survey
Survey
Survey
Survey
Survey

Quc:mndo nren
SAC/\

Survey
SUTVl")'

Qucm;~do 1\rcr~

Williams R.Vlch .
Larco Creek
\Vc:s t of Quem.::Jdo
l..olrgo Creek

Survey
SIICA
SAC/I.
Survey
SACA
Survey
Survey
SAC/\.
Survey
SACA
Survey
SACA
SACA
Survey
SACA
Survey
Red I! Ill area
Survey
SACA
Survey
Survey
SAC/\
SAC II
!JartonRnch/Qucm. Survey
LA Draw
Surv~-y
Quemado area
Survey
Quc:m:~do al'l:a
Exc:~vallon
Qucmndo nrca
Scl~mlc survey
SIIC/\
Survey
Ornc~:n nn:n
Scl~mlc survey
Quemndo area
Survey
Qucm:~do

nn:a

Survey

!:llJrrnudQ no:il

:"lJ 01(:)'

Wilson 1978
!JLM nics
Wh:Ucn 1979
BLM Olc:s
Lcehan 1981
Nlghlcnj!o.le cl al.
1981-1982
Schc:li::k 1982
l!owln.nd 1982
Eck 1982
Colllns&Robert~on · 83

Moore el :U . 198.3
Elyca 1983
Hog;~n 1983a. 1983b
Sallanl 1983
Fowler l984a, 1984b
I3LM Oles
Koc:r.an·l984
Winter 1984a, b, c, d
Mills 1984
Cam.llll et al. 1988
C:\TT'Oil 1985
Cnrroll 1985
IJLM flies
Hannaford 1985
ALM nlc~
llo,::,.netnl. 1985
llLM nics
Gossett 1986
ni .M flies
t::!d~QO 1°f!Q

Exhibit 33. List of archa eological expeditions to the Plains of San Agustin area, 1891-1986.
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Exhibit 34. Letter from
Edward B. Danson to Tom Carey
regarding his archaeological work
on the Plains of San Agustin
in 1947.

Robert ,J. nral<e ("RJD), Boissevain, l,.fanitoba,

~='rom:

Cana~a

t<OK

0~0

S'I'l>.'I'~f\1'1' CONCF"Rl'IT!\TG TWO "Rr:'PO~'T'~ OP a, SP1l.C'RSHT.P CPaSH TN 1_q47 0\T 'f!-W
PLAIN-S OF S~N a~TTS'J'If\1, ~'I'l>.'T'F 0"~=" 1\Tf'W MFXICO (including a statement on
the background of R,m)

Born at San Diego, California, on 2?. April 1922, T

gra~uate~

from Palo Alto High School, Santa Clara County, California, in 1941.
Fnlisting in the Army of the United States in 1942, T was in reserve
status for several months and then oroered to active duty and served
until 1.945 when I receivecl an Bonorahle Discharge.

T continued my

education and graduated with a BA in 1.949 from the University of
New Mexico

(~);

the major was in anthropology (emphasis, archaeo-

logy), the minor was biology (emphasis, zoology).

From 1949 until

1.9':\Si, I did graduate studies at T]l\l),.f,'T'he TJniversity

o~

t.rashington and

The University of arizona, mostly on a part-time hasis and accumulated
approximately 50 hours of

cre~it.

During my first year in high school, I received informal tutoring
in research-methodology from several faculty members of nearhy Stanford
TJniversity

an~

started to use university libraries and

commence~

inrle-

penoent research projects.
Tn high school years, T collected natural history specimens ano
started a molluscan collection (mostly nonmarine) to which I was ahle
to add during army service (in six states) and during later years until
the 1.970's. ~e documented specimens constituted a control- and reference-collection and assisted myself and others in research in malacology,
environmental-archaeology, and climatic- change, especially after many
suites

of speci~n-lots

were deposited in research museums.

From 1.941 until 1.971., T produced 70 publications and reports that
came out of my studies as an independent investigator.

They consisted

of archaeological site-reports, book reviews, descriptions of new species
of Mollusca, reviews of research strategies, time-depth information
on molluscan assemhlages found in
and

~olocene

~ated

archaeological and Pleistocene

sediments, use of molluscs in environmental-archaeology,

Exhibit 35. Statement of Robert J. Drake regarding his experiences on the
Plains of San Agustin in 1947 (continued on following two pages).
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zoogeographical accounts of molluscan ~aunal components ann climaticchange of the Llano-~stacado area. ~e publications appeare~ in The
Nautilus,

~1

Palacio,

Torre, J ournal of the

Plateau, Tihewa, Revista de la

~rican ~ntiquity,

~ashington ~cademy

of Sciences, Bulletin of the

National Museum of Canada and other serials.

Some papers were in publica-

tions of foundations ann associations; others were at institutions.

In late Septemher 1947, I was on a weekend fieldtrip in Catron
County, New Mexico, with three other anthropology (archaeology) students:
Al Dittert, Dan McKnight and

~es

at The University of Chicago ) .
UNM prior to their service in

Hurt (who was then a graduate student
McKnight and Hurt had graduated from

T~TtHI

gical record of the Plains of San

and had been studying the archaeolo~gustin

{PSA) for some time; in l 949,

they published a definitive paper on their

PS~

work in Catron rounty and

adjacent areas . We travelled in McKnight's station wagon; ~urt and McKnight
made written recordings at stops to examine features, collect artifacts
and take photographs, etc. I collected some molluscs.
On Saturday, 27September 1947, we ha~ gone as far as Bat Cave, on the
west side of the PSA, and spent the night near there.
we saw where

~erbert

On entering Fat

Dick and a party of family-members ann friends

~ave,

ha~

made controlled exploratory excavations in, I helieve, later July or in
early August.

Herbie Dick had graduated in anthropology from TJNM and

was then working on a Doctorate at Harvard University.
On

Sunday, 28September 1. 947, we started back to UNM stopping at a

ranch where we were expected for the mid-day meal.

About 200 feet from

the ranch house, while waiting to eat, I walked over to a fence on which
a large bone had been wired next to a post.

While there, I was joined by

a ranch hand who talked about Indian artifacts being found in the vicinity
and about how the summer rains made it extremely muddy there, etc.

Then

he told me that a spaceship had crashed a short distance to the south
several months hefore; he seemed quite serious about it and said that there
had been dead bodies with it.

I do not think that I responded much more

than to say that when T had been at the Chaco ranyon TmM field school in
early July people were talking about spaceship crashes in New Mexico, as
well.

Later, when inside the house, the rancher toln us of a geologist

(William Edwards Powers ) who had worked around the area before WWTI.
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He had a reprint of a paper by Powers, mailed to him by the author,
reportinq on the nea:·by extinct lake-basin.
the JOURN"'L OF
The

~EOHO'RPHOLOGY

I noted the reference in

and later lool<:ed it up at the tJNM library.

location of the ranch was close to Datil, Catron County.
I worked in several fields and kept on with research which was

then roostly on the systematics and distribution of the ·1onmarine
molluscs of Northwestern Mexico and the Southwestern United States.
After

~ieldwork

ba%~

at

and collecting in

~~~ ~l~lioteca

y

~useo

~"exico,

I did occasi0'"li' 1 res::-?rch

de Sonora in Hermosillo and maintained

a small permanent office there courtesy of the government of the State
of Sonora until 1g5s.
In late December 1952, while living in Hermosillo with my family,
we were visited by several former fellow-students at

t~.

,..mong them

was "Roscoe T>/i lmeth; I had been in an anthropology course with him in
While showing him around the Riblioteca y Museo, he told me that

1951.

he regretted not coming to Hermosillo via the PSA as he had wanted to
see the area where, he said, there had been a crashed spaceship with
bodies.

I believe that I said little or nothing in response to his

statement.
After that, I saw the late Roscoe Wilmeth at many places in Canada
and the United States and there was no further reference made to the
subject.

J]_.J..anu~lal"
y_J..9.92

Da~
G· . r .-~:::y
:
· ~ · . :i '~r Fer 03ths
:··.. · _ . ., . .. : ·.:~· d ~~i.~n,\oba

L....~~ J,: ~.;.;...:ry

Jv,

l:J',.:j'·
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Exhibit 36. Letter from General Arthur Exon to Kevin Randle,
regarding alleged inaccuracies in his quoted remarks in UFO Crash at Roswell.
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Tom Carey

Prof. Michael Swords,
moderator

(Seated, left to right) Kevin Randle, Don Schmitt, Tom Carey, Mark Rodeghier,
Michael Swords, Fred Whiting; (standing) Don Berliner, Stan Friedman

Exhibit 37. Scenes from the Plains of San Agustin conference in Chicago, February 15-16, 1992.
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For more information, write:
The J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies
2457 W. Peterson
Chicago, IL 60659

The Fund for UFO Research
P.O. Box 277
Mount Rainier, MD 20712

